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Abstract
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been supplemented with various numerical
models during the last decades, enabling the direct simulation of flows with increasing
complexity. For instance, fluid-structure interactions can be accurately described thanks
to the combination of LBM with an immersed boundary approach which is not intrisically
formulated for the LBM. Multiple applications of the LBM are presented in this work,
all sharing the property to aim at the simulation of complex flows.
As a first topic, a lattice Boltzmann model designed for the simulation of dilute and
dense finite-sized rigid particle suspensions is presented. A bottom-up approach is used
that fully resolves the mechanical interaction between fluid and particles. The model
consists in coupling a lattice Boltzmann scheme for Newtonian and incompressible fluid
flows, with an immersed boundary scheme to simulate two-ways fluid-particles interaction.
A simple yet robust contact model is introduced, that includes repulsive elastic collisions
between particles and neglects lubrication corrections. This model is applied to simple
sheared flows with rigid spherical particles. Results are given for the relative apparent
viscosity of the particle suspensions as a function of the particle volume fraction and
strain rate of the flow. It is shown that, using the proposed approach, no lubrication
model is needed in the Newtonian regime, provided that the model includes an elastic
contact model. The algorithm presented, therefore, can be based only on physically
sound and simple rules, a valuable feature for aiming at resolving polydispersed and
arbitrarily shaped particle suspensions. A comparison of the numerical results with
Krieger-Dougherty law confirms that the simulations are not sensitive to the particle
Reynolds number for Rep  1 in the Newtonian regime. It is shown that the proposed
model is sufficient to obtain a correct description of the rheology of spherical particle
suspensions up to volume fraction equal to 0.55 (approaching the critical random packing
fraction for monodispersed spheres). It is demonstrated that the fluid-solid density
ratio does not impact significantly the simulations in absence of gravity, which allows to
increase the performance and stability of the implemented algorithm. Finally, a glimpse
of bidisperse sphere distributions and three-phase suspensions is shown.
Second, a direct comparison between a real wave flume and a 3D numerical wave
flume is developed through the analysis of an oscillating water column energy converter,
in order to validate the lattice Boltzmann approach for simulating such a device. The
numerical model uses a volume-of-fluid approach and handles the water-air coupling
into the converter air chamber. The experimental and numerical setup are described.
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Comparisons for water level during free oscillation test, water level and air pressure under
regular wave attacks are given and show that the lattice Boltzmann model is accurate in
these conditions.
Third, a scheme for coupling a 2D lattice Boltzmann free-surface solver with a
1D lattice Boltzmann shallow water solver is presented. This method is used to save
computational effort and efficiently realize multiscale systems. The accuracy of the
coupling is validated with two tests. First, the numerical and analytic solutions are
compared in a setup with fixed inflow current and outflow water level in a canal. Second,
the physics of wave propagation and reflection is investigated in a coupled simulation,
and compared to the solutions obtained with both a pure free-surface simulation and a
pure shallow-water simulation. Finally, a performance test is carried out to demonstrate
that the overhead of the coupling is negligible. A quantitative validation of this type of
coupling for the lattice Boltzmann method is novel, and opens the door to a range of
large-scale simulations of canals and other hydrodynamic systems.
Finally, automatic grid refinement and coherent noise generation are addressed in a
last part, where some links between these topics and the previous ones are shown.
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Résumé
Au cours des dernières décennies, la méthode de Boltzmann sur réseau (LBM) a été
enrichie par divers modèles numériques permettant la simulation directe d’écoulements
d’une complexité croissante. À titre d’exemple, les interactions fluide-structure peuvent
être résolues avec précision grâce à la combinaison de la LBM avec un approche de type
«bords immergés», qui n’est pas intrinsèquement formulée pour la LBM. De nombreuses
applications de la LBM sont présentées dans ce travail, visant toutes à permettre la
simulation d’écoulements complexes.
Dans un premier temps, un modèle LBM conçu pour la simulation de suspensions
de particules rigides de taille finie est présenté. Le modèle permet la simulation de
suspensions de concentration dense et diluée. Une approche ascendante est adoptée,
résolvant entièrement les interactions mécaniques entre fluide et particules. Le modèle
consiste à coupler un schéma de type LBM pour des fluides Newtoniens incompressibles
avec des conditions de type bords immergés afin de résoudre l’interaction du fluide aux
particules et des particules au fluide. Un modèle de contact entre particules, robuste
et simple, est introduit. Il permet de rendre compte des collisions élastiques répulsives
entre particules et néglige les corrections de lubrification. Ce modèle est appliqué à des
écoulements de Couette avec des particules sphériques rigides. Des résultats sont donnés
concernant la viscosité relative apparente de la suspension simulée en fonction de la
concentration en particules et du taux de déformation de l’écoulement. Il est montré
que, dans le régime Newtonien, aucun modèle explicite de lubrification n’est requis avec
le modèle proposé. Par conséquent, l’algorithme présenté peut être basé uniquement
sur des règles simples, ce qui constitue une propriété importante d’un modèle dont le
but final est la simulation de suspensions hétérogènes de particules de formes arbitraires.
Une comparaison des résultats numériques avec la loi de Krieger-Dougherty confirme
que la qualité des résultats n’est pas sensible au nombre de Reynolds de la suspension
dans le régime Rep « 1, pour le cas Newtonien. Il est montré que le modèle proposé est
suffisant pour obtenir une description correcte de la rhéologie de suspensions de particules
sphériques jusqu’à une concentration approximative de 0.55 (proche de la concentration
critique pour des sphères homogènes aléatoirement distribuées). Il est démontré que
le ratio de densité entre les phases solide et fluide n’influence pas significativement les
simulations en l’absence de gravité. Ce dernier point permet d’accroître la performance
et la stabilité de l’algorithme implémenté, grâce à l’utilisation de particules plus denses.
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Finalement, un aperçu de simulations de suspensions sphériques bimodales ainsi que de
suspensions triphasiques est proposé.
Deuxièmement, une comparaison entre un canal à vague réel et un canal numérique
3D est réalisée via l’étude d’un convertisseur d’énergie de houle de type «colonne d’eau
oscillante», permettant la validation de l’approche LBM pour la simulation de ce type
de dispositifs. Le modèle numérique utilise une approche «volume-of-fluide» et tient
compte du couplage entre l’eau et l’air à l’intérieur de la chambre du convertisseur. Les
configurations expérimentales et numériques sont décrites. Une analyse comparative
entre les modèles expérimentaux et numériques est faite, concernant le niveau d’eau
durant un test d’oscillation libre, ainsi que le niveau d’eau et de la pression de l’air face à
un train de vague régulier. Ces comparaisons montrent que l’approche LBM est adaptée
à ce problème.
Troisièmement, une méthode pour coupler un modèle LBM en 2D de type «surface
libre» avec un modèle LMB en 1D de type «shallow water» est présentée. Cette approche
permet de réduire l’effort de calcul sur un problème donné, via l’exploitation du caractère
multi-échelle représenté par les différentes parties de l’écoulement. Le couplage est
validé par deux tests. Premièrement, dans le cas d’une configuration ou un courant
d’entrée et une hauteur d’eau de sortie sont fixés, les solutions numériques et analytiques
sont comparées. Deuxièmement, la physique de la propagation et réflexion d’onde est
comparée dans les cas mixtes, surface libre uniquement et shallow water uniquement.
Finalement, un test de performance démontre que le surplus de calcul dû au couplage
reste négligeable devant le l’effort de calcul représenté par le modèle à surface libre.
Une validation quantitative de ce type de couplage pour la LBM ouvre la possibilité de
simulations à large échelle de canaux et de systèmes hydrauliques en général.
Finalement, les thèmes du raffinement de grille automatique et de la génération de
bruit cohérent sont abordés dans une dernière partie, où des liens entre ces sujets et les
précédents sont proposés.
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Notations
The following rules apply throughout all this work and are not recalled in the manuscript:
• Scalar quantities are written in normal math police (e.g. the density ρ).
• Vector quantities are written with an arrow (e.g. the velocity ~u).
• Second rank tensors are written in bold (e.g. the viscous stress τ ).
• Only equations or set of equations involving tensors of rank larger than 2 are written
in index notation.
• The dot product is denoted by the symbol “·”, whereas no symbol implies the dyadic
product (e.g. ~u · ~u = T r(~u~u)).
• Partial derivatives of the form

∂
∂x

may be abbreviated as ∂x for sake of readability.
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Abbreviations
CFD

computational fluid dynamics

FS

free-surface

IBM

immersed boundary method

IB

immersed boundary

LBM

lattice Boltzmann method

LB

lattice Boltzmann

LES

large eddy simulation

NSE

Navier-Stoke equations

OWC

oscillating water column

PTG

procedural terrain generation

PTO

Power-take-off

RANS

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes

RMS

root mean square

SW

shallow water

VOF

volume-of-fluid

WEC

wave energy converter
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1

Introduction
Since its emergence at the end of the 1980s [1] from lattice gas automata models, the
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) constitutes a common choice to model fluid flow, as an
alternative to solvers for the Navier-Stokes equation. Based on the Boltzmann equation,
the LBM is used to solve the macroscopic flows obeying the Navier-Stokes equations
despite – or thanks to – its kinetic nature. Along with the relative simplicity of its basic
implementation, the intrinsically parallel formulation of the method also contributed
to its popularity. As a consequence, the LBM is nowadays a natural choice for high
performance computing in the domain of fluids dynamics.
The exponential performance growth of modern clusters [2] participated to the
popularity of the LBM, which owes its efficient parallelism to the local nature of the
collision step in the lattice Boltzmann (LB) scheme. In the context of the generalized use
of computational fluid dynamics, the LBM finds many applications, especially in the field
of complex fluidic systems. Unfortunately, the meaning given to “complex” is multiple
and not always well defined. Depending on the author, a complex fluid can denote
“substances which flow at modest stresses on time scales perceivable by humans” [3],
“gases or liquids that contain particles of other substances dispersed within them” [4]1 ,
or “internal microstructures whose evolution affects the macroscopic dynamics of the
material, especially the rheology” [5]. The definition of a complex flow is even more blurry:
in the most cited reviews dedicated to complex flows [6–8] the expression “complex flow”
is not defined. The topics covered, in the latter case, are as diverse as multiphase flows,
microfluidics, turbulence, particle suspensions and finite Knudsen number flows. Thus,
an attempt to characterize complex flows is proposed here by summarizing the difficulties
arising from fluidic systems that are usually considered as “complex”. Important lattice
Boltzmann applications to real systems involve phenomena that usually combines one or
many of the following difficulties:

1

Suspensions (liquid-particles), emulsions (liquid-liquid) and granular materials (gas-particles) are
distinct instances of complex fluids with this definition.

1
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• The nature of the flow itself requires a refined model (e.g. in systems including large
temperature variations [9], high Reynolds number and turbulent flows [10, 11], high
Knudsen number [12], coexistence of multiple phases [13]).
• The boundary conditions are highly non-trivial (e.g. complex or moving geometries
[14, 15], self-disturbance of the imposed conditions [16] among many others).
• The computational cost incurred by the large range of time or spatial scales of the
simulations is intractable (e.g. multiscale simulations [17, 18], as the intrinsic nature
of the simulated systems makes them particularly difficult to tackle because of the
interdependence of coupled phenomena occurring at different scales. Each one of
these scales must be resolved in order to build a global solution, as for instance in
fluid-sediment interaction in a river [19]).
As a matter of fact, the LBM is a common way to tackle the simulation of such
complex systems [6, 20, 21]. Multiphase flow simulations occupy a wide place in the
corresponding literature, since accurate flow predictions are needed in various domains
such as prediction and understanding of blood flows [22,23], magmatic suspensions [24,25],
erosion and sedimentation processes [19], polymer solutions [26], food industry [27, 28] or
building industry [29] among others.
LBM models dedicated to the modeling of multiphase flows are numerous: pseudopotential models [30], color-gradient models [31] and free-energy [32] models enable the
simulation of multiple immiscible components with diffuse interface. In the other hand,
when the difference of density and viscosity are large between the phases, the free-surface
model (presented in Sect. 4.1) often represents a more viable alternative in terms of
computational cost. The interested reader can find a brief comparison of the advantages
and disadvantages of these methods in [33].
This thesis presents different works that share the common goal to overcome the
difficulties inherent to the study of complex flows.

Outline
In the first part of this thesis, important concepts of fluid dynamics are presented in
Chap. 1, followed in Chap. 2 by the theoretical background of kinetic theory on top of
which LBM is built.

Contents
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Although the topics discussed in the second part are distinct in terms of models
used and physics studied, they fall into the category of multiphase flows. In Chap. 3, a
model is presented that targets the simulation of highly concentrated, two- and threephases suspensions (i.e. liquid, solid and gas phases) using an immersed boundary
scheme. Simulating such suspensions requires the combination of multiple models. As a
consequence, some confusion impregnates both the literature dedicated to the various ways
to model suspensions at a microscopic scale and the numerous available numerical methods
to implement them. Therefore, many interrogations remain, in particular concerning
suspensions in magmatic flow regime: is the LBM immersed boundary method suited for
such simulations? Among the numerous ingredients mentioned in the literature, which
ones are essential to achieve accurate results? Is it possible, with a simple model, to
simulate highly concentrated suspensions? In Chap. 4, the free-surface (FS) model is
presented along with two applications: the simulation of a wave energy converter and the
coupling between a 1D shallow water (SW) model and a 2D free-surface model. First, the
simulation of a wave energy converter is studied in Sect. 4.2. An important challenge in
this case is to ensure that the two-way coupling between water and air, in the converter’s
chamber, is properly captured by the model despite the nature of the free-surface model,
in which the light fluid (i.e. the air) is not simulated. How do the numerical predictions,
in this case, compare to experimental results? The second topic, in Sect. 4.3, addresses
one of the drawback of the free-surface model: its computational cost. Whereas the
free-surface model captures a richer physics than the shallow water model, the latter
one is undoubtedly more efficient as it takes advantage of stronger assumptions about
the flow. Thus, when the configuration of a system allows for it, a mixed free-surface,
shallow water simulation appears particularly advantageous – on the condition, of course,
that the discrepancies introduced by the coupling scheme, as well as the computational
overhead, are kept reasonably low. Note both the similarity and difference, in terms
of scales involved, between suspensions simulations and FS-SW coupling: whereas the
aim, in the former case, is to make a global behaviour emerge from local interactions
(fluid-particle as well as particle-particle), one tries in the latter case to conciliate, within
a limited area, different physics simulated on separated, global domains. In both cases,
potentially multiple orders of magnitude separate the local phenomena from the global
ones.
A popular way to tackle such multiscale problems is to make use of grid refinement,
when the configuration of the system allows it. In the third part, Chap. 5 concerns the
study of a criterion for automatic grid refinement in LBM. Indeed, the fully ad hoc, manual
way to set the different areas of refinement in a domain is not applicable to all situations;
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moreover, it is more satisfactory to have an objective criterion, such as a commonly used
one based on vorticity. However, this heuristic approach has no strong physical basis;
hence, an automatic yet physically consistent criterion is proposed, and a study of its
accuracy is performed through the simulation of a lid-driven cavity in a weak turbulent
regime (Re=12000). As an eminently difficult and multiscale phenomenon, turbulence in
computational fluid dynamics has been subject to numerous approaches over time, and
still constitutes one of the main challenges in the domain [34]. Interestingly, attempts
have been conducted to account for turbulence via the use of coherent randomness
(or “numerical noise”) as the basis for a subgrid model [35, 36], which is not surprising,
reminding the chaotic nature of turbulence. In Chap. 6, an algorithm for the generation of
coherent noise is proposed, though not applied to turbulence. A study of a random, fully
artificial terrain and texture generation algorithm is conducted, lying at the interface
between computer science, physics and geology as an open end to this work, where
automatically generated landscapes are compared to real ones through a fractal analysis
of their coastlines.

Part I.
Theoretical aspects
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Chapter 1.
Macroscopic flows
1.1. Overview of the Navier-Stokes equations
The Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) are a set of nonlinear partial differential equations
describing the evolution of a fluid from a macroscopic point of view. It is shown in
Sect. 1.3 and Sect. 2.2.3 how to derive these equations as well as the nature of their
constituents, in particular the viscous term. Here, an overview of the NSE is first given.
The NSE reflect the conservation of three physical quantities: mass, momentum and
energy. They depend on the fluid density ρ(~x, t) = ρ, the fluid velocity ~u(~x, t) = ~u, to
which are linked the pressure p, the deviatoric stress tensor τ and the external force per
volume unit f~.
Mass conservation, also called continuity equation:
∂ρ ~
+ ∇ · (ρ~u) = 0.
∂t

(1.1)

∂(ρ~u) ~
~ +∇
~ · τ + f~.
+ ∇ · (ρ~u~u) = −∇p
∂t

(1.2)

∂(ρe) ~
~ · (τ · ~u) + ρf~ · ~u − ∇
~ ·Q
~ + R.
+ ∇ · ((ρe + p)~u) = ∇
∂t

(1.3)

Momentum conservation:

Energy conservation:
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The latter equation, which will not be treated further in this thesis, also involves the
~ lost by thermal conduction and the radiated heat r.
total energy e, the heat flux Q
Note that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) are scalar, whereas Eq. (1.2) is vectorial; the former
correspond to mass and energy balance and the latter corresponds to momentum balance.
Eq. (1.2) is also called Cauchy momentum equation. In this general form, it does not
specify the value of τ .
The first two equations, together with an equation of state that specifies the relationship between ρ and p, constitute a closed set of equations for ~u and ρ if the fluid material
properties does not depend on the temperature, which is the case in the incompressible
regime (see Eq. (1.6) below). From Mach number M a ≈ 0.3 and higher, the fluid is said
to be in the compressible regime, and the fluid material properties exhibit a temperature
dependence (i.e. velocity, pressure and temperature are coupled), and the third equation
specifying temperature change is needed.

1.1.1. Special cases
Negligible bulk viscosity
In the compressible case, for a Newtonian fluid whose bulk viscosity can be neglected
(see Sect. 1.2.2 for the definitions), the momentum equation reads
!





∂~u
~ u = −∇p
~ +∇
~ · µ(∇~
~ u + (∇~
~ u )T ) − 2 ∇
~ µ(∇
~ · ~u) + f~,
ρ
+ (~u · ∇)~
∂t
3

(1.4)

with µ the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, which can depend on density and temperature,
amongst other parameters (see Sect. 1.2.1 and Chap. 3.1 for more details). It is shown in
Sect. 1.3.3 how the new form of the left hand side is obtained.

Constant dynamic viscosity
If the dynamic viscosity can be considered constant, one obtains
~
∂~u
~ u = −∇p + ν ∇
~ 2~u + 1 ν ∇(
~ ∇
~ · ~u) + ~af ,
+ (~u · ∇)~
∂t
ρ
3

(1.5)
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with ν = µ/ρ the kinematic viscosity and ~af = f~/ρ the acceleration due to external
forces.

Incompressible fluid
~ · ~u = 0 and consequently the
When ρ is constant, the continuity equation reduces to ∇
momentum equation reads
~
∂~u
~ u = −∇p + ν ∇
~ 2~u + ~af .
+ (~u · ∇)~
∂t
ρ

(1.6)

We show in Sect. 1.2, Sect. 1.3 and Chap. 2.2.3 how to obtain all the aforesaid
equations.

1.1.2. Limitations
When deriving the NSE, an important assumption is that the fluid considered is a
continuum. Under certain conditions, such as very small scale flows or rarefied gases, the
fact that the fluid actually contains particles or molecules invalidates the NSE. Boltzmann
equation, statistical mechanics or molecular dynamics should rather be considered in
order to model the system in this case. For the continuum assumption to be correct, it is
important to ensure that the characteristic size of the system is much larger than the
mean free path of the molecules. Generally, this assumption is quite realistic for common
fluids such as standard atmospheric air, where the mean free path is approximately 10−8
m.

1.1.3. Interpretation of the incompressible momentum
equation
Consider the momentum equation Eq. (1.6) for incompressible flows. It is the form
A + B = C + D + E, where each term has a physical meaning:
• Local acceleration A:
∂(~u)
.
∂t
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This term corresponds to the time-dependant, local acceleration of the fluid.
• Advection term B :
~ · ~u)~u.
(∇
This is the space-dependant part of the acceleration. It is shown in Sect. 1.3 how
this term appears by switching from a Lagrangian point of view to an Eulerian one.
• Hydrostatic constraint C:
1~
− ∇p.
ρ
This is the acceleration due to a pressure gradient; it reflects the fact that if the
pressure is not homogeneous, the fluid evolves until homogeneity is reached.
• Viscous term D:
~ 2~u.
ν∇
This term reflects the resistance of the fluid to strain (see Sect. 1.2).
• Body forces E:
~af .
The last term corresponds to the acceleration due to external forces applied to the
fluid. In this work, it always correspond to the gravity.

1.2. The stress term and the viscosity
1.2.1. General form
From a very general point of view, the momentum NSE can be seen as an expression of
Newton’s law of motion, using the material derivative (see App. A):
ρ

D~u
=ϕ
~,
Dt

(1.7)
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with the left hand site representing the mass (actually, density) times the acceleration,
and the right hand side the force (actually, force per volume unit). It is shown in Sect. 1.3
how an equation of this form can be obtained. Here, only the form of ϕ
~ is discussed.
In a first step, it is useful to distinguish two types of forces: internal and external
forces. The former express the force whose origin lie in the fluid itself, while the latter
represent forces exerted by external causes (e.g. gravity): ϕ
~=ϕ
~ int + ϕ
~ ext . The internal
forces can be formulated as coming from the divergence of the stress tensor σ (also called
Cauchy stress tensor) of the fluid. Hence, ϕ
~ is decomposed as
ϕ
~ = ∇ · σ + f~,

(1.8)

where the external force f~ can be of any nature. The focus is put here on the form of
σ. Two kinds of internal forces acts on a small fluid element: elastic forces and viscous
forces, both being usually expressed by surface unit. The elastic stress φ is proportional
to the amplitude of the element’s deformation, i.e. to its strain, while the viscous stress τ
is proportional to the strain rate. Physically, the former comes from the potential energy
proportional to the space gap between fluid particles, and the latter from the friction
resulting from the velocity difference between particles.
Elastic stresses are important when dealing with viscoelastic fluids; however, in many
cases, the elastic stress reduces to the thermodynamic pressure −p (the minus sign comes
from the fact that the resulting force on an object submitted to a pressure gradient is
pointing in the direction opposed to the gradient).
Viscous stresses, in the other hand, reflect the shear forces acting on the fluid element.
As for each one of the three spatial dimensions it may act in three possible directions,
it cannot be summarized into a single scalar value; these nine elements are stored in a
3 × 3 tensor denoted τ .
It is convenient to split σ into a normal component (normal stress) and a deviatoric
component (shear stress):


σ=



σxx


σyx





σxy σxz 
σyy



σyz 



σzx σzy σzz

=



p


−
0






0 0
p

σxx + p
 
 
+
0
  σyx
 

0 0 p

σzx

σxy

σxz 

σyy + p

,
σyz 


σzy




σzz + p



(1.9)
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which writes compactly as
σ = −pI + τ .

(1.10)

So far, nothing has been specified about the components of σ. In fact, they depend
on the fluid considered, and the form of these components must reflect the material
properties of the fluid. From a general point of view, one needs to specify how a small
volume of the fluid reacts to a given stress, i.e. how the fluid strain rate γ̇ is related
to the fluid shear stress; this determines the rheology of a fluid (see Sect. 3.1). Such a
relationship is called a constitutive equation and has the form τ = f (γ̇). Note that γ̇ is
~ u:
the time derivative ∂γ/∂t of the strain tensor γ, defined as the symmetric part of ∇~
γ̇ =

i
1 h~
~ u)T .
∇~u + (∇~
2

(1.11)

The latter expression is in fact a linear approximation; indeed, one can write the
change of deformation (i.e. the velocity) between location ~r and location ~r +~δ by expanding
~u(~r + ~δ, t):
~ u) + O(~u2 ).
~u(~r + ~δ, t) = ~u(~r, t) + ~δ · (∇~

(1.12)

~ u, as any second rank tensor B, can be written in the form
The second rank tensor ∇~
B = B/2 + B/2 + B T /2 − B T /2, and the following expression is true at first order:
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T
~ u − (∇~
~ u )T
∇~
∇~
~u(~r + ~δ, t) = ~u(~r, t) + ~δ ·
+~δ ·
.
2
2
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
S

(1.13)

A

Here, S is the symmetric part which accounts for the shear and compression of the
control volume. In the other hand, the antisymmetric part A correspond to the rotational
motion around ~r and thus does not change the relative positions of the points inside
the control volume; hence, no friction due to velocity difference between particles can
originate from this term, and A = 0. It follows that
γ̇ =

i
1 h~
~ u)T .
∇~u + (∇~
2

(1.14)
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1.2.2. Newtonian fluid
A Newtonian fluid is a fluid for which the constitutive equation can be written as
τ = αγ̇,

(1.15)

with α a tensor called viscosity tensor which does not depend on ~u nor τ . If the
relationship is not linear, then the fluid is not Newtonian.
Non-Newtonian fluids, such as blood or magma under certain conditions for instance,
are common, and the dependence of their viscosity on the properties of the flow and the
fluid are not trivial. The specific case of fluid suspensions and their rheology is discussed
in Chap. 3.
At this point, the only assumption made was about the linear relationship between
τ and γ̇. Let us summarize the different variables used, whose similar names can be
confusing:
• σ is the total stress tensor;
• τ is the (viscous, deviatoric) stress tensor;
• γ is the strain tensor;
• γ̇ =

1
2

h

i

~ u + (∇~
~ u)T is the strain rate tensor;
∇~

• α is the viscosity tensor.
In the 3-dimensional case, for which τ and γ̇ are second order tensors expressed by
3 × 3 arrays, α is in the general case a fourth order tensor expressed by a 3 × 3 × 3 × 3
array, since the general linear relationship between two second-order tensors is done
through a fourth-order tensor (in index notation):
τij = αijkl γ̇kl ,

(1.16)

meaning that each component of the viscous stress tensor is linearly related to all nine
components of γ̇.
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Isotropy
One can append one more assumption in addition to the linearity of the relationship
between τ and γ̇: the isotropy of the fluid, also called spherical symmetry. Note that
it is not uncommon to encounter clearly anisotropic fluids in nature: any suspension
whose particles volume fraction is high enough and whose particles are not spherical is
candidate to anisotropic effects, that are not treated here.
From a rigorous and general standpoint, an isotropic fourth order tensor α must be
on the form (see [37] for instance)
αijkl = aδij δkl + bδik δjl + cδil δjk ,

(1.17)

with a, b and c three scalars. In our case, γ̇ is symmetric (see subsection 1.2.1 above)
and therefore the tensor τ resulting from αijkl γ̇kl is also symmetric. This implies that α
itself must be symmetric, thus b = c. Developing the expression for τij = αijkl γ̇kl (see
App. F.3 for the computations), it follows that
~ · ~u)I.
τ = 2bγ̇ + a(∇

(1.18)

In addition to the thermodynamic pressure p, which is related to the kinetic energy
of the thermodynamic system when equilibrium is reached (i.e. the internal energy), it
is convenient to define a mechanical or mean pressure pm as the average normal stress,
which can be seen as the “pressure” corresponding to the total stress tensor σ = −pI + τ
(thus including viscous stress). In three dimensions it reads
pm = −

T r(σ)
.
3

(1.19)

With the value of Eq. (1.18) that has been derived for τ , the latter expression writes
1
~ · ~u) + 3a(∇
~ · ~u)),
pm = − (−3p + 2b(∇
3

(1.20)

and so the relationship between thermodynamic and mechanic pressure is found to be
p − pm =



2
~ · ~u).
b + a (∇
3


(1.21)
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In order to have a single coefficient that relates to the divergence of the velocity, it is
common to define µ = b as the first (also called dynamic) viscosity and κ = 23 µ + a the
second (also called bulk) viscosity. Note that these two viscosity coefficients generally
depend on density and temperature. κ can be seen as a special, extra pressure (depending
on strain rate rather than on strain, as opposed to thermodynamic pressure pI) arising
from resistance to isotropic expansion or compression, and thus to the dissipation of
acoustic waves.
The relation 1.18 for τ can be rewritten using κ as
2
~ · ~u)I.
τ = 2µγ̇ + κ − µ (∇
3




(1.22)

~ · ~u)I, defining
Note that the viscous stress is also sometimes written as τ = 2µγ̇ + λ(∇
λ = κ − 2µ/3.
By rearranging terms, the final, commonly used expression of the viscous stress for
3D isotropic Newtonian fluids is found:
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T − 2 (∇
~ · ~u)I + κ(∇
~ · ~u)I.
τ = µ ∇~
3




(1.23)

Note that in the above expression, the tensor that multiplies µ is traceless; this part of τ
is deviatoric, and the bulk contribution is done only via the term that multiplies κ.
It has been shown that if the fluid is isotropic and Newtonian with a symmetric strain
rate γ̇, the viscosity tensor α will have only two independent parameters: a bulk viscosity
coefficient κ, that defines the resistance of the fluid to normal, uniform compression,
and a dynamic viscosity coefficient µ that expresses its resistance to shearing forces.
However, note that if the antisymmetric part of the viscous stress tensor (see Eq. (1.13))
is taken into account, then a third, rotational viscosity coefficient would arise. As said
in the previous subsection, the rotation without deformation itself would not generate
friction and so does not involve viscosity, thus the antisymmetric part of the viscous
stress could only result from a coupling between the fluid flow and the rotation of the
individual particles. Hence, by ignoring the antisymmetric term, one has in fact assumed
the absence of such a coupling, and the viscous stress tensor found has therefore two
viscosities only, due to its symmetry.
The value of the bulk viscosity κ has proven to be very difficult to determine [38].
Even in compressible flows, the term involving κ is often negligible and is a matter of
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controversy [39]. The assumption that κ is negligible is called the “Stokes hypothesis”
and is valid for dilute monoatomic gases (see [40] for instance).
To close this subsection, the final form of the total stress tensor σ is summarized:
~ · ~u)I + κ(∇
~ · ~u)I.
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T − 2 (∇
σ = −pI + τ = −pI + µ ∇~
3




(1.24)

1.2.3. An example of incompressible flow: Couette flow
A Couette flow is a laminar, viscous flow induced by a velocity difference between
bottom and up boundaries of the domain. Here, one considers the 2D case of two
infinite, horizontal plates along x-axis, with a distance H between them. Without loss of
generality, it is assumed that the top plate slides at a constant velocity ux (H) = utop ,
while the bottom one is at rest: ux (0) = 0. The following assumptions are also made:
~ · ~u = 0.
1. The fluid is incompressible, thus the continuity equation yields ∇
2. The flow is stationnary, thus all temporal derivatives vanish.
One can argue that ~u = (ux , uy )T = (ux , 0)T in virtue of the above assumptions and
the infinite length of the domain.
Recall from Eq. (1.6) that the NS momentum equation for an incompressible fluid
reads
~
∂~u
~ u = −∇p + ν ∇
~ 2~u + ~g ,
+ (~u · ∇)~
∂t
ρ

(1.25)

where it is assumed that the gravity ~g = (0, g)T is the only external acceleration in this
problem. In this problem, ∂t~u = ~0 due to flow stationnarity, and the velocity gradient is
only vertical for periodicity reasons: ∂x~u = ~0. Hence, the Laplacian in the momentum
equation can be evaluated as




2
∂y ux 

~ 2~u = 
∇

0

.

(1.26)
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~ u = (ux ∂x ux , 0)T = ~0. Thus, the left-hand side of the momentum
Likewise, (~u · ∇)~
equation completely vanishes and one is left with










= ρ

∂x p

∂y p



2
ν∂y ux 

g

.

(1.27)

Solving the y component yields p = ρgH + K (with K an arbitrary constant).
Injecting this result into the equation for x, one gets µ∂y2 ux = 0, thus ux (y) must be on
the form ux (y) = ay + b. Since ux (y = 0) = 0, b must be equal to zero. Finally, with
ux (y = H) = utop , one obtains
ux (y) =

utop y
.
H

(1.28)

As a result, this type of flow reveals useful to measure the viscosity of a fluid. In a
Couette flow, the only non-null component of τ (see Eq. (1.23)) is µ∂y ux , which simplifies
to µutop /H, while the left-hand term is the force used to move the upper plate. To
determine the viscosity of a fluid, some rheometers use this principle [41].

1.3. Derivation of mass and momentum
conservation equations
1.3.1. The continuity equation: a factory for conservation
equations
The continuity equation reflects the fact that the rate of change of a quantity φ inside a
control volume V is equivalent to the rate of φ crossing the boundaries S of V plus the
creation (or lost) of φ inside V by a source term Q. It reads:
Z
I
dZ
−
φ dV =
Q dV +
(φ~u · ~n) dS.
dt V
V
S

(1.29)
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Applying the divergence theorem (see Appendix C) to the surface integral above, one
finds:
Z
Z
dZ
~ · (φ~u) dV.
−
φ dV =
Q dV +
∇
dt V
V
V

(1.30)

Using the transport theorem (see Appendix B) for a fixed volume, the derivative in the
left hand side can be taken inside the integral. Then, regrouping all the terms in a single
integral and requiring the integrand itself to be null in order to ensure the validity for
any control volume, one obtains
∂φ ~
+ ∇ · (φ~u) = −Q.
∂t

(1.31)

Eq. (1.31) can now be used as factory to produce equations for conserved quantities
with or without source terms. It will be used in order to obtain the mass conservation
and the momentum conservation equations.

1.3.2. Mass conservation
Here the quantity of interest is the density ρ of the fluid. If there is no source term for
the density (i.e. no mass is introduced in the system), Q = 0 and the continuity equation
for density reads
~ · (ρ~u) = 0,
∂t ρ + ∇

(1.32)

which is equal to Eq. (1.1).

1.3.3. Momentum conservation
~
The quantity of interest is the volumetric momentum ρ~u. This time, the source term Q
~ ext
is not null; the momentum of the fluid is not conserved because of external forces Q
~ int . This means that the momentum is changed by
and internal friction (viscous) forces Q
a source of momentum, i.e. a force, which is expressed as the divergence of the stress
~ int = −∇
~ · σ and Q
~ ext = −f~. Section 1.2 above specifies the form of σ
tensor σ. Here, Q
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for different levels of approximation. The continuity equation reads
~ · (ρ~u~u) = ∇
~ · σ + f~,
∂t (ρ~u) + ∇

(1.33)

where one already recognizes the left hand side of one of Eq. (1.2).
Replacing σ by the expression (1.10):
~ · (ρ~u~u) = ∇
~ · (−pI + τ ) + f~ = −∇p
~ +∇
~ · τ + f~,
∂t (ρ~u) + ∇

(1.34)

and Eq. (1.2) is recovered.
A simplification of the left hand side of Eq. (1.34) is possible by considering it as the
second equation of the system whose first equation is the continuity equation (1.34) :
~ · (ρ~u~u) = (∇ρ)
~ · (~u~u) + ρ~u(∇
~ · ~u) + ρ~u · (∇~
~ u) (see Appendix
∂t (ρ~u) = ρ∂t~u + ~u∂t ρ, while ∇
F.1). Thus, using the fact that ~u~u · ~a = ~u(~u · ~a) for any vector ~a, one can factorize ~u and
ρ:
h

i

h

i

~ + ρ(∇
~ · ~u) + ρ ∂t~u + ~u · (∇~
~ u) = −∇p
~ +∇
~ · τ + f~.
~u ∂t ρ + ~u · (∇ρ)

(1.35)

~ + ρ(∇
~ · ~u) = ∇
~ · (ρ~u), and that ~u · (∇~
~ u) = (~u · ∇)~
~ u,
It is then easily shown that ~u · (∇ρ)
yielding
h

i

h

i

~ · (ρ~u) + ρ ∂t~u + (~u · ∇)~
~ u = −∇p
~ +∇
~ · τ + f~.
~u ∂t ρ + ∇

(1.36)

Considering the above equation in the context of the NSE, one must take the mass
continuity equation into account, and it is clear that the left contribution of the left hand
side is equal to zero in virtue of Eq. (1.32), yielding
h

i

~ u = −∇p
~ +∇
~ · τ + f~,
ρ ∂t~u + (~u · ∇)~

(1.37)

where one may recognize the material derivative enclosed in square brackets (see Appendix
A).
The different versions of the momentum NSE can now be recovered. To this end, Eq.
(1.37) will be used with a different level of specification for τ .
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Variable viscosity, compressible case
In the general compressible case, the viscosity can depend on the density and the
temperature and is therefore not a constant quantity. The divergence of the stress tensor
reads
~ ·τ =∇
~ · µ ∇~
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T − 2 (∇
~ · ~u)I
∇
3
 



,

(1.38)

where Eq. 1.23 has been used with the assumption of a negligible bulk viscosity κ.
~ · (µ(∇
~ · ~u)I) = ∇(µ(
~
~ · ~u)), recover Eq.
Distributing the divergence and simplifying ∇
∇
1.4 is recovered.

Constant viscosity, compressible case
Consider now the case where the viscosity is constant. Developing the right hand term
of Eq. (1.38) (see F.2 for the details), the equation simplifies as
~ · τ = µ∇
~ 2~u + 1 µ∇(
~ ∇
~ · ~u),
∇
3

(1.39)

with which Eq. (1.5) is recovered.

Constant viscosity, incompressible case
~ · ~u = 0,
Finally, considering a constant density, the continuity equation (1.1) yields ∇
and the above expression reduces to
~ · τ = µ∇
~ 2~u,
∇

(1.40)

which corresponds to Eq. (1.6).

1.3.4. Linking pressure to density
An obvious requirement for the two equations of continuity (mass and momentum) to
form a closed set is that the number of variables must be equal to two, namely ~u and ρ
(here the multiples component of ~u are considered as a unique variable). For this reason,
one needs to express the pressure as a function of the density through an equation of
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state. The way these quantities are linked can vary a lot. A famous equation of state is
the ideal gas law p = ρRT , with R the specific gas constant. In the case of an isentropic
and isothermal ideal gas, the relationship p = c2s ρ holds, with c2s the speed of sound in the
gas. However, for compressible fluids, the latter quantity depends on the temperature;
this is the reason why a third equation (as Eq. (1.3)) expressing the conservation of
energy, is required in that case. Its derivation is not treated here.
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Chapter 2.
From kinetic theory to lattice
Boltzmann
In this chapter, a basic overview of the concepts and results from the kinetic theory are
given before deriving the LB scheme. In a broad sense, the kinetic theory constitutes the
physical basis on top of which the LBM can be built, although it historically found some
of its roots in the lattice gas models [42, 43], that are not treated here. This chapter is
based on the book [44] and is restricted to the 3D case.
Kinetic theory involves scales that correspond neither to microscopic scales (e.g. atoms)
or macroscopic scales (e.g. fluids as considered in Chap. 1). The lattice Boltzmann method
will inherits from this mesoscopic approach, in which distribution of particles are treated
rather than individual particles.

2.1. Concepts of kinetic theory
2.1.1. The particle distribution function
~ t)
~ f (~x, ξ,
The distribution function f depends on time t, position ~x and velocity ξ.
represents the density of particles at position ~x in physical space, position ξ~ in velocity
space, and time t, hence it does not lie in a space like usual physical quantities that
depends on time and position, but in a 7-dimensional space.
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2.1.2. From mesoscopic to macroscopic quantities
The macroscopic mass density is obtained by integrating the distribution function over
the velocity space:
ρ(~x, t) =

Z

~ t) d3 ξ.
f (~x, ξ,

(2.1)

Similarly, the momentum density reads
ρ~u =

Z

~ d3 ξ,
ξf

(2.2)

and the energy density (including the bulk energy)
ρE =

1Z ~2 3
|ξ| f d ξ.
2

(2.3)

2.1.3. The equilibrium distribution
From now, the considered quantities are non-dimensional (the process of non-dimensionalization
is explained in Sect. 2.3.1), although the notation remains unchanged for readability,
with θ the non-dimensional temperature.
It is assumed that if the gas is free to evolve for an infinite time with the type
of collisions discussed below in Sect. 2.1.5, it reaches a given distribution called the
equilibrium distribution f eq .
Assuming that f eq is the product of three 1D equilibrium distributions that are
function of the relative velocity ξ~ − ~u, it can be shown [44] that
f eq =

ρ
~ u|2 /(2θ)
−|ξ−~
e
,
(2πθ)3/2

requiring that f eq has the same moments of density and energy as f .

(2.4)
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2.1.4. The Boltzmann equation
Using the material derivative (see App. A) on f , its evolution in time is given by
df
∂f ~
F~
=
+ ξ · ∇f + · ∇ξ~f = Ω(f ),
dt
∂t
ρ

(2.5)

~
since d~x/dt = ξ~ and dξ/dt
= F~ /ρ. Eq. (2.5) can be seen as describing the advection of
f with a source term.

2.1.5. Collisions
An important assumption in kinetic theory is that the number of collisions involving
more than two particles is negligible compared to the number of collisions involving two
particles. Another assumption made here is that the collisions are elastic. This implies
that this discussion apply to monoatomic gases, as the discussion for molecular gases is
substantially complicated by the transfer of energy, during the collisions, between the
kinetic energy of the molecules and their internal energy (rotational, vibrational).
Ω is characterized by the quantities that are conserved during collisions, namely mass:
Z

Ω(f ) d3 ξ = 0,

(2.6)

Z

~
ξΩ(f
) d3 ξ = ~0,

(2.7)

~ 2 Ω(f ) d3 ξ = 0.
|ξ|

(2.8)

momentum:

and total energy:
Z

In addition to the conservation of the above quantities, the collision operator must
make the distribution function reach its equilibrium. Instead of the original form of
Ω as developed by Boltzmann, lattice Boltzmann techniques often use — at least in
first approach — a simple relaxation towards f eq known as the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
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(BGK) approximation [45]:
Ω(f ) =

1 eq
(f − f ),
τ

(2.9)

with τ the relaxation parameter of the model.
From the latter expression and the requirement of Eqs. (2.6 - 2.8), it is clear that
the moments Eqs. (2.1 - 2.3) have the same value regardless if f or f eq is used as the
distribution function.

2.2. From continuum Boltzmann equation to
discrete Boltzmann equation
2.2.1. Discretization in velocity space
Thanks to the Hermite series expansion (see App. G) and the Gauss-Hermite quadrature
(see App. H) one can reformulate the integrals of the previous section as discrete sums
over specific points of the velocity space called “abscissae”. First, an approximate value
of f eq will be expressed, bearing the same first moments as the real one. Then, this
approximation of the equilibrium function will be discretized in the velocity space.

Hermite series expansion of the equilibrium distribution
Using Eq. (G.4), one can formulate f eq as
~
f eq = ω(ξ)

∞
X

1 (n)
~
a : H (n) (ξ),
n!
n=0

(2.10)

~ 3 ξ.
f eq (~x)H (n) (ξ)d

(2.11)

with
(n)

a

=

Z
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The components of a(n) can be computed thanks to the fact that Eq. (2.4) for f eq
has the same form as Eq. (G.2) for the Hermite polynomials weight function ω(~x). Thus,
f eq =

ρ
θ3/2

√
ω((ξ~ − ~u)/ θ),

(2.12)

where f eq has been non-dimensionalized defining θ = RT /v, with v the characteristic
velocity of the fluid. The first three orders of a are found to be linked to the conserved
moments:
a(0) = ρ,

(2.13)

a(1) = ρ~u,

(2.14)

a(2) = ρ [~u~u + (θ − 1)I] .

(2.15)

Expressing f eq as the truncated expansion of Eq. (2.10) up to the third moment leads
to
h

i

~ 1 + ξ~ · ~u + (~u~u + (θ − 1)I) : (ξ~ξ~ − I) .
f eq ≈ ρ ω(ξ)

(2.16)

An important simplification can be made assuming the temperature θ to be constant,
as is the case in the studies presented in this thesis. With this assumption, the equilibrium
distribution becomes
h

i

~ 1 + ξ~ · ~u + (~u~u) : (ξ~ξ~ − I) .
f eq ≈ ρ ω(ξ)

(2.17)

In the rest of this chapter, the isothermal case only will be considered.

Discretization of the equilibrium distribution in velocity space
The idea is to use the Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule (see App. H) in order to evaluate,
with a finite number of points in the velocity space, the value of the truncated Hermite
series expansion treated above. The application of the quadrature rule leads to (see [44]
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for a detailed calculation)
fieq

1
= ρ wi 1 + ξ~i · ~u + ~u~u : (ξ~i ξ~i − I) ,
2




(2.18)

with wi , i ∈ [1, q] the weights corresponding to velocities ξi as presented in App. H.
The above equation describes a discrete set (in velocity space) of distribution functions
obeying the same constraints on the first three moments as the continuous distribution
function for the isothermal case, Eq. (2.17).
√
Since the quadrature points ξ~i contains factors of either 0, 1 or 3 (see for instance
appendix A.4 from [44]), it is convenient from now to redefine the velocities as ~ci = 13 ξ~i .
Among the different possible discretization methods, the Gauss-Hermite quadrature,
together with the rotational isotropy conditions below, yields all the velocity sets used in
this thesis – namely the D1Q3, D2Q9 and D3Q19 velocity sets, where DdQq stands for
d-dimensional, q velocities discretization. Tab. 2.1 displays the values of ~ci and wi for
each one of these sets.
The rotational isotropy conditions reads, for the moments of weight wi of order 0, 2
and 4:
q
X

wi = 1

(2.19)

1
wi~ci~ci = I
3
i=1

(2.20)

(δαβ δγδ + δαγ δβδ + δαδ δβγ ),

(2.21)

i=1
q
X
q
X
i=1

 2

wi ciα ciβ ciγ ciδ =

1
3

where the index notation has been used only for the last equation. The value of all the
other moments up to order five is zero.

Discretization of the particle distribution function in velocity space
Using the same idea as for the equilibrium distribution, and given that the coefficients of
the Hermite series expansion are the same as for the equilibrium function for the first
two moments, the discrete velocities ~ci are chosen in order to satisfy the conservation of
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Table 2.1.: The three velocity sets used in this thesis. Straight√velocities have unit norm,
whereas the norm of diagonal velocities is equal to d. Only one velocity per
line is indicated below, the other ones are obtained through permutation of the
indices.

~ci

|~ci |

wi

0

0

2/3

±1

1

1/6

(0,0)

0

4/9

(±1, 0)

1/9

(±1, ±1)

1
√
2

(0,0,0)

0

1/3

(±1, 0, 0)

1
√
3

1/18

D1Q3

D2Q9

D3Q19

(±1, ±1, 0)

1/36

1/36

these moments:
Z

f (~x, ~c, t) H

(n)

3

(~c)d c ≈

q
X

wi
f (~x, ~ci , t) H (n) (~
ci ),
ω(~
c
)
i
i=1

(2.22)

with fi (~x, t) = f (~x, ~ci , t)wi /ω(~ci ).

2.2.2. Discretization in time and space
The different distributions fi , i ∈ [1, q] obtained above are discretized in the velocity
space but are continuous with respect to the variables of space ~x and time t. Space
discretization of the unforced Boltzmann equation with BGK approximation (also called
LBGK) on uniform grid is discussed here. The velocity-space discretized version of Eq.
(2.5), without the force term, reads
dfi (~x, t)
∂fi (~x, t)
fieq (~x, ~u) − fi (~x, t)
~
=
+ c~i · ∇fi (~x, t) =
.
dt
∂t
τ

(2.23)

For the evaluation of the left side, the calculation can make use of the characteristics
method. A temporary parameter p is introduced, such as
dfi (p)
∂fi (p) dt ∂fi (p) dx
=
+
,
dp
∂t dp
∂x dp

(2.24)
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with dt/dp = 1 and dx/dp = ci . With the help of p, Eq. (2.23) can be cast as
dfi (p)
f eq (p) fi (p)
= i
−
,
dp
τ
τ

(2.25)

which is on the form df (p)/dp = f (p)g(p) + h(p), for which the solution is known to be


f (p) = eG(p) C +

Z p



0

e−G(p ) h(p0 )dp0 ,

(2.26)

p0

with G(p) = pp0 g(p0 )dp0 . In this particular case, G(p) = (p0 − p)/τ and one defines
p0 − p = −δt. Replacing ~x and t, fi (p) = fi (p0 + δt) is expressed as
R





fi (~x + ~ci δt, t + δt) = e

−δt/τ



fi (~
x, t) +



1 Z t+δt (t0 −t)/τ eq

e
fi (~x + ~ci (t0 − t))dt0  .

τ |t
{z
}

(2.27)

I

The integral may be approximated by means of the trapezoidal method as
I≈

i
δt h δt/τ eq
e fi (~x + ~ci δt, t + δt) + fieq (~x, t) .
2

(2.28)

Expanding the exponentials ex ≈ 1 + x + x2 /2 up to second order, the right side of
Eq. (2.27) is approximated as
!

"

!

#

δt
δt2
δt eq
δt
1 − + 2 fi (~x, t) +
fi (~x + ~ci δt, t + δt) + 1 −
fieq (~x, t) .
τ
2τ
2τ
τ

(2.29)

The latter form is only an implicit equation for fi , as one needs the value of f eq at
time t + δt in order to compute the value of fi (t + δt). However, with the definition
f¯i = fi + δt(fi − fieq )/(2τ ), Equ. (2.27) can finally be rewritten as the second-order
approximation
f̄i (~x + ~ci δt, t + δt) ≈ f̄i (~x, t) +


1  eq
fi (~x, t) − f̄i (~x, t) ,
τ̄

(2.30)

with τ̄ = τ + δt/2. It is then possible to work with f¯ instead of f , since both yields the
same macroscopic quantities of mass and momentum. Thus, one can compute ρ and ~u
directly from f¯, without having to compute f first. From now, the notations f and τ
will refer to f¯ and τ̄ .
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Eq. (2.30) corresponds to the numerical scheme used in the LB simulations of this
thesis. In practice, since the right term is purely local, it is often convenient to first
compute the outgoing value fiout of the distribution function during the so-called collision
step:
fiout (~x, t) = fi (~x, t) +

1 eq
(f (~x, t) − fi (~x, t)) ,
τ i

(2.31)

which is then propagated in the direction i during the streaming step:
fi (~x + ~ci δt, t + δt) = fiout (~x, t).

(2.32)

2.2.3. From discrete Boltzmann equation to Navier-Stokes
equations
In the previous section, the discretization of the BGK Boltzmann equation in velocityspace yielded the relationship
(fi − fieq )
∂fi
~
+ ~ci · ∇fi = −
.
∂t
τ

(2.33)

It is shown here how Eq. (2.33) corresponds, in some limit case, to the Navier-Stokes
equations discussed in Chap. 1. A common way to tackle this problem is to use the
Chapman-Enskog analysis [46], which is the method used in this subsection.

Perturbation expansions
One can write the particle distribution function in terms of a small expansion parameter
(0)
, as a perturbation expansion around its equilibrium value fieq = fi :
(0)

fi = fi

(1)

+ fi

(2)

+ 2 fi

+ ... .

(2.34)

Defining the off-equilibrium distribution fineq = fi − fieq , one can observe that Eq.
(2.6) implies
q
X
neq

fi

i=1

= 0,

(2.35)
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whereas Eq. (2.7) implies
q
X

~ci fineq = ~0.

(2.36)

i=1

Similarly, the partial derivatives of time and space can also be expanded in perturbations:
∂fi
∂ (1)
∂ (2)
=
fi + 2
fi + O(3 ),
∂t
∂t
∂t

(2.37)

~ i = ∇
~ (1) fi + O(2 ).
∇f

(2.38)

and

Second order approximation of the Boltzmann equation
~ to Eq. (2.33) yields
Applying ∂t + ~ci · ∇
!2

∂
~
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t

1
(fi ) = −
τ

!

∂
~ (fineq ).
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t

(2.39)

In the other hand, a Taylor expansion of Eq. (2.33) up to the second order leads to
!

2
∂
~ (fi ) + δt
δt
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t
2

∂
~
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t

!2

(fi ) ≈ −

δt neq
f .
τ i

(2.40)

It follows that the expression
!

∂
~ (fi ) = δt
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t
2τ

!

∂
~ (fineq ) − 1 fineq ,
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t
τ

(2.41)

holds at the second order in δt.
Using the expansion of Eq. (2.34) up to order O(2 ) (thus, f (1) = f neq ), as well as
(2.37) and (2.38), Eq. (2.41) can be rewritten as a set of equations, each one corresponding
to a given order in .
At O(), one obtains
!



∂ (1)
~ (1) fi(0) = − 1 fi(1) ,
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t
τ

(2.42)
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and the equation for O(2 ) is
(0)

∂ (2) fi
∂t

δt
+ 1−
2τ

!

!



∂ (1)
~ (1) fi(1) = − 1 fi(2) .
+ ~ci · ∇
∂t
τ

(2.43)

Recovering the continuity equation
Taking the first moment of the O() equation Eq. (2.42) and summing over the velocities
using Eqs.(2.1-2.2), one finds
∂ (1) ρ ~ (1)
+ ∇ · (ρ~u) = 0.
∂t

(2.44)

Applying the same process to the O(2 ) equation Eq. (2.43) simply yields ∂ (2) ρ/∂t = 0,
and combining it with the latter expression, the continuity equation is obtained:
!

∂ (1)
∂ (2)
~ (1) · (ρ~u) = 0,

+ 2
(ρ) + ∇
∂t
∂t

(2.45)

where, by virtue of Eqs. (2.37-2.38), one recognizes Eq. (1.1), .

Recovering the momentum equation
Using the same method as above, the following expression is obtained, this time taking
the second moment of the O() equation:
q
∂ (1) (ρ~u) ~ (1) X
+∇ ·
~ci~ci f (0) = 0.
∂t
i=1

|

{z

(2.46)

}

:=Π(0)

Similarly, taking the second moment of the O(2 ) equation yields
∂ (2) (ρ~u)
δt
+ 1−
∂t
2τ

!

~ (1) ·
∇

q
X

~ci~ci f (1) = 0.

i=1

|

{z

:=Π(1)

}

(2.47)
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Once again, one can combine the two equations and obtain
!

∂ (1)
∂ (2)
~ (1) · Π(0) = −2 1 − δt

+ 2
(ρ~u) + ∇
∂t
∂t
2τ

!

~ (1) · Π(1) .
∇

(2.48)

Before continuing, it is convenient to define δt = 1 without loss of generality, as the
developments with respect to the dimensionless time step have all been done; the actual
time step ∆t will appear later, in the discussion devoted to the link between lattice units
and physical units in Sect. 2.3.1.
The value of the quantities Π(0) and Π(1) can be computed. Using Eq. (2.18) and
the conditions of rotational isotropy, one finds
1
Π(0) = ρ~u~u + ρI.
3

(2.49)

The value of Π(1) is more tedious to obtain and its derivation is not shown here (the
interested reader can refer to [44] A.2.2). It is found to be
Π

(1)



~ (1)~u + (∇
~ (1)~u)T .
~ (1) · (ρ~u~u~u) − 1 ρ ∇
=τ ∇
3




(2.50)

In the latter expression, the first term is an error term arising from the truncation of the
equilibrium distribution. The condition for this term to be negligible is that |~u|2  13 ,
which is the reason why the derived model is valid only for law mach numbers (the
assimilation of c2s to 1/3 is discussed below).
Finally, using again Eqs. (2.37-2.38) on Eq. (2.48) to recombine the time derivative,
the momentum equation (with the O(|~u|3 ) term neglected) reads


∂(ρ~u) ~
1~
~ · 1 τ − 1 ρ ∇~
~ u + (∇~
~ u )T .
+ ∇ · (ρ~u~u) = − ∇
· (ρI) + ∇
∂t
3
3
2








(2.51)

Comparing this result to the Navier-Stokes momentum equation Eq. (1.2) with the
general stress term prescribed by Eq. (1.23), and recalling that the equations are
dimensionless, one identifies the pressure as
1
p = ρ,
3

(2.52)
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and the dynamic viscosity µ is assimilated to
1
1
µ= ρ τ−
.
3
2




(2.53)

Finally, since the the others viscous terms from Eq. (1.23) do not appear in Eq. (2.51),
the bulk viscosity κ must be:
2
κ = µ.
3

(2.54)

Note that since p = 13 ρ, it is common to define c2s = 1/3 in this case, by comparison
with the equation of state (see Sect. 1.3.4). It is explained in the next section how these
non-dimensional quantities are related to their physical counterparts.
The discrete Boltzmann equation for isothermal flows with an equilibrium distribution
expanded up to O(|~u|3 ) has been related to the Navier-Stokes equations Eqs. (1.1-1.2). It
has been shown that the macroscopic behaviour of the gases simulated through the lattice
Boltzmann scheme can be assimilated to the macroscopic behaviour of a fluid in the
sense of Chap. 1, provided that the assumptions formulated during the Chapman-Enskog
expansion are valid.

2.3. Units of the discretized Boltzmann equation
A typical difficulty encountered when starting to work with LBM, though poorly discussed
in the literature, is to establish a correspondence between the numerical, lattice quantities
involved or resulting from a simulation, and the physical quantities that they represent.
Indeed, as discussed below, the implementation of the discretized Boltzmann equation
commonly involves quantities expressed in lattice units for efficiency reasons, and whereas
some of them are straightforward to compute (e.g. a distance), some others reveal slightly
more subtle (e.g. a pressure). This section discusses the process of unit conversion and
provides some examples for the most common physical quantities of interest.
It is worth noting that an additional difficulty arises from the different formulations
of the NSE that can be used. For instance, the incompressible isothermal momentum
conservation Eq. (1.6) involves a kinematic pressure, not a pressure. Although one must
be aware of this aspect when converting from lattice units to physical units, it is not
directly related with the non-dimensionalization process itself, but rather to the type
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Table 2.2.: Summary of the links between different formulations of the Navier-Stokes momentum equation

Transformation

Type

Formulation

F = mẍ + ṁẋ

Units

By volume unit

f = ρẍ + ρ̇ẋ

Constant ρ

a = ẍ

(integration of the below equation)
kg m/s2
~ · (ρ~u~u) = −∇p
~ +∇
~ · τ + f~ kg/(m2 s2 )
∂t (ρ~u) + ∇
~ u = −∇p/ρ
~
~ 2~u + ~af m/s2
∂t~u + (~u · ∇)~
+ ν∇

Dimensionless

a∗ = x¨∗

(same as the above equation)

1

of NSE formulated. Fig. 2.2 summarizes the physical equivalence between the different
forms of the NSE.

2.3.1. Dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations
For implementation purposes, the LB numerical scheme is often expressed in natural
units, or LB units. The NS equation 1.6 can be formulated in a dimensionless way by
using a length scale L0 and a time scale t0 such as x = L0 x∗ and t = t0 t∗ , so that it reads
~ ∗ · (u∗ u∗ ) = −∇
~ ∗ pe∗ + ν∗ ∇
~ 2~u∗ + ~af ∗ ,
∂t∗ ~u∗ + ∇
∗

(2.55)

where the subscript ∗ indicate dimensionless quantities, pe is the pressure per density unit
e = m2 /s2 ), the acceleration ~
(i.e the kinematic pressure, [p]
af can be viewed is the external
force per volume unit (see Eq. (1.6) in Sect. 1.1) per density unit (thus [~af ] = m/s2 ).
According to the length and time scales defined, the dimensionless quantities are
linked to the physical quantities by the following relationships:
L0
1
1 ~
L20
L20
L0
~
e
e
~u =
~u∗ ; ∂t = ∂t∗ ; ∇ =
∇ ∗ ; p = 2 p∗ ; ν =
ν∗ ; ~af = 2 ~af ∗ .
t0
t0
L0
t0
t0
t0

(2.56)

In this context, one can define the lattice units ∆x = L0 /Nx and ∆t = t0 /Nt , where
Nx is the number of lattice sites per unit length reference and Nt is the number of lattice
time steps per unit time reference.
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2.3.2. Examples of unit conversion
Most of the examples below directly result from the relationships expressed in Eq. (2.56):
• Conversion of duration and length:
Since tphys = t∗ ∆t and xphys = x∗ ∆x, the conversion is straightforward.
• Conversion of velocity:
~uphys = ∆x/∆t ~u∗ .
• Conversion of kinematic viscosity:
One can see from Eq. (2.53) that ν∗ = c2s (τ − 1/2). Hence,
νphys =

∆x2
ν∗ .
∆t

(2.57)

• Conversion of density:
Like space and time units, density unit can be seen as a non-dimensionalization
choice, entirely defined by the relationship ρphys = ρ∗ ∆ρ. However, there is no
constraint on ∆ρ like on ∆x and ∆t. Thus, setting ∆ρ = ρphys,0 is an obvious choice
(where ρphys,0 is the physical average density level) leading to an average density
ρ∗ = 1 in the simulations, and the conversion in this case is ρphys = ρ∗ ρphys,0 .
• Conversion of pressure:
In Eq. (2.55), the gradient of pressure is taken into account rather than the
pressure itself. Hence, any constant pressure level pphys,0 has the same impact
on the system, since only the pressure variation matters. One can then write
(pphys − pphys,0 )/ρphys = ∆x2 /∆t2 (p∗ − p∗,0 ), reminding that the LB pressure is
actually a kinematic pressure (see Eq. (2.55)).
Since the equation of state used prescribes that p∗ = ρ∗ c2s,∗ , one can write the
reference LB pressure as p∗,0 = ρ∗,0 c2s,∗ . It follows that p∗ − p∗,0 = (ρ∗ − ρ∗,0 )c2s,∗ ,
thus
pphys = pphys,0 + ∆x2 /∆t2 (ρ∗ − ρ∗,0 )c2s,∗ ρphys .

(2.58)

In other words, the variation of physical kinematic pressure is equal to the variation
of LB density times a conversion factor, plus any arbitrary reference pressure.
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Note that it is crucial here that the physical density be constant. In thermal models,
the fluid is compressible and, consequently, the absolute pressure plays a role in the
solution of the NSE.
• Conversion of stress:
Since the components of the stress tensor have the dimension of a pressure, one
obtains σphys = ∆x2 /∆t2 σ∗ .
• Conversion of force:
In many cases, one needs in fact to compute the value of the “body force” to
apply to the fluid. As seen in Eq. (2.55), this term is actually an acceleration:
aphys = ∆x/∆t2 a∗ .

2.3.3. Scaling of ∆t and ∆x
When studying how the accuracy of a simulation evolves as the fundamental time and
space lattice parameters change, one faces the question of the relationship that links ∆t
to ∆x. Indeed, depending on the meaning given to “accuracy”, the answers are different.
A relationship of the type ∆t ∼ ∆x is called acoustic scaling. It ensures that the speed
of sound in the lattice cs ∼ ∆x/∆t is kept the same when the discretization parameters
are changed. This type of scaling is therefore of particular interest when the phenomena
investigated involve compressibility effects.
In the other hand, a relationship of the type ∆t ∼ ∆x2 is called diffusive scaling and
allows τ to be kept constant, as can be seen from Eqs. (2.53) and (2.57).
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Chapter 3.
Suspensions of rigid particles
Introduction
The fundamental investigation of dense particle suspensions finds its application in several
fields of applied science and engineering as blood rheology [3], food technology [27, 28],
concrete and mortar properties [29], among many other industrial and natural substances
(the interested reader can refer to [41] for a longer discussion on the importance of
suspensions). A great challenge in this field of research is to improve the understanding
of the rheological properties of such suspensions in increasing complex physical scenarios.
An important example of that is magma flow (see Sect. 3.1.2).
The phenomena governing the rheology of a suspension occur at the scale of the
particles, whereas the viscosity is a macroscopic quantity; a simulation giving rise to
an emerging viscosity due to the fluid-particle and particle-particle interactions is then
intrinsically demanding, both in terms of computational resources and accuracy of the
physical ingredients constituting the numerical model.
As underlined by [41, 47], the profuse literature in the field of particle suspensions
suffers from a high disparity, partially because of the experimental conditions that are
difficult to control. For instance, the size of the particles of a suspension, in an actual
experiment, may be better described by a distribution rather than a given value (see
Sect. 3.7.7 for a discussion on polydisperse suspensions). As a result, many different
phenomenological models for suspensions of spherical particles already coexisted in the
sixties [48, 49].
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Finally, it is important to distinguish between two fundamentally different approaches
in the numerical modeling of suspensions. Indeed, particle suspension dynamics is
often simulated including rheological parametrization for non-Newtonian fluids into
Navier-Stokes equations (see [50–52]). Rather, the present work aims to develop a more
fundamental model, in which the non-Newtonian viscosity of the suspension emerges
naturally from the interaction between a Newtonian fluid (i.e. the melt) and the particles
it contains (i.e. the crystals). In this sense, the method targeted here is a first-principles
approach.
In this chapter, some important laws of suspensions rheology are presented, and the
difficulty to address when building a numerical tool for their simulation are discussed
prior to a review of the existing numerical models. In a second time, a new model is
described and the results obtained are presented.

3.1. Rheology of suspensions
Rheology is the study of a material’s deformation rate γ̇ as a reaction to a stress constraint
τ . As discussed in Sect. 1.2.2, a fluid is said to be Newtonian if it obeys a constitutive
equation on the form
τ = αγ̇,

(3.1)

~ u + (∇~
~ u)T )/2 the strain rate tensor. In the
with τ the viscous stress tensor and γ̇ = (∇~
same section, it has been shown that, for an isotropic fluid, the tensor viscosity α can be
simplified, and the 3D constitutive equation becomes
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T − 2 (∇
~ · ~u)I + κ(∇
~ · ~u)I.
τ = µ ∇~
3




(3.2)

Although natural fluids exhibit a wide range of behaviors, this work focuses on isotropic,
isothermal and incompressible fluids. Under these assumptions, the constitutive equation
for a Newtonian fluid simplifies to




~ u + (∇~
~ u )T .
τ = µ ∇~

(3.3)
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In a fluid suspension, however, particles and/or exsolved volatiles (i.e. bubbles) are
present in the fluid phase. These elements impact the rheology of the fluid, that is,
the constitutive equation of the fluid is no longer on the form of Eq. (3.3), even if the
assumptions of isotropy and incompressibility are still valid, and the flow is isothermal.
Instead, the viscosity typically becomes a function of the strain rate and the volume
fraction of particles or bubbles, amongst other parameters, and therefore the fluid is no
longer Newtonian in all regimes.
In a simple shear flow (see Sect. 1.2.3), the strain rate tensor has only one non-null
component, noted γ̇ = ∂y ux , and so for the stress tensor whose non-null component is
noted τ . In the rest of this section, the words “strain rate” and “stress” will refer, for
the sake of simplicity, to these specific components – hence, they refer here to scalar
quantities.
For a non-Newtonian fluid, a common way to characterize the dependence of the
viscosity on the other parameters, inherited from the experimental fields of the rheology,
is to define an apparent viscosity µA as the viscosity at a given strain rate: µA = τ /γ̇.
It is also convenient to work with a normalized apparent viscosity called the relative
apparent viscosity:
µ=

µA
τ
=
,
µ0
µ0 γ̇

(3.4)

where µ0 is the viscosity of the pure fluid phase, that is the viscosity of the considered
fluid if one removes the other phases contained inside (e.g. plasma in blood).
Two or three phases are considered here: one pure fluid phase, plus a solid phase
and/or a gaseous phase. The fluid phase is always Newtonian, and the complex rheology
emerges from the interaction between the different phases. As an example of a famous
non-Newtonian fluid, one can name the blood, which constitutes an intensive field of
research [3, 53]. Nevertheless, there exists no pure “blood” fluid with intrinsic nonNewtonian behavior; instead, the plasma (i.e. a pure fluid phase) interacts with red
blood cells and platelets (i.e. a solid phase) – because of these interactions, the resulting
viscosity of the whole suspension is different from the viscosity of the plasma only.
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3.1.1. Rheology of rigid particle suspensions
The case of a fluid coupled with rigid particles is treated in this subsection, although in
practice some common fluids include deformable particles (again, blood constitutes a
famous example).
It is assumed here that the shape of the particle and the fraction φ of the fluid they
occupy are the only parameters to impact the viscosity. The particle volume fraction
φ is computed as the sum of the volume of each particles divided by the volume of the
suspension sample (thus, including the pure fluid volume as well as the volume of the
particles):
φ=

1

X

Vsample

i∈particles

Vi ,

(3.5)

where Vi denotes the volume of the particle i and V is the total volume of the suspension
sample.

Maximum volume fraction
From the above definition of the particle volume fraction, it seems intuitive that a
theoretical maximum volume fraction φm exists and depends on the shape of the particles
and their arrangement. For instances, cubic particles can be stored in a very efficient
way for which φ∗m = 1, where the star stands for a non-random packing. However, in
nature as well as in experiments, one does not control the individual arrangement of
particles, that are not necessarily stored following an optimal neither regular pattern.
The computation of the maximum random packing of cubes, for instance, is not trivial
and its value is found to be φm ≈ 0.637 [54]. It is worth noting that for cuboids, the
value of maximum random packing is impacted by the aspect ratio [54], whereas φ∗m is
obviously not sensitive to this value.
Finding the maximum packing fraction of spheres is an old problem. In 1611, Kepler
formulated a conjecture stating that, for an arrangement of equally sized spheres, the
maximum density is reached when
π
φ∗m = √ ≈ 0.74.
3 2

(3.6)
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Table 3.1.: The three regimes observed in suspensions of rigid spheres, along with the corresponding relative viscosity µ, depending on the volume fraction φ, the Einstein
coefficient B, the maximum random packing fraction φm and the critical volume
fraction φc . The presence of a Newtonian behaviour is indicated, though the
dependence on the strain rate is not shown.

Regime name

Behaviour

Law type

Validity

Dilute

Newtonian

µ = 1 + Bφ

0 ≤ φ . 0.02

Semi-dilute

Newtonian

µ = 1 + Bφ + Cφ2

Concentrated

Non-Newtonian

−Bφm

µ = (1 − φ/φm )

0.02 . φ . 0.25
0.25 . φ < φc

This conjecture was proven by exhaustion in 1998 and formally validated in 2017 [55].
Again, in the non-structurated case, the packing is less dense and the maximum random
packing of spheres is found to be φm ≈ 0.64 [56, 57], which is very close from the random
packing fraction of cubes. From now on, the symbol φm will refer to the maximum close
packing of equal spheres.
Finally, laboratory experiments show that a critical volume fraction φc exists above
which continuous networks of interconnected particles (i.e. chains of particles) can form.
For uniform distribution of solid spheres, this value is between 0.5 and 0.55 [58]. Although
less discussed than φm , this critical value constitute, more than φm , the actual limit of
most numerical models that are not based on a granular media approach. Therefore, φc
should be the upper bound target, in terms of volume fraction, of a numerical model
based on a fluid solver.

The case of spherical particles
At a given strain rate, it is arguable that a fluid containing particles will tend to resist
shear constraints more than the same fluid without particles; for a fixed deformation
of the fluid, one has to apply a larger torque when the fluid contains particles, because
particles a priori introduce an additional source of friction (fluid-particle as well as
particle-particle). The case of spherical particles is discussed here.
Three regimes are commonly distinguished in the literature [41, 48, 49]: the dilute
regime, the semi-dilute regime and the concentrated regime, for which some characteristics
are summarized in Tab. 3.1.
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In the dilute limit, particles are so far from each other that the flow around a single
particle can be viewed as resulting from the interaction between the fluid and the particle
only. Hence, it is clear in this regime that the contribution of each particle to the viscosity
simply sum up. It has been shown in 1906 [59] that the viscosity of the flow around a
sphere occupying a fraction φ of the volume has the form
µ = 1 + Bφ,

(3.7)

where B = 5/2 is the Einstein coefficient. This value, however, remains uncertain: since
experimental results as well as theoretical approaches do not agree, with B spreading
from 2.5 to 5 approximately [60].
Confronted to experimental data, the dilute limit remains valid only for very small
volume fraction (φ . 0.02). However, for φ . 0.25 [47], a polynomial law still reflects the
experiments:
µ = 1 + Bφ + Cφ2 ,

(3.8)

with 7 . C . 14, depending on the studies (see [61, 62] for instance).
From φ ≈ 0.25, particle-particle interactions start to dominate the rheology. An
obvious reason of the failure of the above model to predict viscosity for high volume
fraction is that it yields finite value for φ → 1. Rather, one would expect the viscosity of
a completely jammed fluid (φ = φm ) to be infinite. A popular model for high volume
fraction is the so-called Krieger-Dougherty model [63]:
φ
µ= 1−
φm

!−Bφm

.

(3.9)

As said above, a great number of phenomenological laws can also be found in the
literature, although Eq. (3.9) will be the reference in this work, due to its popularity [41].
It is worth noting that the Maron-Pierce relationship [64], also commonly used, suggests
that Bφm = 2, to be compared with the value of 1.6 yielded by the model chosen in this
thesis (B = 2.5, φm = 0.64 for randomly packed monodisperse spheres).
Only a simple case has been discussed here. Indeed, the particles considered are spherical, monodisperse, and interact via hydrodynamic forces only, neglecting inertia. Studies
including the importance of inertia [65], non-hydrodynamics interparticle forces [66] and
the effect of Brownian motion [62] demonstrate that, depending on the composition
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of the suspension, the models discussed above no longer reflect the behaviour of the
considered fluid. Magmatic regimes are characterized in Sect. 3.1.2, where it is shown
how the assumptions made so far apply to some types of magmatic flows.
Eq. (3.9) establishes a relationship between the relative apparent viscosity and the
particle volume fraction of the suspension; it does not tell anything about the evolution
of this quantity as the strain rate changes.
It is widely admitted [47] that the non-Newtonian behaviour observed in highly
concentrated suspensions is an effect of the rearrangements of the particles contained
inside the fluid. These particles are near to jam and therefore begin to form chains [58,67],
resulting in a macroscopic behaviour better described by the Herschel-Bulkley constitutive
equation, discussed below. Hence, the so-called shear-thinning and shear-thickening
rheologies, observed in nature, as well as the development of a yield stress (see below),
can only be reproduced in first-principles simulations with a volume fraction close to
critical volume fraction φc . This latter point is particularly challenging because of the
aforesaid uncertainties remaining on the proper form that a collision model should take.
Here again, the shape of the particles involved plays a crucial role.
The Herschel-Bulkley relationship [68] reads
τ = τ0 + K γ̇ n ,

(3.10)

where τ0 is the yield stress, K is the consistency (note that, unless n = 1, K cannot be
assimilated to a viscosity in the sense of Eq. (3.1)) and n is the flow index. The yield
stress is the value of stress below which the suspension cannot flow (e.g. toothpaste will
not move due to gravity on a slightly sloping surface; at a given angle, though, it will
start to flow). The yield stress resulting from the numerical model presented here is not
investigated in this thesis, though it constitutes an important feature of suspensions in
concentrated regimes. As noted by [3], instead of applying a strain rate to the fluid by
imposing velocity boundary conditions, one should rather impose a shear stress at the
boundaries and observe the suspension velocity in order to discern the value of τ0 .
A fluid obeying Eq. (3.10) is called a power law fluid : when n > 1, it is said to be
shear-thickening, whereas it is shear-thinning for n < 1. If n = 1, Eq. (3.10) is equivalent
to the Bingham model [69]. Finally, the fluid is Newtonian if, in addition, τ0 = 0. Fig.
3.1 depicts three different behaviors corresponding to three values of n.
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Figure 3.1.: Example of power law fluids with yield stress τ0 = 0.5.

3.1.2. Magmatic flows
Magma is a multicomponent mixture of silicate melt and crystals that, while evolving
(changes in pressure and temperature), can also experience the exsolution of volatiles and
form a three phase suspensions (i.e. crystals and bubbles bearing magma). The rheology
of magmas has been extensively investigated experimentally and it has been found that
magma exhibits non-Newtonian behavior at both high particle volume fraction φ and
strain rate [47, 70]. Experimental investigations focused on determining the rheology of
bubbles and crystals bearing magmas also exists (refer to [47] for instance). However
the complex non-linear interaction between the three coexisting phases substantially
increases the complexity of magma rheology characterization.
Although the physical principles controlling the interaction between the different
magma constituents are well known [41, 47, 70], their coupled effect and, in particular,
their intrinsic non-linearity, is still a matter of intense research. In this context, numerical
modeling of particles and bubbles suspensions aimed at directly/fully resolving the
mechanical interaction between the different phases at the scale of bubbles and crystals
may reveal fundamental to improve our understanding of magma rheology, where it is
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difficult to experimentally assess individual parameters or quantities of the suspension
considered [8].
The particle Reynolds number of a suspension Rep is defined as
Rep =

ρf r2 γ̇
,
µ0

(3.11)

where ρf is the density of the suspending fluid phase, r is the particle radius, γ̇ is the
strain rate and µ0 the viscosity of the pure fluid phase. Similarly, using the density ρs of
the solid phase (particles), the Stokes number of the flow reads
St =

ρs r2 γ̇
,
µ0

(3.12)

and characterizes the coupling between solid and fluid phases. As a first step to model
particle suspensions that mimic a magmatic environment, one should reproduce as much
as possible a viscous (Rep  10−3 ), strongly coupled (St  1) regime [47]. For instance,
the approximative density of a basaltic melt is 3000 kg/m3 , whereas its viscosity, very
sensitive to the temperature, ranges between 0.1 and 100 Pa · s approximately [71]. The
typical particles size is approximately 10−4 m, a value both encountered in real magma
samples [47] and numerical studies [72].

3.2. Existing numerical models
To the best of the author’s knowledge, LB works targeted to model particle suspension
under magmatic flows conditions do no exist. However, many LB works aiming at
achieving direct numerical simulation of particle suspensions have been published and
several are the methods proposed to simulate moving solid boundaries. In [73–75], a
generalization of the bounce-back rules for moving boundaries is developed. The immersed
boundary method [76, 77], based on a Lagrangian point of view, is an alternative that is
increasing in popularity [14,78]. In the present work, the author focuses on a multi-direct
forcing approach of the immersed boundary method which has recently been adapted
to the field of LB methods [79] and that seems particularly well suited to the case
where multiphase fluid phases may interact with each other and the solid particles. The
immersed boundary method is presented below in Sect. 3.3
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In the LB literature for particle suspensions, excellent agreement with theory has
been reported in [80] for φ < 0.5. In [81, 82], the authors investigate particle suspension
up to φ < 0.2. On the same line, [83] simulate suspensions with φ ≤ 0.3. While the
aforesaid works all use rigid spheres as suspended particles, [84], coupling LB to a finiteelement method for particle deformation, simulate deformable spheres as well as blood
platelets and obtain good results for φ < 0.5. Another approach is used in [18], where a
heterogeneous multiscale method is adopted, using phenomenological model at macroscale
and fully resolved simulation at microscale (φ ≤ 0.5) in order to predict the flow over
a whole, macroscopic 2D straight channel. In [53], a wide range of particle shapes are
simulated and shows good agreement with other authors, and different lubrication models
are compared. Whilst the aforementioned authors incorporate lubrication correction to
their numerical models over a wide range of flow parameters, it should be mentioned
that [85] provide good results with no lubrication model. It is thus a priori unclear if a
lubrication correction should be used in the type of flow targeted by the present study.
Probably due to its less straightforward implementation, the IB method has been
used more sporadically in this field to model fluid-structure interaction. In [3] good
results using IB method for spherical and deformable platelets particles are presented,
while [86] apply it to a large number of spherical particles, yielding correct results for
φ < 0.4. A study of the influence of the different parameters of the IB method can be
found in [15], where several benchmarks for one or two particles have been used. In [87]
the Noble–Torczynski method, which can be seen as an hybrid bounce-back - IB method,
has been used in conjunction with several collision models, to achieve the simulation of
highly concentrated suspensions.
Some of the aforementioned LB studies obtain good agreement with the experimental
data. However, for what concerns the relative apparent viscosity µ as a function of φ, it
seems still difficult to properly model the case of very high particle concentrations, where
φ is approaching the maximum packing fraction φM (φM ≈ 0.64 in the case of spheres).
In particular, no work reports convincing results for φ > 0.5, except [87] (published after
the article related to the present work). Investigating this problem is one of the main
goals of the present thesis.
Finally, as stressed in [58], slight differences in the hypotheses on which the contact
and/or lubrication model are based result in substantially different outputs. A similar
observation is done in [88], where the authors remark how, at high particle volume fraction,
models results are extremely sensitive to non-hydrodynamic interparticle forces. The
authors conclude, therefore, that the most crucial point for a successful particle suspension
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simulation is to employ a proper contact model. This point of view is supported by
several works studying the impact of interparticle interactions on suspensions rheology.
Therefore, it seems critical to be able to achieve realistic simulations using a minimum
number of modeled ingredients.

3.3. The immersed boundary method
In order to account for the fluid-particles interactions occuring in a suspension, a flavour
of the immersed boundary method (IBM) named multi-direct forcing approach has been
chosen and is presented here. The growing popularity of the method has been discussed
above in Sect. 3.2. The model used in this work was inspired from [79].

3.3.1. Principles
The core idea of the IBM is to use the force term in the momentum NSE Eq. (1.2) to
emulate the effect of a wall in the fluid. Hence, the IBM is intrinsically formulated at the
Navier-Stokes level; as such, this approach is valid for any CFD method. Ingredients of
kinetic theory such as the particle distribution function are not involved in the scheme, in
contrast with many LBM boundary conditions (e.g. the bounce-back rule). Although the
IBM itself was first proposed in 1972 [89], its application to LBM was only formulated
thirty years later [90].
In the IBM, an arbitrarily shaped boundary is represented by a set of points whose
coordinates are not constrained on the grid on which the fluid is solved, as depicted in
Fig. 3.2. For this reason, these points are said to be off-lattice or immersed. Interior and
exterior of a closed boundary are not treated differently; the fluid fills an IBM solid, as
the edges or faces between the points defining the boundary are not taken into account
by the algorithm. Although in most cases the dynamics of the simulated object is not
affected by the internal fluid, it has been shown [77] that the effect of the immersed fluid
can be significant for Reynolds numbers larger than 10 (see also [91, 92] for more details
on the effect of the filling fluid). Therefore, the IBM method seems suitable for this work,
in which the Reynolds number is very low (see Sect. 3.1.2).
The coupling between the fluid and the boundary is performed through a force applied
to the fluid in order to ensure the prescribed velocity at the surface of the solid, typically
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Figure 3.2.: Illustration an off-lattice set of points in the IBM. The fluid, solved on the regular
grid, is coupled to the blue points through the force term in the momentum
Navier-Stoke equation. The dashed edges, representing the boundary surface,
are represented only for sake of visualization and are not involved in the IBM
scheme.

a no-slip condition. In order to formulate this force exerted on the fluid’s grid (Eulerian
representation) from the boundary points (Lagrangian representation), an interpolation
stencil is used.
As reported by [44], the main advantage of the IBM is that its formulation is such as
no shape reconstruction is needed to track the boundary’s front. Also, the resolution level
required (typically, points are separated by a distance of the order of the lattice spacing)
allows for the simulation of curved boundaries of a small size, whereas methods for
moving boundaries inspired from the bounce-back rule may require higher resolution [93].

Lagrangian-Eulerian interpolations
From now, the discussion will focus on the 1D case for the sake of simplicity. The space
is noted Ω, u(x, t) is the velocity of the fluid at the location x ∈ Ω, and ẋi (t) is the
velocity of the point number i, whose position in space is noted xi (t).
Suppose that the point i follows the flow at any time. An obvious way to reformulate
the fact that ẋi (t) = u(xi (t), t) in an extended fashion is
ẋi =

Z

u(x, t)δ(x − xi (t)) dΩ,

(3.13)

where δ is the Dirac delta function. In a discrete space, the information that one needs
to deduce the velocity of the point i is spread in the area around xi (t). Thus, a discrete
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version of Eq. (3.13) reads
ẋi =

X

u(x, t)W (x − xi (t)),

(3.14)

x∈Ω

where W plays the same role as δ in the discrete case, although it can now be seen as a
weight function that allows to gather the information of the velocity that should take
the point i, spread out in the surrounding fluid.
Another use of W is made when one wants to express the force that the fluid feels in
the neighborhood of a particle, which takes the form
F (x, t) =

N
X

Fi (t)W (x − xi (t)),

(3.15)

i=0

where Fi is a value attached to the particle i, remaining to be discussed. A condition on
W is that
X

W (x − xi (t)) = 1

(3.16)

x∈Ω

for any point i. Also, W should be short-ranged by analogy with the limit case of δ,
which is also important from the point of view of the performance of the implementation.
In the 3D case, one seeks for an expression of W for which each axis has an independent
contribution:
W (x, y, z) = w(x/∆x)w(y/∆x)w(z/∆x).

(3.17)

One of the different possible solutions reads

w(r) =

 
q


 18 3 − 2|r| + 1 + 4|r| − 4r 2


 
q

1

8




0

5 − 2|r| −

−7 + 12|r| − 4r2

if |r| ≤ 1,
if 1 ≤ |r| ≤ 2,

(3.18)

otherwise.

The interested reader can refer to [76] for the original derivation of the above equation, [94]
for a review and [95] for a comparison between different weight functions. Eq. (3.18) is
the expression retained in the IBM implementation used in this work.
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Global LB-IBM scheme for rigid boundaries
In the numerical scheme used for this work, a rigid body is represented as an immersed
boundary composed of N points such as the distance between any pair of points i and j
is the same at any time t: dij = |xi (t) − xj (t)|.
The general formulation of the whole IBM-LB coupling process is depicted in Fig.
3.3 and can be summarized as follows:
1. Collide-and-stream: Update the fluid with a classical collide-and-stream step.
2. Compute force on the boundary: Compute the force and torque on the boundary
points by integrating the hydrodynamic stress tensor in the surrounding area.
3. Rigid body motion: Update the position and angle of the whole rigid boundary (and
thus all the points defining it) by summing the contributions of each point to the
total force and torque.
4. Eulerian-Lagrangian coupling: Determine the force exerted on each point of the
fluid using Eq. (3.15), as well as the fluid velocity seen by the points using the
force-spreading Eq. (3.14) in conjunction with the weight function defined by Eqs.
(3.17) and (3.18).
Note that in the step number 2, the force acting on the body points is computed from
the fluid stress field, although it could also be directly taken from the values yielded by
step 4. However, the stability empirically seems to be improved by this approach, which
has therefore been retained.
A difficulty contained in step number 4 of the above general IBM scheme is that
two or more points sharing a common neighborhood enter in conflict for the value of
the force exerted on the local fluid. Indeed, there is an interdependence between the
interpolated velocity seen by the particle (Eq. (3.14)) and the resulting force exerted on
the fluid (Eq. (3.15)). Different methods exist to overcome this problem, such as the
feedback forcing [89], implicit velocity correction [96] or the direct-forcing method [97]
for instance.
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Multi-direct forcing approach
Different multi-direct forcing strategies are reviewed in [98]. In this thesis, the approach
of [99], presented below, has been used.
One seeks to specify how the fluid feels the boundary during the step number 4 above.
When entering this step, each point of the boundary has an acceleration ẍi due to the
difference between the neighboring fluid’s velocity and its actual velocity, which reads
(the time argument is dropped for the rest of this section)
ẍi =

ẋi − u(xi )
,
∆t

(3.19)

in order to ensure the no-slip condition.
The principle of the method can be summarized in 4 steps that are repeated until a
condition (to be discussed) is reached. The number of the current iteration of the scheme
is noted s and is placed in index of the concerned variables.
1. Fluid acceleration update: Eq. (3.15) is used to compute the fluid acceleration due
to the neighboring boundary points:

as+1 (x) =

N
X

ẍi,s W (x − xi )Si ,

(3.20)

i=0

where Si is the surface area corresponding to the point i, accounting for the fact
that on a mesh made of a large number of points, each point contribute less.
Note that this step is only performed on each cell of the fluid that is concerned
by the coupling scheme, depending on the cutoff radius of W and the boundary
location.
2. Fluid velocity update: The velocity of the fluid is updated accordingly:
us+1 (x) = us (x) + as+1 (x)∆t.

(3.21)
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3. Boundary velocity update: The velocity of the fluid, as seen by a point of the
boundary, is interpolated from the neighboring fluid sites:
ẋi,s+1 =

X

us+1 (x)W (x − xi ).

(3.22)

x∈Ω

4. Boundary acceleration update: The corrected velocity is then used to update the
acceleration of the point:
ẍi,s+1 = ẍi,s +

ẋi,s+1 − us+1 (xi )
.
∆t

(3.23)

Finally, s is incremented and one goes back to the first step, unless the convergence
criterion is reached.
Once this iterative procedure is completed, the last value of the fluid acceleration a
is kept in memory so that the fluid, at the next collision step, will be impacted by the
presence of the boundary. The force exerted on each cell is applied through a modification
of the momentum used to compute the equilibrium distribution in the collision step,
following the method of [30]. Instead of using fieq (ρ, u) in the fluid collision step of Eq.
(2.31), one uses fieq (ρ, u + aτ ∆t), where a is the last acceleration value obtained in the
iterative scheme above.
An arbitrary convergence criterion has to be chosen to decide whether the loop
corresponding to the above scheme should break or not. In this work, a constant number
of iterations equal to 4 has been selected, following the conclusions of [100].

3.3.2. Validation
Consider a spheroid of radii a and b with aspect ratio re = a/b in a shear flow with strain
rate γ̇, as depicted in Fig. 3.4. It has been shown [101] that the effect of a particle of
aspect ratio rp with rotational and front-rear symmetry can be equivalently formulated
as the effect of a spheroid particle, where the factor linking re and rp has usually to
be determined experimentally. Hence, the capability of a model to correctly simulate
spheroids is essential, as it allows in principle to emulate particles with complex shapes,
at least in the dilute regime.
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Figure 3.3.: Schematic summary of the IBM method with a multi-direct forcing approach.

Figure 3.4.: Spheroid of aspect ratio re = 2 in a shear flow.
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The motion of particle in a shear flow reveals crucial in applications such as particle suspensions, since the rotation of the particles impacts the viscosity of the whole
suspension, and thus has deep implications on the rheological properties of the fluid.
Jeffery found a solution [102] for the angular velocity ϕ̇ of a spheroid with aspect
ratio re in a shear flow with strain rate γ̇:
ϕ̇ =


γ̇  2
2
2
cos
ϕ
+
sin
ϕ
,
r
e
re2 + 1

(3.24)

where the period T of the spheroid reads
T = 2π

re + 1/re
.
γ̇

(3.25)

Simulations with three different values of the aspect ratio re have been tested. In Fig.
3.5 is shown the normalized angular velocity ϕ̇T /2π about the vorticity vector, against
the reference solution.
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Figure 3.5.: Normalized angular velocity ϕ̇T /2π about the vorticity vector for three different
aspect ratio re plotted as a function of particle orientation. Here, γ̇ = 103 s−1 ,
and the dashed lines represent Jeffery’s analytical solution.
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3.4. Contact model for particle-particle interactions
A common approach (see [53, 80, 88, 103] for instance) to the modeling of particle-particle
interactions in fluids makes use of two steps: first, a lubrication model, which is a sub-grid
model accounting for the non-resolved pure hydrodynamic effect of increasing repulsive
force, that a particle experience while it approaches another solid boundary [104], and
second, an additional contact model for very close particles, supplying the lubrication
model, which fails for very small gap between boundaries [53, 58, 80]. In some cases a
third, non-physical model for extremely close or interpenetrating particles is also used [80];
finally, in [87], in addition to the repulsive force and an explicit lubrification force, both
a friction force and a critical load model are used.
It may be questioned, however, if this approach to model collisions is always relevant;
in the case of magmatic regimes indeed (Rep  10−3 , St  1), the use of a lubrication
subgrid model appears superfluous, as indicated by the results in Sect. 3.7. It is shown
below how a simple repulsive, soft-collision elastic model is sufficient to recover a realistic
suspension behavior.
The repulsive spring model proposed in this work reads as follows. Spherical particles
1 and 2 are considered, whose center are denoted by ~x1 and ~x2 respectively. The
corresponding radii are named r1 and r2 , so the gap between particles reads h =
|~x1 − ~x2 | − r1 − r2 . The force exerted by particle 1 on particle 2 is equal to
F~12 = −F~21 =



−k(δ

−~
x1
− h) |~~xx22 −~
x1 |


0

if h < δ

(3.26)

otherwise,

with k and δ some parameters of the force model whose impact and determination are
discussed below. This method is general and may be applied to particles of arbitrary
shape, though the space gap h between particles and the orientation of the applied force
must be computed accordingly. In Fig. 3.6 is depicted a situation in which both δ and h
are positive.
A consequence of this model is that a slight particle interpenetration D can occur
during collisions, as depicted in Fig. 3.7. Using Equation 3.26, the work done by a
moving particle interpenetrating a rest particle by a distance D can be calculated as
W =

Z δ−D
δ

F (x) dx = k

D2
.
2

(3.27)
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Figure 3.6.: Two spheres of radii r1 and r2 at a distance h, with a given, positive value of the
parameter δ. In this case (h < δ), the force described in Eq. (3.26) is applied to
each sphere, acting as a repulsing spring placed between the spheres.

p

Figure 3.7.: When two spheres interpenetrates, D = −h ≈ u m/k, and the effective volume
fraction is smaller than the desired volume fraction.
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If, in the other hand, the kinetic energy of the incoming particle is given by E = mu2 /2,
it follows that the interpenetration distance can be expressed as
r

D=u

m
,
k

(3.28)

with m and u the mass of the particle and the characteristic velocity of the flow respectively.
Given D, which must be much smaller than the typical particle radius r, one determines
the value of k required to match the chosen interpenetration tolerance. Note that D
impacts the actual volume fraction, since the particles collide with an effective radius
equal to r − D in the simple case where one chooses δ = 0. Thus, the effective volume
fraction φ must be computed using this effective radius. As an example, for D = r/100,
this reduces the volume fraction by three percent approximately.
One should ensure that D  u∆t, this is to say the time step is small enough
for the spring collisions to be sufficiently resolved in time. For the typical simulation
configuration used in this study (see Sect. 3.6), this leads to ∆t  10−5 s, which is
consistent with the time step already required by the type of flow simulated (see Sect. 3.6).
However, for smaller values of D (i.e. larger spring constant k), one should adapt the
time step consequently.
To summarize, one can see δ and D as the fundamental parameters to choose in order
to relate the a priori ad-hoc parameter k to physical quantities. Indeed, D characterizes
the error on the interpenetration distance (and thus on φ) allowed for a simulation,
whereas δ corresponds to the accuracy wanted for the collision force itself (as compared
to an ideal value δ = 0). Fig. 3.8 shows an example of random sphere packing in 2D
resulting from the discussed scheme, with no fluid simulated.

Figure 3.8.: Random packing of 1000 spheres of varying size in 2D using the presented contact
model. No fluid fills the space.
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Note that the spring model used here is a form of soft-sphere approach, a very common
way to tackle particles collision in the discrete element method (see [105] for instance for
a review of the popular spring models in this domain).
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, interparticle interactions dominate
the fluid in the case of dense suspensions. One may wonder, in this case, if the fluid still
plays a significant role in the rheology of highly concentrated suspensions (though not
jamming). To qualitatively assess this point, 2D simulations with the presented spring
model have been performed. When bouncing on the top and bottom walls, each sphere
experienced a force in the x-direction in order to create a flow of sphere comparable to
a shear flow (see Sect. 3.5 below). At each iteration, a grid of arbitrary resolution was
collecting the data on the nearest spheres from each node. A time average of the ux
value attached to each node can then be collected, and the value of ∂y ux be defined as a
quantity analogous to the viscosity. Fig. 3.9 shows the profile of this quantity for a given
instance of the problem. The “particulate viscosity” of the system is then defined as the
slope of the profile.
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ū x
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Figure 3.9.: Time average of the x-component of the velocity of the spheres as a function of
the y-coordinate in the domain. A force in the x-direction is imposed at y = 0
and a force of same intensity and opposed sign is imposed at y = ly .
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As a result of the simulations, it appears clearly that, at this scale (the number of
spheres was approximately 500 in the highest concentration), no rheology similar to the
kind of behavior presented in the Sect. 3.1.1 emerges from the sole interaction of the
spheres, as can be viewed from Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11, where the dependence on the
volume fraction φ exhibits an unexplained behaviour at high densities (after a linear
behaviour up to φ = 0.4), whereas the dependance on the lid velocity ulid is linear.
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Figure 3.10.: Time average of ∂y ux as a function of the volume fraction, at a fixed lid velocity.

Finally, it is worth noting that in common lubrication models, the lubrication force
acts in both directions (i.e. it is repulsive as well as attractive), depending on the value
of the particle’s velocity [104]. In the simple model used here, however, the spring can
only act as a repulsive force, as a consequence of the criterion h < δ in Eq. (3.26).
As indicated in the results, the application of a lubrication force on top of the spring
contact model does not impact significantly the results obtained, which indicates that
this effect is not significant in the flow regime targeted. Fig. 3.12 displays the difference
between different models for the force exerted on spheres approaching at constat velocity.
Fig. 3.13 focuses on the values obtained for small gaps between the spheres. To produce
this result, the velocity of the spheres is imposed, and the force exterted on one of the
spheres is normalized by the drag force. As one can see, the implicit lubrication force that
naturally comes from the fluid gap solved between the spheres is correct up to h/r ≈ 0.2,
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Figure 3.11.: Time average of ∂y ux as a function of the lid velocity, at a fixed volume fraction
φ = 0.7.

with r/∆x = 5. For smaller gaps, the spring model ensure the elastic repulsion between
spheres.

3.5. Viscosity measurement
As reported in [8], different methods can be exploited to compute the apparent viscosity
of suspensions. In some flow configurations, spurious viscosity can appear near the walls,
giving rise to the so-called wall effect. A convenient way to avoid wall effect is to use
Lees-Edwards boundary conditions [106, 107] in order to emulate an infinite domain
along the axis on which the velocity gradient is applied. This method has been used
by [81] for instance, who then relates the viscosity to the total dissipation of the fluid. It
is also possible, as in [3] for example, to integrate the fluid stress tensor over particles
surfaces. For the type of flow considered in this work, the results indicate that the wall
effect can be ignored, as done in [80]. Moreover, this effect is also present in laboratory
experiments [58] (Fig. 3.14 depicts the principle of a parallel plate sensor; typically, the
space h between the plates is small as compared to their radius R, e.g. R/h ≈ 10 in
the case of [41]). For this reason, an evaluation of the average wall shear stress at the
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Figure 3.12.: Force exerted on a sphere approaching another sphere with constant velocity,
with r/∆x = 5. The results are given for the theoretical lubrication force
from [104] and for simulations without any explicit force model (blue line), and
with the spring model only (green line).
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Figure 3.13.: Force exerted on a sphere approaching another sphere with constant velocity,
with r/∆x = 5. The results are given for the theoretical lubrication force
from [104] and for simulations without any explicit force model (blue line), and
with the spring model only (green line).
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walls has been used in order to compute the viscosity of the simulated suspensions. As
indicated by [3], this method is sufficient as long as local stresses assessment can be
avoided.

Figure 3.14.: Schematic view of a parallel plate sensor system used for the rheological study
of a suspension sample. The upper plate is rotated, and the viscosity can be
deduced from the relation between the torque applied to the sensor and its
resulting angular velocity.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the yield stress of the suspension is not treated
in this study, though it constitutes an important feature of suspensions in concentrated
regimes. As noted by [3], instead of applying a strain rate to the fluid by imposing
velocity boundary conditions, one should rather impose a shear stress at the boundaries
and observe the resulting suspension velocity in order to discern the yield stress.

3.6. Simulation setup
A common setup for all suspension simulations performed in this work has been used.
In terms of its spatial configuration, it is inspired and consistent with those of a real
rheometer as described in [41] (see also Fig. 3.14). On the other hand, flow and
particles parameters reflect magma properties as reported in [47]. The real complexity
of a magmatic flow is not achieved here: the presented model has no temperature
dependence and does not include gases in interaction with fluid and particles, nor fusion
and solidification processes or any other phase change. The other parameters of the model
are chosen to guarantee stability and accuracy, as discussed in the above subsections.
No gravity is applied, assuming that buoyancy effects are negligible at this degree of
abstraction. In our model, the interactions between walls and particles are modelled in
the same way as inter-particles interactions explained in Sect. 3.4. It has been observed
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Table 3.2.: Summary of the typical values used for the main parameters of the simulations.

Parameter

Unit

Name

Value

Domain length

[m]

lx

10−2

Domain height

[m]

ly

10−3

Domain width

[m]

lz

2 · 10−3

Lattice time step

[s]

∆t

6 · 10−7

Lattice spacing

[m]

∆x

2 · 10−5

Points per particle

R

258

[m]

r

10−4

[Pa · s]

µ0

10−1

Fluid density

[kg · m−3 ]

ρf

103

Solid density

[kg · m−3 ]

ρs

2 · 103

Strain rate

[s−1 ]

γ̇

102

Interpenetration parameter

[m]

D

10−6

[N · m−1 ]

k

1

Particle radius (when spherical)
Fluid viscosity (without particles)

Spring constant

that the lattice spacing ∆x must be approximately ten times smaller than the particle
radius r in order to obtain accurate results (see Section 3.7.5).
The typical number of particles simulated in the concentrated regime is approximately
10 . Simulations with up to 104 particles were achieved and yielded similar results.
Tab. 3.2 summarizes the typical values used for various parameters of the simulations.
3

3.6.1. Particle Reynolds number
Many physical properties of magma are difficult to simulate: in the context of this
work, the most extreme one is the high viscosity of the silicate melt (from 10−1 Pa · s to
106 Pa · s approximately, depending on the melt composition [108]) that makes the flow
Reynolds number Re extremely low. Indeed, for Re  1 and for fixed lattice spacing
∆x and relaxation time τ , the lattice time step ∆t has to be kept very small since τ is
directly related to the viscosity (see Eq. (2.53)). Discussions on the scaling of ∆t for low
Re can be found in [3]. In this study, the value τ = 1 is kept constant, and ∆t is adapted
consequently. The Stokes number of the simulations is approximately St = 10−2 , which
corresponds to the magmatic regime as discussed in the introduction (St  1). However,
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the particle Reynolds number corresponding to these parameters is Rep = 10−2 , which is
too large to characterize a flow completely dominated by viscous forces. As mentioned
above, this is due to the fact that the time step ∆t directly relates to the viscosity of the
fluid, resulting in reduced performances for highly viscous flows. Instead of overcoming
this issue by using greater computational resources, one can argue (see [44, chap. 7.2.3.3]
for instance) that Rep is still sufficiently small for the flow to be insensitive to its actual
value. This enable the use of a numerical Reynolds number larger than the physical one
in order to speed up the simulations. The validity of this assumption is discussed in the
results section.
Fig. 3.15 illustrates a possible simulation configuration. Periodic boundary conditions
are used along the x and z axes, while velocity boundary conditions ux (x, 0, z) = ly γ̇ and
ux (x, ly , z) = 0 are imposed using a regularized scheme as proposed in [109].

Figure 3.15.: (top) Example of a simulation with φ = 0.4 and (bottom) the corresponding
velocity magnitude at the center of the domain.

3.6.2. Initialization
In the literature, the initialization of the particles inside the domain is often ignored,
though it represents a non-trivial task in the case of highly concentrated suspensions.
Indeed, from φ ≈ 0.3, the approach consisting in randomly placing the particles cannot
yields convincing results in a reasonable amount of time, because the probability of
overlapping particles becomes too large. Although some algorithms and tools for particles
packing are available (see [110, 111] for instance), a rather simple approach has been
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chosen in this work, as it gives satisfactory results without the need of any tool using the
discrete element methods. The initialization algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. While the total volume of particle is such as the targeted volume fraction is not
reached, particles are added in a random location in the domain, regardless of the
position of the previously added particles.
2. A simulation without fluid is launched and stops only when no particle collide,
either with a wall (top or bottom of the domain) or with another particle. Since
there is no fluid, the only force applied to the particles comes from the repulsive
spring model (see Sect. 3.4). In absence of collisions, the motion of the particles
simply obeys classical motion laws, as said in Sect. 3.3.
For spherical particles, this simple approach is sufficient to initialize suspensions up to
the critical volume fraction for spheres, i.e. φc ≈ 0.55. In order to speed up the process,
one can also introduce a cut-off for the velocity of the particles, as this step has no
physical meaning and is only intended for the particular use of generating a proper initial
configuration.
Finally, note also that there is a slight difference between the numerical and physical
values of φ. Indeed, the volume of a sphere represented by a finite set of points is different
from that of an ideal sphere. For instance, in the case where each sphere is represented by
258 points (which corresponds to the actual value used in this study), φnum /φphys ≈ 0.98.

3.7. Results
The results obtained with the model presented above are described here. Although the
main outcomes were obtained for monodisperse distribution of spherical particles, some
insights for the simulation of three-phase suspensions as well as bimodal distribution of
spherical particles are given in the conclusive subsection.
All the solid particles included in the suspensions simulated in this section are rigid.

3.7.1. Viscosity as a function of the strain
Depending on the shape of the particles, the viscosity of a suspension submitted to a
shear flow, when measured, does not immediately converge to its final value. Suspensions
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of either prolate or oblate particles typically need to be submitted to a total strain
γ = γ̇T ≈ 100 before an equilibrium orientation is reached among the constituents [41],
with T a duration. Before this limit, the measured viscosity oscillates.
In the simulations using spherical particles, it is unnecessary to wait this convergence
duration. However, depending on the strain rate and the volume fraction of the simulated
suspension, the numerically computed viscosity can oscillate, as depicted on Fig. 3.16,
where the time evolution of the viscosity of suspensions with different volume fractions
are compared, for a fixed strain rate. To produce the results presented in the next
subsections, no convergence criterion has been used. Rather, a time γ̇t = 20 has been
waited before measuring the numerical viscosity.
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Figure 3.16.: Example of the relative apparent viscosity as a function of the total strain for
different volume fractions. Each data has been divided by µ10 which stands
for the relative apparent viscosity at strain γ̇t = 10. Simulations with higher
volume fractions tend to exhibit larger variations of viscosity at the beginning.

3.7.2. Viscosity as a function of the particle volume fraction
Fig. 3.17 shows the apparent relative viscosity as a function of the volume fraction
of particles for different values of the particle Reynolds number Rep = ρf r2 γ̇/µ0 (see
Sect. 3.1.2). As for the other graphs of this section, each point corresponds to a different
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simulation in which the spherical particles are randomly placed in the domain at the
beginning of the simulation. It is found that the results in the range 10−3 ≤ Rep ≤ 10−1
are similar. Numerical apparent relative viscosity is in good agreement with Equation
3.9 up to φ = 0.54. The results are also compared to Einstein’s model Eq. (3.7), showing
how the behavior of the suspension differs from one in a dilute regime. The fact that the
model yields accurate results within a wide range of particle Reynolds number validates
the approach discussed in Sect. 3.6.1, allowing a violation of the particle Reynolds number
in order to save computational effort.
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Figure 3.17.: Relative apparent viscosity as a function of the volume fraction for randomly
initialized spheres of equal radius. The results are found to be similar for various
particle Reynolds number Rep . The results are compared to Krieger-Dougherty
and Einstein laws. The colored area represents the concentrations range that
lies above the critical volume fraction (φc ≈ 0.52).

As discussed in Sect. 3.1.1, literature results based on laboratory experiments show
that a threshold φc exists above which chains of particles start to form. For uniform
distribution of solid spheres, this value is between 0.5 and 0.55 [58]. It is shown on
Fig. 3.18 that the proposed model is able to produce accurate results up to φc , while
it fails for larger values. In this case, all the simulations shared the same setup except
for the volume fraction. Fitting the simulations data as Krieger-Dougherty law Eq.
(3.9) with a free parameter φm,num instead of the theoretical value φm = 0.64 yields the
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value φm,num ≈ 0.637, with a mean relative error  = 11.5% and a standard deviation
from the fit σµ ≈ 1.07. Whereas this value is satisfactory from the standpoint of the
relationship ν = f (φ), it is worth noting that the deviation is too large to differentiate a
non-Newtonian behaviour for spheres, as discussed below in Sect. 3.7.3.
As might be expected from the fact that existing studies using direct simulation
methods all provide results only for φ < 0.5 (see Sect. 3.2), it is likely that the critical
volume fraction constitutes a limitation for any numerical model which does not employ
a method specifically devoted to the treatment of chains of particles, as the borderline
with granular media is reached, and jamming transitions occur [41].
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Figure 3.18.: Relative apparent viscosity as a function of the volume fraction for randomly
initialized spheres of equal radius, from the simulations setup corresponding
exclusively to the configuration of Tab. 3.2. The results are compared to KriegerDougherty and Einstein laws. The colored area represents the concentration
range above the critical volume fraction (φc ≈ 0.52).

3.7.3. Viscosity as a function of strain rate
Fig. 3.19 displays, for several values of φ, the computed shear stress as a function of the
strain rate, as compared to Krieger-Dougherty law (which corresponds to a Newtonian
behavior). These simulations have been performed for different values of strain rate and
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volume fraction. The accuracy and robustness of the model is assessed for a range of
shear flows. In the concentrated regime and for higher strain rates, the curvature of the
data, which may appear as a slightly shear-thinning behavior, is actually an artefact
as can be deduced from Fig. 3.20, where one configuration has been chosen for two
different volume fractions (semi-dilute and concentrated) and tested over a wider range
of strain rates. Indeed, for spherical suspensions, non-Newtonian behavior constitutes
a difficult effect to detect. In the experiments from [41] for instance, the flow index n
in Herschel-Bulkley Eq. (3.10) only takes the value n = 0.95 at φ = 0.48, or n = 0.9
at φ = 0.59. Whereas the latter volume fraction is currently not feasible with the sole
ingredients of the present model, the former behavior (n = 0.95) is so close from a
Newtonian one that the dispersion observed in the results (see Fig. 3.18) would hide
such a slight shear-thinning effect. Hence, a direct simulation tool that would allow
for an investigation of non-Newtonian behaviors should either include granular media
considerations in its base model, or limit itself to non-spherical particles. In [41], the
authors also indicate that the non-Newtonian behaviour of non-spherical particles is
clearly more pronounced, as their degree of interaction is greater (it should be noted,
however, that non-Newtonian rheology seems to arise from the simulations conducted
by [87], even for spherical particles).
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Figure 3.19.: Shear stress as a function of the strain rate for randomly initialized spheres of
equal radius.
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Figure 3.20.: Normalized shear stress as a function of the strain rate over a wide range of
strain rates, for randomly initialized spheres of equal radius, at two different
volume fractions. No clear non-Newtonian behaviour can be recovered.

It must be noted that all the results presented above have been obtained without a
lubrication model. Whilst most authors (see [53,80] for instance) use a lubrication model,
[85] already noticed convincing result without lubrication correction. The lubrication
correction is expected not to impact the results in dilute suspensions; on Fig. 3.21, it is
shown how relatively accurate results are achievable even without no particle-particle
interaction forces at all (except hydrodynamic interactions solved through the lattice
Boltzmann scheme). Moreover, the particle density corresponds to values that are
considered as highly concentrated by the literature (see [41]). One probable reason for
this result is that, since the emergent behavior of the simulated suspension is mainly
Newtonian, particle-particle interactions are still sufficiently weak to avoid the need for
lubrication corrections. This apply as well to the results obtained with inter-particle
forces, where high volume fraction simulations can be achieved (φ ≈ 0.55). The same
observation holds for the insensitivity to Rep . The speed up of the simulations allowed by
this insensitivity can then be seen as a consequence of the emergent Newtonian behavior
of the suspension in the targeted regime. Another reason is that the lattice Boltzmann
model correctly recovers the hydrodynamical interaction between approaching particles
when the gap between them is larger than one lattice cell.
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Figure 3.21.: Example of results obtained without explicit particle-particle interaction force,
for shear stress as a function of the strain rate with φ = 0.1 (top) and relative
apparent viscosity as a function of the volume fraction (bottom), showing that,
up to φ ≈ 0.2, no inter-particle interaction model is needed.
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For more dense particle suspensions instead, both accuracy and numerical stability
are strongly impacted by particle-particle interactions, and a contact or lubrication model
is obviously needed. As also reported in [53, 90], the exact value of the spring model does
not impact the rheological behavior, as long as k (or D) is properly adapted to the flow
properties, as discussed in Sect. 3.4.

3.7.4. Influence of the density ratio
As also noted by [85], numerical instabilities can appear when the density ρs of the solid
particles to be simulated is close to the density ρf of the fluid. It is therefore of interest to
show that the results are not dependent of the density ratio within a given range, so that
one can perform simulations with ρs /ρf > 1 to get rid of the aforesaid instabilities. For
instance, [82] uses a density ratio equals to 10, while it is equal to 3.5 in [85], although
none of these works provides a quantitative study of the impact of the density ratio on
the accuracy of the results.
In first approximation, it is obvious that the density ratio does not impact the results
in absence of buoyancy forces and negligible inertia. However, one could expect higher
inertia locally in the fluid due to particle-particle interactions and rearrangement of
particles. Moreover, since the collisions are actually modeled through fictitious springs,
the interpenetration distance of the particles is impacted by their inertia, and so the
whole rheology. More generally, it has been shown (see [77, 91, 92]) that the inertia of
the fluid that fills the particles due to the immersed boundary method cannot always be
ignored.
We show in Fig. 3.22 that the aforesaid potential causes of discrepancy either rarely
occur or do not cause significantly higher inertia. No appreciable impact on the results is
observed in the range 1.3 ≤ ρs /ρf ≤ 6, in accordance with the results of [85] in which a
derivative of Ladd’s method is used, indicating that this phenomenon does not only occur
with IB methods. Note that, due to variations of the solid density, the Stokes number
was not kept constant in the different simulations ran to produce Fig. 3.22, although the
condition St << 1 was still holding. The results presented in this work were obtained
with a density ratio equal to 2 in order to improve stability.
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Figure 3.22.: Influence of the solid-fluid density ratio ρs /ρf on the relative apparent viscosity
as a function of the volume fraction φ.

3.7.5. Grid convergence of the model
Simulations have been performed for several values of ∆x in order to study the evolution
of the accuracy as the lattice spacing is refined. The relative error is defined as  =
|µ − µref |/µref . The reference solution µref corresponds to the Krieger-Dougherty law.
Fig. 3.23 shows the relative apparent viscosity and the mean relative error as a function
of ∆x, for two different configurations at high volume fraction. It is found that the
order of convergence is O(∆x), as expected from the use of the immersed boundary
method [76]. Therefore, in order to achieve  ≈ 5% for any particle concentration, one
needs to use a lattice spacing approximately ten times smaller than the particle diameter;
this is consistant with the value found by [15], which recommends a minimum resolution
of 8 lattice units per particle diameter and 2 mesh points per square lattice unit (in the
present study, spheres are made of 258 points and the surface resolution is approximately
3 mesh points by square lattice unit).
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Figure 3.23.: (left) Relative apparent viscosity as a function of the volume fraction for several
values of lattice spacing and (right) relative error as a function of the lattice
spacing. The order of convergence of our model is O(∆x).
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3.7.6. Length of the domain and periodicity effects
As opposed to the experimental rheometer depicted in Fig. 3.14, the configuration of
the system in the simulations imposes a shear flow over a straight, periodic domain. In
order to assess the effect of the length of the domain, multiple simulations with standard
domain width lz = 10−3 m and height ly = 10−3 m have been performed with varying lx
parameter. Fig. 3.24 shows that the computed viscosity is consistent from lx ≈ 10−3 m,
which corresponds to a ratio lx /r ≈ 10, with r the particle radius. Below this value,
important particle self-interaction effects can occur. Hence, all the results presented were
using a larger domain length (lx ≈ 10−2 m, and lx /r ≈ 100).
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Figure 3.24.: Relative apparent viscosity as a function of domain length lx , with standard
domain width lz = 10−3 m and height ly = 10−3 m, at a chosen volume fraction
φ = 0.34. The radius of the particle is r = 10−4 m and the domain is periodic
except along the direction of the applied shear. Below lx /r ≈ 10, important
particle self-interaction effects occur.
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3.7.7. Conclusions and perspectives
Conclusions
In the presented model, particle-particle interactions are solved employing a contactmodel only (no lubrication model is used), but yet the results are in good agreement
with Krieger-Dougherty law for both dilute and dense particle suspension up to the
critical random packing fraction, where particle chains are likely to form (φc ≈ 0.55 for
monodispersed rigid spheres).
It has been shown that a lubrication model is not necessarily required to achieve
realistic results for dense particle suspension rheology at Rep  1. The exact reason
for this result remains to be determined through a detailed analysis of the interaction
between the suspension components, as it may bring an improved understanding of the
collision mechanisms in suspensions.
Another observation made concerns the insensitivity of the results to the particle
Reynolds number in the range 10−3 ≤ Rep ≤ 10−1 and to the solid-fluid density ratio
in the range 1.3 ≤ ρs /ρf ≤ 6. The implication of this observation are multiple; indeed
numerical stability can be potentially improved by using larger density ratios as long as
particle’s buoyancy to be simulated is null, and higher simulation performance can be
reached employing a numerical particle Reynolds number larger than the physical one
and, fundamental to us, still recover the correct rheological behavior of highly viscous
particle suspensions.
The contact model used can be improved in several ways. Indeed, it does not take the
angular momentum of the particles into account in its current form; although this does
not seem to impact accuracy for spherical particles in the targeted regime, this would
reveal crucial for ellipsoid particles. Another important improvement should be to study
the impact of the smoothness of the top and bottom walls of the domain. Whereas real
rheometer cannot generally be considered as smooth at the scale of the particles, the
simulations do not include such an effect. The wall roughness could be implemented
by adding spheres bonded to the wall and moving into the fluid at the prescribed wall
velocity. Finally, the last base ingredient of the simulation whose parameters should be
investigated is the smoothing function used in the IB scheme (see Sect. 3.3.1), as it has
been reported (see [15] for instance) that it can have a significant impact on the stability
or accuracy of the result in the case of dense suspensions.
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A future challenge is to focus on better modeling particle suspensions in magmatic
environments. To introduce polydisperse cuboidal shaped particles with aspect ratios and
size distributions similar to the one of igneous crystals, an important step is to be able to
simulate polydisperse spherical suspensions, all the more so since a few theoretical models
(see [112,113] for instance) tackle such a case, providing a way to benchmark the numerical
results. Simulations in such configurations were performed, such as illustrated in Fig. 3.25,
though many aspects remain to be validated so far. Indeed, a great challenge with this
type of systems is to simulate large spheres while keeping a sufficient resolution for the
small ones. Moreover, it is crucial to keep a domain size such that the periodicity effects
remains small (see Sect. 3.7.6). Together, these requirements represent a challenging
task, as detailed below.

Polydisperse suspensions
The case of bimodal spheres distribution is considered here. In order to compare the
numerical results with theoretical predictions, the crowding model of [112] has been used.
Since the viscosity of the melt in this case (fluid, small and large spheres together) is not
straightforward to obtain, the way to compute it is explained in detail in App. I. The
resulting viscosity essentially depends on:
1. The ratio ζ = rb /rs , with rb the radius of the large spheres and rs the radius of the
small spheres.
2. The total volume fraction φ = (Vb + Vs )/V , with Vb the volume occupied by the
large spheres, Vs the volume occupied by the small spheres and V the volume of
the domain.
3. The fraction of small spheres ks = Vs /(Vb + Vs ).
These three quantities are the fundamental parameters of the crowding model leading to
the theoretical curves seen on Fig. 3.26. A small value ks = 0.1 has been chosen in order
to examinate an interesting regime (see Fig. I.5). Simulations have been performed over
a wide range of volume fractions (0.1 ≤ φ ≤ 0.5) and particle size ratio (1 ≤ ζ ≤ 5).
Although the theoretical behaviour is qualitatively recovered, it is observed that
the obtained results are less accurate than for monodisperse spheres (the uncertainty
on the viscosity has been deduced from the dispersion observed in the results for the
monodisperse case). The explanation for the discrepancies in the bimodal case, especially
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for large ratio ζ, is explained by the underresolution of small spheres, coupled to the
periodicity effects on the large spheres. Indeed, in the monodisperse case, it was found
that the resolution of the particles r/∆x = Kr must be equal to a minimum value in
order to obtain accurate results (Kr ≈ 5 was used in the previous subsections). Thus, in
the bimodal case, one constraint is to choose a lattice spacing such as rs /∆x = Kr . In the
other hand, it has been shown that periodicity error occur when the particles are large
compared to the domain length. For this reason, results in the monodisperse case were
obtained using a ratio lx /r = Kp , with Kp ≈ 100. Another constraint on the bimodal
case, then, reads lx /rb = Kp . Putting these constraints together limitates the lattice
spacing: ∆x = lx /(Kp Kr ζ). Hence, keeping the domain shape (lx /ly and lx /lz ) consistent
with the previous simulations, the total number of lattice sites in the simulation depends
strongly on ζ: N = O(ζ 3 ).
As a result, in order to achieve simulations with ζ = 5 with high volume fraction,
different compromises have been made: the domain shape has been changed as compared
to the domain shape in the monodisperse case, the resolution of small spheres has
been reduced (rs /∆x ≈ 4), and some periodicity effects could affect the simulations
(lx /rb ≈ 40).

Figure 3.25.: Bimodal suspension of rigid spherical particles with aspect ratio ζ = 4 in a
concentrated regime (φ = 0.45).

Particles shape and bubbles
Another step towards the simulation of magma is, as previously said, the shape of the
particles. Citing [41]:
Much research has focused on suspensions of spheres, however particle anisometry introduces several additional effects, most notably: (i) the local flow around
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Figure 3.26.: Relative apparent viscosity as a function of the size ratio ζ for different values
of volume fraction φ and a fraction of small sphere ks ≈ 0.1. The dashed lines
represent theoretical values computed from the model of [112].

a non-spherical particle is different from that around a spherical particle, hence
the contribution of the particle to suspension viscosity is also different; (ii)
non-spherical particles are orientable and their contribution to suspension
viscosity depends on their orientation; (iii) particle interactions are strongly
influenced by particle shape; in general, at the same particle volume fraction,
the degree of interaction among non-spherical particles will be greater than
among spherical particles.
Simulations of cuboids in dilute regimes can straightforwardly be implemented following the same setup as for spheres and ellipsoids, as shown in Fig. 3.27, and the collision
scheme described in Sect. 3.4 can be used. However, the computation of the closest
distance between non-spherical meshes is a non-trivial task that should be implemented in
the future. As the computational cost induced by this step could be expensive, and since
the method to compute the closest distance may differ according to the type of particles
(ellipsoids, cuboids, ...), an interesting idea is to make use of lookup tables. Indeed, for
rigid particles, the closest distance between surfaces depends only on their respective
orientation and the distance of their centers. Moreover, as the values vary smoothly as a
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function of the angle (especially for the ellipsoids), the interpolation between the lookup
values is accurate.

Figure 3.27.: Suspensions of rigid cubes (top) and rigid ellipsoids (bottom) in a dilute regime.

Finally, introducing temperature dependence, bubbles and fusion/solidification process
constitute further steps. Simulations with bubbles have been performed, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.28, though no quantitative validation has been conducted so far.
To model bubbles, a free-surface volume-of-fluid solver has been used. In the next
chapter (Chap. 4), this model is explained in details. Since the air is not actually
simulated with this approach, the conservation of the volume of the bubbles does not
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follow naturally from the model. One must rather keep track of the volume of each
bubble in order to adjust its internal pressure as p = p0 V0 /V , where p0 , V0 are the initial
pressure and volume respectively. Obvious difficulties to treat, in this case, are the merge
and split of bubbles. Indeed, each bubble must be correctly identified, using a parallel
bucket-fill algorithm in order to keep the code scalable. This method was previously used
by other authors (see [114, 115] for instance).

Figure 3.28.: Bubbles and spherical particles in a suspension at initialization (top) and after
the shear flow is applied (bottom), with a total volume fraction φ = 0.2.

Chapter 4.
Free-surface systems
As said in the introduction of Part II, the free-surface model constitutes an interesting
alternative to pseudo-potential [30], color-gradient [31] or free-energy [32] approaches
when the considered system is such as the difference of density and viscosity between
the phases are large. The latter assumption becomes necessary to express a completion
formula for the lattice populations streamed from the light fluid to the heavy fluid,
as seen below. A free-surface flow in general is characterized by the condition of zero
perpendicular normal stress and zero parallel shear stress to the interface, i.e. the forces
at the interfaces are in equilibrium, thus conserving the momentum. This assumption is
well verified in many common systems; a typical example is the water-air interface, as
depicted in Fig. 4.1 for instance, where the LBM free-surface algorithm presented in this
chapter is applied to a simulation of a river dam flush.
In this chapter, a free-surface model suitable for the LBM is presented, using à
volume-of-fluid (VOF) method to track the interface. Indeed, different approaches are
available [116] to compute the shape of the interface between light and heavy fluids: as
opposed to interface-tracking techniques, which require the mesh to follow the interface
along time, interface-capturing methods mark the location of the interface, whose shape
is therefore deduced from these markers, allowing to use a fixed grid. In this regard,
the VOF interface-capturing method appears well suited for a LBM free-surface solver,
although the first VOF approach was proposed for a Navier-Stokes solver [117].
The algorithm presented in this chapter follows the description of [114, 118], which
itself finds its roots in the model developed by [119] to study metal foams. Some parts
of the algorithm (handling of interface artifacts, mass excess redistribution, completion
of missing populations) used in this work, however, differ from the aforesaid sources.
The aim of the first section is to present a complete, reproducible scheme for the
87
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implementation of a working free-surface solver, rather than a comprehensive listing of
the implementations details used in the final code. The next two sections present an
application of the model to a wave energy converter and to a coupling scheme with a
shallow water solver respectively.

Figure 4.1.: Example of a LBM free-surface model applied to the simulation of a dam flush,
using bathymetry data from the Rhone river. (left) Rendering of the free-surface
and the dam environment. (middle) Bed shear stress obtained from the simulation,
that can be used to study erosion-sedimentation processes. (right) Streamlines
during the flush.

4.1. The LB free-surface volume-of-fluid model
The free-surface model considers two-phase fluid compounds with a large density ratio,
akin to water-air systems in normal atmospheric conditions. It simulates the physics
of the heavy fluid only, and replaces the effect of the light fluid onto the heavy one
through a condition of zero parallel shear stress along two-phase interface. In the LB
VOF approach, additionally to the usual fluid variables, every cell keeps trace of the local
mass m and volume fraction , which is related to the fluid density on interface cells as
=

m
,
ρ

(4.1)

where m is the mass of heavy fluid in the considered cell. In bulk cells of the heavy fluid,
 = 1.
To summarize, the cells of the fluid mesh are split into three categories:
• Fluid cells are completely occupied by the heavy fluid:  = 1.
• Empty (or gas) cells are completely occupied by the light fluid:  = 0.
• Interface cells are partially occupied by the heavy fluid:  ∈]0, 1[.
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A condition for the algorithm to work is that the interface layer between fluid and empty
cells must be closed, so that an empty cell is never in the direct neighboring of a fluid
cell (here, ’neighboring’ has to be understood in the sense of the vicinity defined by the
LB velocity set used). Fig. 4.2 depicts a typical free-surface flags field.

Figure 4.2.: Flags in a free-surface VOF simulation. Blue cells denote heavy fluid, green
cells denote interface, white cells denote light fluid and gray cells are walls. The
dashed line is a schematic view of the reconstructed surface.

Figure 4.3.: Schematic representation of the key steps of the LB-FS-VOF method.

4.1.1. Completion of the missing populations from the empty
cells
The populations from the empty cells cannot be streamed to the interface cells, since
their value is arbitrary and meaningless. Assuming that the light fluid follows the motion
of the heavy one, one requires that the viscosity of the heavy fluid is lower, and its density
higher than that of the light fluid (again, think of a water-air interface). A possible
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completion scheme then, motivated by the conservation of the off-equilibrium populations
at the interface, reads
fIout (~x + ~ci ∆t) = fieq (ρE , ~u(~x)) + fIeq (ρE , ~u(~x)) − fiout (~x),

(4.2)

where fIout (~x +~ci ∆t) is the missing population coming from an empty cell, the superscript
out denote the post-collision populations (before streaming), I denotes the population
opposed to i and ρE is the fictitious density of the light fluid, set to the value of the
heavy fluid in all the simulations of this work. After this completion step is applied to
all the neighboring empty cells of the interface, a normal streaming step can be applied
to the whole domain, without any flag-dependant treatment of the cells.
Note that the accuracy of Eq. (4.2) depends on the accuracy of the assumption
of low viscosity, high density heavy fluid (compared to light fluid), since the fictitious
equilibrium populations of the empty cell are computed using the velocity of the heavy
fluid (i.e. it is assumed that the light fluid follows the heavy fluid at the interface).
It is also worth noting that in the reference algorithm from [120], the populations
streamed from a direction that is normal to the interface are also treated as missing
populations, even though the source cell is not an empty cell. In this work, this step of
the scheme has been ignored, since no significant difference has been observed for the
types of simulations targeted.

4.1.2. Mass update
It follows from the definition of the volume fraction that the mass m of a cell has the
same units as the populations fi of the lattice. For a density ρ = 1, the mass is simply
the sum of the populations. It is then natural to write the change of mass ∆mi due to
the populations of a given direction i as


∆mi (~x, t + ∆t) =



(~x) + (~x + ~ci ∆t) 

x, t) − fi (~x + ~ci ∆t, t) ,
 fI (~
| {z }
|
{z
}
2
entering mass

(4.3)

leaving mass

where I denotes the population in the opposite direction of i. It the above expression,
an average of the volume fraction of the cells implied in the mass exchange is done in
order to account for the amount of fluid in the cells. Recall that, at the time the mass is
updated (see Fig. 4.3), the particle distributions functions are the incoming populations,
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thus fI (~x, t) is the post-collision population of cell in position ~x + ~ci ∆t that was just
streamed to position ~x. Finally, the mass of a cell is updated as
m(~x, t + ∆t) = m(~x, t) +

Q
X

∆mi (~x, t + ∆t).

(4.4)

i=0

4.1.3. Flag update
After the mass and volume fraction of the interface cells are updated, two lists of
coordinates can be built:
• List i2f: interface cells for which  > 1 + κ.
• List i2e: interface cells for which  < −κ.
The small parameter κ allows for a slight inertia in the process of flag update, preventing
fast switching of phase in locations where the volume fraction is near from the transition
values. Indeed, the mass excess redistribution (discussed below) does not take into
account the value of κ, hence this method introduces a slight difficulty for the cells to
exceed the threshold needed to change their type.
The cells belonging to i2f will be converted to fluid cells, whereas cells belonging to
i2e will be converted to empty cells. In practice, it can happen that a cell belongs to
both lists: in case of such a conflict, one arbitrary chooses to always convert the cell to
empty cell as the treatment in this case is slightly easier (see below).
An important point during this step is to properly handle mass excess; indeed, when a
cell becomes empty, its mass is actually lower than 0, whereas it is larger than 1 when it
becomes totally filled. The mass excess (me = m − ρ in the case of a cell becoming fluid,
and me = m in the case of a cell becoming empty) must be redistributed somewhere else
in the domain, in order to preserve the total mass of the fluid.
Different heuristics can be chosen for the mass redistribution. In this work, one simply
counts the number of adjacent interface cells and equally redistribute the mass excess
among these candidates. As already noted by [120], a more elaborated scheme would
stream the mass excess according to the local flow direction.
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Conversion of cell types
Depending on the type of conversion, the process to change the type of cell can be of
different complexity, as the information contained in the cell must either be compressed
or created. Note that this process cannot be asynchronous because of the nature of the
mass redistribution scheme. Hence, in a first pass, the mass excesses are collected and
the flags updated, before the mass is redistributed to the non-empty cells during a second
pass. The following changes can occur:
• Empty to interface: as no information is contained in the cell, an average over all
non-empty adjacent cells is taken for the macroscopic variables, and the populations
are then initialized at equilibrium, whereas the mass and volume fraction are
initialized to zero. Note that, to be consistent with the completion scheme of the
streaming through the interface, one could consider to initialize the populations
with the average deviation from equilibrium of the adjacent non-empty cells. The
flag of the cell is updated to interface.
• Interface to empty: the mass excess is collected as me = m. The volume fraction
and mass are then set to zero, and the density is set to ρE . The flag of the cell is
updated to empty.
• Interface to fluid: the mass excess is collected as me = m − ρ. The volume fraction
and mass are then set to the unity, and the flag of the cell is updated to fluid.
• Fluid to interface: The volume fraction and mass are set to unity (remind that the
collision step occurs right after the flag update step). The flag of the cell is updated
to interface.
Although very rare, some artifacts can happen, among which:
• Interface cells with only other interface cells as neighbors. In this case, if  > 1/2
the cell is converted to a fluid cell, otherwise it is converted to an empty cell.
• Interface cells with no empty cell as neighbor. In this case the cell is converted to a
fluid cell.
• Interface cells with no fluid cell as neighbor. In this case the cell is converted to an
empty cell.
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4.1.4. Surface tension
A constant “gas pressure” ρE is used in Eq. (4.2) to account for the pressure that empty
cells exert on interface cells. As discussed in Sect. 2.3.2, the pressure in an isothermal LB
solver is linked to the density as p = c2s ρ + C, with C an arbitrary offset that reflects the
fact that only pressure changes are taken into account by the isothermal Navier-Stokes
equations. According to [114], an additional term −2κσ is added to the pressure by the
effect of the surface tension, where κ is the local curvature of the interface and σ is the
surface energy. In the case of the pressure that an interface cell feels in the free-surface
model (and choosing C = 0), this leads to
p = c2s ρE − 2κσ.

(4.5)

Hence, the density that is used in Eq. (4.2) to compute the fictitious equilibrium
populations of the gas cell is increased by an amount ∆ρST in order to take the surface
tension into account:
∆ρST = 2

κσ
.
c2s

(4.6)

Whereas the exact shape of the interface is not relevant as long as the surface tension
is not included in the model, it becomes a key property of the simulations when σ is not
negligible. Indeed, the interface cells do not directly contain any information about the
local surface orientation and curvature. Rather, these values should be deduced from the
volume fraction of the considered cell as well as those of the neighboring cells.
This surface reconstruction step can be performed in different ways depending on the
degree of accuracy needed, and it is often computationally expansive as compared to the
raw LB scheme. A marching cube algorithm [121] can be used to generate an isosurface of
the -values of the interface cells (usually, the level is set to  = 0.5). The curvature can
then be computed from the mesh constructed by the marching cube algorithm. In [122], a
level set method is presented to improve the accuracy of surface curvature reconstruction.

Note on boundary conditions
In all the simulations presented in this chapter, the boundary conditions are usually
applied to fluid and interface cells without any modification, the only exception being the
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one presented in Sect. 4.3 for the coupling between a shallow water LBM and a FS-VOF
LBM. In all cases, classical bounce-back conditions [123] are applied to wall cells, in the
same way as in standard single-phase simulations.

4.2. Application to a wave energy converter
In oceans and seas, surface waves due to wind represent a considerable amount of
energy [124], as shown for example in [125] for the italian offshore and [126] for the case
of the Mediterranean sea. To take advantage of this available energy, several types of
wave energy converters (WEC), including OWC, can be considered (see [127, 128] for a
detailed review of the avalaible WEC technologies).
OWC devices comprise a partly submerged structure, containing an air chamber
whose bottom is open below the water surface. The incident waves trigger the oscillating
motion of the internal free surface, causing the air inside the chamber flow through a
turbine that drives an electrical generator. Note that due to the oscillating motion of the
water surface, the air flow is bidirectional and one needs to use a self-rectifying turbine
or a turbine with rectifying valves in order to capture maximum energy [129, 130]. A
common choice for the Power-Take-Off (PTO) system is the Wells turbine [131].
Although some full size power plant have already been tested as for instance in Mutriku
in Spain [132] or LIMPET project in Scotland [133], OWCs remain mainly experimental
devices for the moment and multiple experiments are performed to investigate air turbines,
high-pressure hydraulics, linear electrical generators and mooring systems. [134].
Many efforts on numerical modeling of OWC have been done so far, such as time and
frequency-domain [135], 2D Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach [136],
3D RANS approach [137], or 3D CFD simulation using FLUENT with a Volume-of-Fluid
(VOF) method [138] or OpenFOAM with a multiphase, VOF model [139]. To the best of
the author’s knowledge, LBM has never been applied to the simulation of an OWC; a
fully 3D-LES approach based on LBM is proposed here.
The aim of this study is to build a LBM model for simulating an OWC test into a
virtual flume and to compare the simulation results with experiments in order to evaluate
the model’s capability and accuracy to simulate the interaction of water waves with
OWC. Thanks to its exceptional capacity to parallelize on many cores [140], LBM is a
good choice when large computational effort is needed. For instance, if the entire system
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constituted of many OWCs on a very large floating structure is to be simulated, or for
simulating OWC with complex shapes, LBM is potentially a candidate, and the study
of its capability is of particular interest. While the outcome of this study is to validate
the model for fixed OWC with given PTO, the long term objective is to develop a LBM
wave-flume and use it as a virtual laboratory for the studies of the OWC devices.

4.2.1. Laboratory experiments
The experiments on the OWC physical model were performed in the wave-current flume
of the Laboratory of Maritime Engineering at Florence University (LABIMA). The flume
is 37 m long, 0.8 m wide, 0.8 m high and has no lid. It can accommodate water depths
up to 0.6 m and it is equipped with a piston type wave maker that can generate regular
and irregular waves up to H = 0.3 m for T = 1.2 s, with H the wave height and T the
wave period.
The tested OWC model is depicted in Fig. 4.4. It was built according to the Froude
similarity, with a representative scale factor 1:50th . Methacrylate was used in order to
allow the observation of the phenomena occurring inside the OWC chamber. The OWC
is fixed and has no degree of freedom.

Figure 4.4.: Picture and 3D schematic view of the OWC model and its dimensions.

The specific OWC characteristics, the adopted scale for the experimental model and
the tested wave conditions have been selected according to previous studies [125, 141]
conducted at LABIMA within the MARINET [142] project Laboratory that has served
as testing infrastructures. The lateral wall thicknesses were 0.008 m while the back and
frontal wall thickness were 0.01 m. The length of the OWC chamber (Ld) was 0.08 m
(internal net value) and its width (W) was 0.186 m (internal net value). The back wall
length (B) was 0.45 m and the lip draught (D) was 0.22 m. The freeboard (Fc) was
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0.12 m. To impose a pressure drop that allow to make comparisons with the simulation,
a hole on the OWC roof connected to a 0.08 m length pipe was used. The case of 0.008 m
pipe diameter (Td) was tested, which represents 0.33% of the total area of the device’s
top part. The OWC model was located 22 m far from the wave maker and 15 m from
the end of the flume. The flume bottom was horizontal and the water depth was 0.51 m,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
The OWC model was equipped with an ultrasonic distance sensor to measure the internal
free surface motion, a differential pressure sensor to measure the internal pressure
oscillation and a hot wire anemometer to measure the air flow trough the vent. The
ultrasonic distance sensor (Series 943-M18 F4V-2D-1C0-330E by HONEYWELL) has a
declared accuracy of 10−3 m while the pressure transducer is a capacitive transmitter
(Series 46X, by KELLER) with a full scale (FS) of 104 Pa and an accuracy of ± 0.1% FS.
The hot wire anemometer was calibrated ad hoc in the range 0 to 10 m/s.
To measure the incident, reflected and transmitted waves, five ultrasonic distance sensors
were used as Wave Gauges (WG) and were deployed along the wave-current flume as
depicted in Fig. 4.5. Tab. 4.1 summarizes the location of the wave gauges. The incident
wave was measured during experiments where the OWC model was not in the flume
and the data analysis was performed by using a time window during which the reflected
waves coming from the end of the flume were not present. WG1, WG2 and WG3 were
positioned in front of the OWC in order to obtain reflected waves by using reflection
analysis algorithms as in [143]. WG4 was used to measure the free Surface oscillations
of the water column inside the OWC model. WG5 was positioned behind the model in
order to measure the transmitted wave.
Wave Gauge

Distance[m]

WG1

21.40

WG2

21.59

WG3

21.70

WG4

22.00

WG5

22.25

Table 4.1.: Distances of the wave gauges from the wavemaker.

Stokes 2nd order deep and intermediate water waves were tested. The wave parameters
of the wave that will serve as a basis for comparison between laboratory experiments and
numerical simulation is measured at WG3 (see Fig. 4.5) in absence of the OWC model.
The period T = 1.4 s and height H = 0.042 m.
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Figure 4.5.: Position of the OWC model in the wave flume of Florence University. The OWC
model is located 22 m far from the wave maker and 15 m far from the end of the
flume.

4.2.2. Numerical model
Water-air coupling model
A crucial point is to model the influence water has on air as well as the influence air has
on water due to pressure change into the chamber. Such a two-way coupling could be
simulated using a 2-phase simulation. However, one can justify to not simulate the air
dynamics by assuming that it does not affect the water behaviour significantly, although
the presence of the air does, through the pressure exerted on the water surface. Hence,
volume, pressure and mass are the only parameters of the air used in the model presented
below. Air compressibility is not taken into account in this model, although further
investigations should include these effects.
It should be emphasized that for sake of simplicity the PTO is modeled as a pipe in
both the experiment and the simulation, in order to allow comparisons. However, the
simulation models the PTO system in a general way by using a flow function j, whose
form depends on the specific type of PTO used and typically is a function of the pressure
gap between inside and outside the OWC chamber; in the present case (pipe), one can
assume that j corresponds to a Poiseuille flow, as it will be discussed below.
In order to implement the coupling, the mass of air into the virtual chamber is updated
at each time step: m(t + ∆t) = m(t) + j(t) · ∆t, with m the mass of air, ∆t the time
step and j the mass flow rate through the OWC exhaust system.
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The water into the flume is surrounded by air at a constant atmospheric pressure p0 ,
while the pressure into the converter chamber is free to take a different value p(t). From
the Newton-Laplace equation c2s = γp/ρ, with cs the speed of sound in the air, γ ≈ 1.4
the adiabatic index of the air, and p and ρ the pressure and the density respectively, one
can write the pressure as:

p(t) =

c2s · m(t)
,
γ · V (t)

(4.7)

where ρ = m/V has been used, with V (t) and m(t) the volume of air and the mass
of air into the OWC chamber respectively. The air is assumed to be an ideal gas on the
conditions that are of interest, and the mass flow rate through the turbine j = −dm/dt
is supposed to be a function of the difference ∆p between p and p0 : j = F (∆p).
The precise form of j depends on the type of turbine used on the OWC. Thus, in
absence of turbine-specific relation for function j, and since the experimental device
exhaust is a pipe, the flow trough the numerical pipe is modeled using Poiseuille law:
j = ∆p · πR4 /(8µL), where µ is the kinematic viscosity of the air, and L and R are
respectively the length and the radius of the pipe. The pressure p(t), which is updated
each iteration (∆t = 5 · 10−5 s), adapts very fast to the chamber conditions in comparison
with the rate of change of V (t), which has an amplitude of approximately 10−3 m3 and
a period of approximately 1 s. Thus, during a given interation, one can consider V (t)
to be constant. Writing ∆h the change of surface elevation into the chamber during
one semiperiod T /2, the change of surface elevation during one iteration is therefore
δ = 2∆t∆h/T . A necessary condition for considering V (t) as a constant during one
lattice iteration then reads δ  ∆x. For the parameters used in this study, δ/∆x ≈ 0.001.
The differential equation for m(t) defined by the previously cited Poiseuille law used
in conjunction with formulation given in Equation 4.7 for p(t) leads to the following
formula for mass incrementation:

∆m = ∆p

1 − e−αβ·∆t
,
α

defining α = c2s / (γV (t)) and β = πR4 / (8µL).

(4.8)
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The following steps are performed at each iteration of the simulation:
1. Iteration of the lattice Boltzmann fluid.
2. Computation of the volume of air into the chamber by counting non-water cells into
the volume defined by the converter.
3. Computation of the pressure using Equation 4.7.
4. Computation of the mass of air using the flow Equation 4.8 with the new pressure.
5. Impose the pressure to the free-surface below the converter, and go back to step 1.
Note that the above coupling scheme does not influence significantly the performances
of the code. Indeed, its computational cost is of the order of the volume of air into the
chamber (due to step 2 and 5); this is negligible compared to the computational cost of
the LBM scheme for the fluid, which is of the order of the whole system volume (step 1
in the above scheme).

Simulation setup
All the simulations were based on the LB method, using the Palabos open-source
library [144, 145] and a D3Q19 lattice. The 3D model for simulating water uses the
BGK collision model in conjunction with a VOF approach, and simulates a viscous,
incompressible fluid. The OWC geometry was implemented as a bounce-back boundary
condition [123] as well as the walls of the flume. This corresponds to a no-slip macroscopic
condition. The initial fluid condition was a fluid at rest everywhere on the domain, with
a water depth of 0.51 m.
The real flume and OWC used in laboratory have been simulated numerically; their
dimensions are the same, except for the virtual flume length that has been cut to 5 m
only in order to save computational resources. Also, the virtual wave-maker is only 2 m
away from the OWC, and it has been calibrated in order to produce waves that are
similar to laboratory ones at the OWC location. The virtual waves are generated by
applying a vertical force with variable amplitude on each cell of the fluid within a certain
domain at the beginning of the flume. The period and amplitude of this force are used to
tune the wave parameters. Any function can be considered for describing the intensity of
the force, and thus any combination of sin functions. However, only simple sinusoidal
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waves are considered here, which correspond to a force on the form:
F (t) = A · sin



2πt
,
T


(4.9)

where t is the time, T is the desired wave period in seconds and A is a constant amplitude.
A calibration is necessary in order to link the wave height H to A. The calibration is
done without OWC in the numerical flume. It consists in generating waves with the
above described method for multiple values of A, and then to observe for each value
of A the corresponding generated wave height at the OWC’s center location. In this
way, the curve H(A) can be used for generating waves of desired amplitude. The force
is applied on all fluid cells over an area of same width as the flume and on a length of
0.02 m just after the beginning of the flume, so that wave reflections occurring on the
wall near the wave generator have a negligible delay in comparison with the wavelength
of the produced wave (approx. 1 m). The boundary condition at the end of the flume
allows the partial absorption of waves by imposing a maximum VOF value of 0.5 to all
the interface cells just before the end of the flume. Nevertheless, some wave reflection
can occur; however, due to their small amplitude and in conjunction with the numerical
dissipation (see subsection 4.2.3), these waves quickly disappear and do not reach the
OWC location. Fig. 4.6 depicts the configuration of the system and shows the velocity
norm everywhere in the domain.

Figure 4.6.: Velocity norm in the domain. The waves, propagating to the right, are produced
on the left side of the flume, while the converter device is schematized in black.
In this image, the OWC was located near from the wavemaker and does not
correspond to the simulations. The flume is 5 m length, 1 m height and 0.8 m
width.

The grid spacing used for the simulations was ∆x = 5 · 10−3 m and the time step
was ∆t = 5 · 10−5 s. Consequently, the number of cells, given the real domain size, is
approximately 3 · 107 . For incompressible LBM flow, the value of ∆t is chosen so as to
keep the Mach number low. A ratio ∆x/∆t ≈ 0.01 has been shown to be an adequate
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value for the type of flow studied [146]. Computations were done by a distributed memory
parallel machine. Each processing node is constituted of 12 cores sharing 24 Go RAM
memory. The data presented here was processed by 96 cores distributed on 8 nodes.
The computation time for one simulation of 10 seconds takes approximately 15 hours.
Defining the speedup value S(n) = Tseq /Tn as the ratio between the time required by a
sequential run of the simulation Tseq and the time required by a parallel run Tn using
n cores, the speedup corresponding to simulations with 96 cores is approximately 60.
Simulations using up to 144 cores have been run, giving a speedup of about 80, showing
the good scalability of the computation. Fig. 4.7 shows the speedup as a function of the
number of cores.
To parallelize the code, the domain is divided into several parallelepipedic subdomains, each one running on a different processor. The number of cells per processor is
distributed as homogeneously as possible. The values of the new populations and the
macroscopic variables can be computed locally for each cell of any subdomain and are
consequently updated in parallel. During the so-called streaming step, the populations
are streamed along the lattice, and border cells of each subdomain has to be updated,
requiring communications and data transfer between processors of adjacent subdomains.
Thus, the amount of processor communications is proportional to the surface of the
subdomains, while the amount of parallel computations is proportionnal to the volume
of the subdomains.

4.2.3. Validation of numerical waves
Dispersion
The virtual waves phase velocity and wavelength can be measured from the simulations
and compared to the predictions from linear wave theory. According to the dispersion
relation (derivation can be found in [147] for instance), the phase velocity obeys the
relation:

c=

v
u
u gL
t

!

2πh
tanh
,
2π
L

(4.10)
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Figure 4.7.: Speedup as a function of the number of cores. The linear behaviour indicates
that the simulation can be scaled to more than 144 cores without wasting
computational resources.

with L the wavelength, g the gravity acceleration and h the water depth. Fig. 4.8
compares data obtained from different simulations to the theoretical value obtained
from the dispersion relation. All the tests were performed using the same simulation
setup as presented in subsection 4.2.2, except that the virtual OWC device was removed
and the flume length was extended to 10 m, so that the measurements can be done
before reflected waves interfere with the measured waves. The tested waves height were
comprised between 3.5 · 10−2 m and 5 · 10−2 m. To obtain phase velocity of a numerical
wave, its crest is tracked each 0.5 m along a distance of 4 m, beginning 1 m far from the
wavemaker. The phase velocity is the average value of the computed velocity on each
step. The mean error of the numerical phase velocity compared to the theory is 0.03 m/s.

Numerical dissipation
A numerical dissipation affects the simulated waves: typical wave (H = 0.042 m, T = 1.4 s)
completely dissipates after approximately 10 m. A possible reason for that lies in the
way excess mass from cells turning from interface to fluid and from interface to empty is
managed in the LBM free-surface model. Indeed, when the VOF value of a cell exceeds
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Figure 4.8.: Phase velocity of the waves as a function of the wavelength. Theoretical value
(dashed line) and data points from several simulations are compared. The mean
error of the numerical phase velocity compared to the theory is 0.03 m/s.

1, the cell becomes a fluid cell, and the surplus of mass is redistributed on the adjacent
interface cells [148]. The same applies for interface cells with VOF values less than 0,
thus turning to empty, and the excess mass is negative. While this approach ensure
mass conservation, it does not preserve momentum, which may be one reason for the
dissipation observed. A way to improve it in the future would be to construct a mass
redistribution scheme which explicitly imposes momentum conservation.
As a consequence of the dissipation, the wave height at the OWC location has to be
calibrated with a simulation in absence of OWC device. The wave is calibrated on the
location of the OWC’s center, on the basis of the data from experiment done without
the OWC. It is worth noticing that the grid is uniform, which means that although the
lattice spacing ∆x = 5 · 10−3 m appears small in comparison with the wavelength of
the waves (L/∆x ≈ 103 ), it still underresolves waves with height of the order of the
centimeter: H/∆x ≈ 10 in our case. However, to investigate water dynamics inside the
OWC, the wave energy dissipation can be neglected in the current case, since the typical
size of the OWC is 0.1 m, while typical waves simulated dissipate in approximately 10 m.
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4.2.4. Experimental and numerical models comparison
Water elevation comparison
Free oscillation test consist of measuring the oscillation frequency of the water into the
converter as a response to an initial perturbation, which is in our case an initial water
elevation of 0.05 m into the chamber. This test is done without waves attacks. The
natural frequency is defiend as the oscillation frequency of the water into the OWC for
the conditions described above. Fig. 4.9 shows the numerical and laboratory results. The
laboratory experiment was performed by sucking the air from the pipe connecting the
OWC vent with the outside, the internal free surface level was elevated up to +0.05 m
with respect to the outside value. The air suction process was performed in about 2 s
then the vent was closed, the system was set at rest and finally the vent was opened thus
letting the internal water column oscillate while restoring the equilibrium state. The
natural frequency is computed as the mean frequency obtained from the five first seconds
of data shown in Fig. 4.9. The values found are 0.91 ± 0.03 s−1 for the experimental
case and 0.91 ± 0.04 s−1 for the numerical test. The difference between laboratory and
simulation is mainly due to the turbine model used, which has a strong impact on the
simulation. In the simulations, the Poiseuille law, applied to the pipe on the roof of the
OWC, is a rough approximation that introduces a non-negligible bias in the way the air
flow can discharge through the pipe. In addition to the above reason, the discrepancies
arising at t ≈ 6 s are due to the underresolution resulting from the fact that the amplitude
of the oscillation becomes of the same order as the lattice space resolution ∆x.
Fig. 4.10 compares the water elevation into the converter for experimental and
numerical cases at WG1, WG3, WG4 and WG5. The frequency of numerical wave
inside the converter (WG4) is fnum = 0.72 ± 0.08 s−1 , while the experimental one is
fexp = 0.72 ± 0.02 s−1 . The height of numerical wave inside the converter is Hnum =
(3.77 ± 0.45) · 10−2 m, while the experimental value is Hexp = (4.40 ± 0.11) · 10−2 m. The
possible reasons for the observed discrepancies are given in section 4.2.4 below. The
time here corresponds to the simulation time, since the wave generation process and the
length of the real flume do not allow a direct data superimposition.
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Figure 4.9.: Water elevation into the converter (wave gauge 4) for free oscillation test. Natural
frequency found are 0.91 ± 0.03 s−1 for laboratory test (plain line) and 0.91 ±
0.04 s−1 for simulation (dashed line).

Figure 4.10.: Water elevation at different locations for experimental (plain line) and numeric
(dashed line) data under wave attack.
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Pressure comparison
Fig. 4.11 compares the relative pressure into the converter for experimental and numerical
cases. As in Fig. 4.10, the time indicated is the simulation time. The differences are
mainly caused by the turbine model (as said above for free oscillation test), in conjunction
with the numerical wave generation that produces waves slightly less smoothed than real
ones. Indeed, since the pressure depends on the mass flow (i.e the time derivative of
the water elevation) through the pipe, abrupt changes in the water elevation results in a
strong noise of the pressure data. For this reason, the data for the mass of air contained
into the converter along time has been used in order to reconstruct the pressure curve as
seen in Fig. 4.11, using the relationship established in section 4.2.2 between the mass of
air and the pressure. The coupling model used has to be improved in order to smooth
pressure changes that occurs at time scale of the order of ∆t << T . Therefore, an
average of the last few pressure values could for instance be considered in order to reduce
the sensitivity of the pressure into the chamber to slight water motion. In addition, the
function j used to model the PTO system should include more accurate physics. As seen
in section 4.2.2, a Poiseuille flow is assumed into the pipe in the present case, which
could certainly be improved by taking into account the fact that the pipe has a finite
length; indeed, the length of the so-called entrance region [149], in which the velocity
profile develops until it reaches the expected parabolic one, exceeds the pipe length.
Non-laminarity of the flow into the pipe may also be taken into account. Finally, remind
that the air dynamics is not simulated due to the choice of a free-surface simulation, and
compressibility effects are not taken into account, although they potentially influence the
results [150].

4.2.5. Primary conversion efficiency of the numerical OWC
The primary conversion efficiency of the numerical OWC is given here, defined (as done
in [151] for instance) as the ratio between the energy of the air flowing through the pipe
and the incoming water wave energy, both during one wave period: η = Eair /Ewave .
Note that this definition totally excludes efficiency loss due to the turbine, as well as
aerodynamic losses, since the air dynamics is not simulated in this model. Thus, the
primary conversion efficiency does not reflect the actual efficiency of a real, turbine
working OWC, but rather describes the loss of energy due to the conversion of wave
motion into air motion induced by OWC geometry into the water.
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Figure 4.11.: Relative pressure into the converter (wave gauge 4) for experimental (plain line)
and numeric (dashed line) data under wave attack.

The total power that the converter receives from water waves [147, 151] reads:

Pwave =

ρwater · g 2 H 2 · T · W
,
8πf (kh)

(4.11)

with k = 2π/L and f (kh) = 2 cosh(kh)2 /(2kh + sinh(2kh)).
The actual energy that a PTO system would receive can be seen as the kinetic energy
of the air crossing the pipe of the converter, with constant section Sp . The air flows
through the pipe with a mass flow rate j(t). If the air velocity is v(t) and ρair is the
air density, one has the relation j(t) = Sp · ρair · v(t), assuming the flow to be uniform
and only along the pipe axis. The power of the air flow around the instant t is then the
kinetic energy of the flow into the pipe by time unit, and can therefore be expressed as:

1
1 |j(t)|3
2
Pair (t) = |j(t)| v =
.
2
2 ρ2air · Sp2

(4.12)
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The above relation was used to deduce the conversion power of the numerical OWC
at each iteration of the numerical scheme.
Fig. 4.12 shows the primary conversion efficiency of the numerical OWC for different
wave periods. For each case, the measurements have been done over four periods. The
height of the incoming wave was measured in absence of the OWC device and was
comprised between 4.4 · 10−2 m and 5.1 · 10−2 m. One can observe an efficiency peak of
approximately 0.4 for period corresponding to the natural frequency experimentally and
numerically found at T ≈ 1.1 s, which is also consistent with value found by [139] for
similar OWC design.

Figure 4.12.: Primary conversion efficiency of the numerical OWC as a function of wave
period. Wave height was comprised between 4.4 · 10−2 m and 5.1 · 10−2 m.

4.2.6. Conclusion
The model presented is sufficiently general to be applied on any arbitrary OWC shape,
and any PTO as long as the function j, that relates the flow discharge to the pressure
drop, is known. The OWC-LBM coupling algorithm has a negligible computational cost
compared to the LBM numerical scheme. Although the simulations described here were
intended to mimic experiments at 1:50 scale, the model can be immediately transposed
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to full-scale problems with no change, except adapting the lattice constants ∆x and ∆t
to the new domain size and OWC size. The numerical model of the authors demonstrates
the capability of the fully 3D LES free-surface model to investigate not only physical
parameters into the converter but also full water dynamics outside the OWC. With
this approach, the interaction between many OWCs, as it would be the case in a Large
Floating Structure, is permitted. Moreover, as no assumption is done on the water waves
nor the OWC geometry, this model allows the use of any complex OWC geometry, or
any type of waves, as well as any arbitrary sea bed or obstacle in the domain.
The model can be improved in respect of the following points in order to achieve a
better accuracy:
• The main weakness of the model is the numerical dissipation of waves, affecting their
propagation. Investigations to find a more accurate model for LBM free-surface
VOF model with respect to wave dissipation is needed. Also, improvements can be
achieved by using a refined grid near from the air-water interface [118]. Moreover,
in cases where the water depth is much smaller than the wavelength, a coupling
with a shallow-water model [148] could be envisaged before and after the OWC
location, using the 3D free-surface model only at the OWC location.
• As described in subsection 4.2.4, the use of a flow discharge function j including
more accurate physics, as well as the inclusion of compressibility effects, could result
in a more accurate model and have to be investigated.

4.3. Coupling of a free-surface system with a
shallow water system
Free-surface and shallow water models are commonly used to simulate, among others,
rivers and coastal flows. The work of [152] demonstrates the ability of shallow water
models to simulate erosion with high performance, while [153] use it to study sediment
transport. An application of a shallow water model to marine flow in coastal areas
can also be found in [154]. In the other hand, the FS-VOF model presented above
allows for an accurate, though computationally more expansive representation of the flow.
In [19], the authors highlight the limits of the FS-VOF approach from a computational
perspective, as it shows the inability to simulate a river segment significantly longer than
10 km even using a parallel computer with several hundred CPU cores.
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While a free-surface model can be used for full 3D flows, an approach based on
the shallow water equations saves computational cost, allowing to simulate much larger
domains. Shallow water models may also be considered as a solution to overcome spurious
energy dissipation (see Sect. 4.2) occurring over long distances in underresolved LB VOF
simulations. As a downside, the shallow water equation is based on more limiting physical
assumptions (see Section 4.3.1 below) than the free-surface approach. A coupling between
a LB shallow water model and a LB free-surface model therefore offers a way to obtain
the best of both worlds, using a free-surface model to simulate the fluid on small portions
of the domain requiring high accuracy and with complex flow patterns, while pure wave
or flow propagation and reflection phenomena are simulated on larger portions with a
shallow water model.
The purpose of this section is to present a scheme for coupling LB free-surface model
with LB shallow water model. To illustrate this coupling and assess its quality, the
2D-1D case is considered here. The coupling accuracy is studied here through two
different tests, the former focusing on flow rate transmission between coupled lattices,
while the latter focuses on wave propagation. The aim of such a coupling is to save
computational time thanks to the shallow water model while preserving accuracy allowed
by the free-surface model. As a result of the lower dimensionality of the shallow water
model, its computational cost (see section 4.3.4) is one order of magnitude lower than
the one of the free-surface model; this particular point is crucial since one can expect
this computational scale difference to be reflected in the time and space scale of the
corresponding simulated domains, giving the opportunity to simulate multiscale systems.

4.3.1. LB Shallow Water model
An early attempt to solve the shallow water equations using the LB method can be found
in [155]. The LB shallow water model used in this study follows the line of [156]. As
in [157], a 1D flow in a rectangular channel with slope I and width B is considered. The
shallow water equations, also named Saint-Venant equations in 1D, are derived from
mass and momentum Navier-Stokes equations, assuming that the water depth is very
small as compared to the characteristic length of flow structures. Further assumptions
include fluid incompressibility, a hydrostatic pressure profile, negligible viscosity effects,
and a small value of the slope I. Under these assumptions, the Navier-Stokes equations
are reduced to the following relations:
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∂h ∂(hu)
+
= 0,
∂t
∂x

(4.13)

∂(hu) ∂(gh2 /2 + hu2 )
+
= gh(I − J),
∂t
∂x

(4.14)

where h denotes the water height from the bottom to the surface, u is the depth-averaged
horizontal velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration, and J a term accounting for the
friction force due to channel bottom. The latter term is modeled as [158]:

2 2

J =n u

2h + B
hB

!4/3

,

(4.15)

where n is the Manning coefficient of the canal.
In the LB model for simulating shallow water equations, the water height h is
assimilated to the first-order velocity moment ρ (“the density”), and is computed as the
sum of the populations. In this study the D1Q3 model presented in [157] is used. One
√
can show that, for Froude number F r = u/ gH close to 1, spurious viscous contribution
appears in this model [157], thus constraining the type of regime simulated.

Other works on SW-FS coupling
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there exist only few studies regarding the coupling
of shallow water and free-surface (SW-FS) models. A coupling between a 3D free-surface
solver and a 1D shallow water solver, both based on finite differences method, is studied
in [159]. The numerical scheme is validated through the study of the flow in a curved
channel, with an oscillatory inflow velocity condition and imposed outflow. The study is
however limited, as it does not represent effects of friction along the channel bed, and the
water depth is constant along the channel. At the coupling interface, the water level in
the 1D simulation is imposed as the average of the water level of the 3D simulation, while
the velocity in the 1D simulation is used as the value to impose in all the corresponding
3D sites. Within this setup, a good match for the time evolution of the free-surface
height is found between the coupled system and a single 3D free-surface simulation. A
coupling between a 3D LB VOF free-surface solver and a 2D LB shallow water solver is
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also presented in [160]. Since this publication is targeted at a computer visualization
community, it does not include any quantitative validation of the coupling.
In [161, 162], a distinction is made between coupling strategies involving systems
that are dimensionally homogeneous and physically heterogeneous, and systems that are
dimensionally heterogeneous and physically homogenous. Applications with different
coupled shallow water models are depicted. The present work, however, involves both
dimensionally heterogeneous and physically heterogeneous systems. A study of different
coupling types such as via source terms, boundary conditions or state variables, is also
found in [163] and is applied to shallow water systems.

4.3.2. Coupling scheme
In a coupled simulation, one uses free-surface and shallow water lattices to represent
different parts of the physical domain. At the connection between the two domains, an
overlap region is used, in which the two lattices are superimposed. At both ends of this
overlap region, a coupling between the lattices is performed. In this way, the coupling
is not performed at the same location on both lattices, in order to avoid amplification
of errors and resulting numerical instabilities. Fig. 4.13 depicts the configuration. Note
that, in a similar way as done in [160] for the 3D-2D case, the coupling interfaces at
coordinates x = B and x = C are vertical columns with a thickness of 1 cell in the x
direction. The overlap zone has a length of C − B cells.
In the coupling scheme presented below, lattices are synchronously updated. This
implies that, at the coupling interface only, data from one of the lattices has to be saved
in temporary variables before the coupling scheme is applied.

Coupling from shallow water to free-surface
At the coordinate x = C, the coupling acts as a boundary condition for the free-surface
lattice, which imposes a water height and velocity determined by the shallow water flow,
incoming from the right. The following steps are performed each iteration:

First step. Update the free-surface cell types according to the shallow water height. In
order to perform this step, the volume fraction V F of the free-surface lattice is computed
according to the water height h of the shallow water lattice on the same interface cell. The
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Figure 4.13.: Configuration of the lattices and their coupling. The area below the curved line
in the free-surface lattice represents the VF value of interface cells, while the
height simulated in the shallow water lattice is represented by a discrete water
column.

volume fraction of a corresponding, superimposed interface free-surface cell is h − int(h).
The y coordinate of this cell is int(h · ∆x).

Second step. The horizontal velocity is obtained from the shallow water lattice at the
same interface location x = C. This value is used as a basis for the velocity to impose at
each cell of the fluid column of the free-surface lattice. Here, missing information for the
horizontal velocity along depth u(y) has to be completed. Three types of distribution
have been tested: a constant velocity profile, a quadratic velocity profile and a logarithmic
velocity profile. In the first case, one imposes the same velocity to each cell along the
depth. For the quadratic case, the imposed velocity profile corresponds to a steady-state
solution of a laminar free-surface flow, with a constant current Q and a constant fluid
height H. Fig. 4.14 displays an example of a quadratic profile. As indicated in [164] for
instance, the expected velocity profile is parabolic in a theoretical laminar free-surface
flow. The parabolic profile is characterized by the following three parameters: the mean
velocity ū = Q/S, where S is the cross section of the domain, and the velocity at the
bottom and at the level of the free surface, u(0) and u(H) respectively. These values
depend on the properties of the walls. The latter two conditions, combined with the
R
flow condition 1/H 0H u(y)dy = ū, yield a unique velocity profile. In this work, a no slip
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condition is applied at the bottom: u(0) = 0. Since the free-surface model assumes zero
parallel shear stresses at the interface, the maximum theoretical velocity is reached at
the surface y = H, and the theoretical velocity profile reads:
3ūy
y
1−
.
H
2H


u(y) =



(4.16)

The maximum velocity value 3ū/2 is in theory obtained at y = H. However, real laminar
flows in a canal show a slight velocity decrease near the water surface, due to the so-called
dip effect [165] that arises in canals with finite width due to friction forces, as well as
non-zero parallel shear stress at the interface. These phenomena are not implemented in
this study. Also, the free-surface model is two-dimensional and it is assumed there are
no lateral walls. An example of the velocity profile for laminar flow in the free-surface
model is shown in Fig. 4.14.
In summary, as the velocity from the shallow water is coupled to the free-surface lattice
at x = C, one applies the theoretical velocity profile to the water column, as provided
by Equation 4.16, with mean velocity ū = uSW and a water height H = hSW . These
values are imposed to free-surface cells as Zou-He velocity boundary conditions [166],
even for the last, interface cell of the column (both the free-surface completion scheme
and Zou-He completion scheme are involved at the top cell, the latter using the value
from the former if needed). When the water height changes, the populations of the new
interface cell are initialized at equilibrium.
In turbulent flows, the velocity profile is known to take a logarithmic form [147]. This
profile has been tested and it is shown in Section 4.3.3 that, for the benchmarks used, the
difference in the results is not significantly impacted by the choice of the velocity profile.
In the canal test cases (see Section 4.3.3), the use of either quadratic or logarithmic
velocity profile improved the overall accuracy of the result by approximately 5%, while in
the wave propagation tests (see Section 4.3.3), the improvement of accuracy amounted
to approximately 2.5%. In this study, the quadratic profile was used unless otherwise
specified.
It should be pointed out that, if the main phenomenon of interest is the propagation of
surface gravity waves, an alternative velocity profile could be considered. In this case, if
the properties (e.g. period and amplitude) of the waves created during the simulation are
known, one can deduce the pressure and velocity distributions under the water surface.
The profile for these quantities is expressed in terms of the amplitude, the period, and
the water depth [147], and could be directly imposed at the coupling interface. However,
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Figure 4.14.: Velocity profile along the water height y from the bottom y = 0 to the free
surface y = 0.4 m, obtained from a free-surface simulation with constant inlet
and outlet flows. In this example, ∆x = 8 · 10−3 m and ∆t = 8 · 10−5 s.
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the determination of wave properties, and in particular their period, is non trivial, and an
additional numerical effort would be required to compute their time-varying properties.
As a final comment, the y-component of the velocity cannot be directly obtained from
the shallow water lattice. However, it can be deduced, at a first-order approximation,
by keeping track of the h values on interface cells from the previous iterations. The
value (ht − ht−1 )/∆t is then taken as an approximation of the vertical component of
the velocity, and is uniformly distributed over the depth. Higher order schemes may
be considered, although they have not been investigated. This study includes only the
above one.

Coupling from free-surface to shallow water
At the position x = B, the coupling acts as a boundary condition for the cell of the
shallow water lattice, using flow properties of the free-surface lattice arriving from the
left.
The water height of a free-surface column at coordinate x can be computed as:
hF S = ∆x

H
X

VF(x, y).

(4.17)

y=0

The mean horizontal velocity uF S of the free-surface lattice is similarly computed as an
average over a water column. These values are imposed to the shallow water lattice on
interface cell, by setting the populations to fi = fieq (hF S , uF S ) + fineq (hSW , uSW ). The
non-equilibrium part is preserved as it does not change the evaluation of macroscopic
height and velocity. The value of the non-equilibrium part can be computed as indicated
in [157] :

"

f0neq

= τ ∆t

!

!

#

gh
u2
u2 gh
1 − 2 − 3 2 ∂x (hu) + 2 2 − 2 u∂x h ,
v
v
v
v

(4.18)

and f1neq = f2neq = −f0neq /2. The spatial derivatives of h and u are evaluated through
a second order centered scheme.
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Coupling parameters
The numerical parameters that can be freely chosen in the model are the length of the
overlap zone and the time and space steps ∆t and ∆x. In this paper, the latter two
parameters are equal in the free-surface and the shallow water simulation. Although
it is in principle wasteful to apply the same time step in both simulations whereas the
free-surface model often requires a finer time step, this choice remains appropriate in
our case, in which the computational effort is largely dominated by the free-surface
simulations (see Section 4.3.4), while the computations of the shallow water lattice are
negligible.
The stability of the simulations is affected by the size of the overlaping zone. For the
benchmarks studied, an overlap zone of 0.2 m was found to be a good value in terms of
stability. One can see the overlap zone as a buffer area allowing to make a relaxation of
the coupling variables going from one lattice to the other one. When the size is too small,
the spurious quantities are increased by the feedback between lattices. This behaviour
was expected, since the physics of each lattice are of different nature, in addition to the
inhomogeneity of lattice topology. Hence, the coupling here is substantially different
from that involved in a grid refinement scheme for instance, which allows for smaller
interaction stencils.
Another parameter of the simulation is the relaxation time τ , which relates to the
fluid viscosity.This parameter has been kept free, and its influence on the accuracy is
presented in the results below.
It should be pointed out that, for the coupled system to produce meaningful results,
one should make sure that physical phenomena occurring near the coupling interface
are properly captured by both the free-surface and the shallow water model. It is
reminded that the assumptions of the shallow water model are valid only if the horizontal
characteristic scale (e.g. the wavelength of a wave) is much larger than the vertical
scale (e.g. water depth). In the case of surface wave propagation in a canal of depth
√
H, waves in the shallow water system propagate with
velocity
v
=
gH, while in the
q
free-surface system waves travel with velocity v = gλ tanh(2πH/λ)/(2π), assuming
their behavior obey linear wave theory (see [147] for instance), with λ the wavelength.
Since tanh(x) ≈ x for small values of x, these expressions tend to be equivalent for small
values of H/λ.
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It is worth noting that height, velocity, or any physical quantity, are defined twice in
overlapping areas, by both the free-surface and the shallow water lattices. Since there is
no a priori reason to choose the value from one lattice rather than from the other one, it
has been chosen here to define any quantity q of the fluid in the overlap area through
linear interpolation as q(x) = α · qSW (x) + (1 − α) · qF S (x), where α = (x − B)/(C − B).
While this choice has an impact on the visualization of the flow quantities, it does not
affect the results of either the free-surface or the shallow water simulation, as the physical
variables of the overlap zone are not explicitly used in the coupling scheme.

4.3.3. Results
Benchmark
This benchmark case is similar to the one of [157]. It imposes an inflow current Q0 and
an outflow water height hL on a canal of given length L, as depicted in Fig. 4.15, and
in this way allows us to test the coupling in both ways (from free-surface to shallow
water and vice versa). This benchmark tests the response of both height and velocity to

Figure 4.15.: Configuration of the benchmark test with a canal of length L. The inflow
current Q0 and the outflow water height hL are imposed. The free-surface
lattice is in the center of the domain and is surrounded by longer, shallow water
lattices.

perturbations, and is motivated by its similarity with potential real-life applications to
irrigation canals [157, 167]. The simulation domain is decomposed into three parts: two
shallow water parts and one free-surface part in the center. A bounce-back condition is
applied at the bottom of the free-surface part. The inflow current and outflow height
are imposed to the shallow water lattices in the same way as in [157], by completing the
unique missing population. The shallow water differential equation corresponding to the
discussed condition reads:
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∂h
gh(I − J)
=
,
∂x
gh − u2

(4.19)

where u = Q0 /(Bh), with the condition h(L) = hL , and

n2 Q20

J=
B 2 h2



Bh
B+2h

4/3 .

(4.20)

An approximated solution for this equation is obtained numerically using a solver for
ordinary differential equations based on Runge-Kutta method.
The results are validated by computing the mean relative error of the data from the
coupling model to the reference solution href of Equation (4.19). One defines the mean
relative error  as:

=

N
| h(i∆x) − href (i∆x) |
1 X
,
N i=0
href (i∆x)

(4.21)

where N = L/∆x is the total number of cells along x-axis. All three domains are
included in the calculation of the error. The parameters used for the simulations are
∆x = 8 · 10−3 m, ∆t = 8 · 10−5 s, H0 = 0.4 m, τSW = 0.51, L = 4 m, I = 2.6 · 10−3 ,
B = 0.1 m, n = 0.0103 and g = 9.81 m/s2 . The length of the full free-surface domain is
0.8 m and the length of each overlap zone is 0.2 m.
For a given set of values for the quantities described above, the resulting flow reads:
√ BH  BH 2/3
Qi = I
.
n
B + 2H

(4.22)

The above value of Qi is used for the initial condition of the flow velocity ui = Qi /(BH)
everywhere in the domain. In an initial stage of the simulation, the flow is linearly
increased up to Q0 = 1.5 · Qi , as done in [157]. The Froude and Reynolds number
corresponding to the described setup are F r ≈ 0.5, Re ≈ 106 respectively. The water
level is initialized at a value h(x) = H0 everywhere in the domain.
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The proposed benchmark is highly demanding for the coupling model. Indeed, the
LB, VOF-based free-surface model suffers from energy dissipation over long distances,
and is therefore poorly adapted to a simulation of a long canal. As pointed out in the
introduction, this is precisely one of the reasons why a SW-FS coupling model is needed
in situations where both long-range wave propagation and a precise representation of the
flow structure are required in different parts of the simulation domain.
Fig. 4.16 shows the evolution of  as a function of time for τF S = 0.55, τF S = 0.53
and τF S = 0.501, and the solution from the shallow water model alone. An installation
wave and its reflections perturb the simulation at the beginning, due to the initial flow
increase from Qi to Q0 . At time t ≈ 10 s, a steady state is reached. Fig. 4.18 shows that
the mean relative error linearly decreases with the lattice spacing ∆x, for a given set of
relaxation times for the free-surface and shallow water lattices. The simulations show
that the accuracy of the results linearly decreases as the value of τF S departs from 0.5,
as shown in Fig. 4.17. To explain this, one should note that the considered benchmark
case assumes an inviscid flow, and that the shallow water equation similarly solves the
non-viscous shallow water equations. Note that is has been shown in [157] that even the
shallow water model exhibits a non-null viscosity, that does not correspond to the one of
the free-surface model. Therefore, a residual error is found, although the free-surface
domain yields best results at low viscosity, when τ is close to 0.5. Fig. 4.19 compares the
elevation profile at time T = 29.7 s in the theoretical case and in the coupled simulation,
and shows that the coupling scheme introduces discrepancies of the order of 10−2 . As a
result, the total mass of fluid slightly differs from the initial one ; this effect is quantified
in Section 4.3.3.

Wave transmission
In the next numerical test, the focus is put on the transmission of waves from the shallow
water to the free-surface simulation and vice versa, by tracking the evolution of surface
elevation along time. For this reason, a symmetric test case has been used, in which the
water elevation is initialized with the following profile:
2
2
h(x) = H0 + Hdrop · e−(x−X0 ) /(2σ ) .

(4.23)

For the results presented below, the parameters are H0 = 0.195 m, Hdrop = 0.1 m,
X0 = 2 m and σ = 0.15 m. The total length of the domain is 4 m while the length of
the central, free-surface domain is 1 m and overlap areas of 0.2 m. The corresponding
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Figure 4.16.: Evolution of mean relative error  as a function of time, for three different
values of τF S with SW-FS model and shallow water model.
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Figure 4.17.: Mean relative error in the steady state as a function of lattice spacing ∆x for
constant τSW = 0.51 and τF S = 0.501. The dotted line corresponds to a linear
fit.
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Figure 4.18.: Mean relative error as a function of τF S for constant τSW = 0.51, in the steady
state.
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Figure 4.19.: Water elevation along the channel for the simulation using the coupling scheme
(red dotted line) and in the theoretical case (green line), at time T = 29.7 s.
Overlap areas are delimited by vertical dotted lines.
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Froude and Reynolds numbers are F r ≈ 0.2, Re ≈ 105 respectively. We refer to this test
under the term of “Gaussian drop”, due to the similarity of its behaviour with the waves
generated by a droplet falling into water. The symmetry of the system, the reflections of
waves on boundary walls and the resulting superimposition of waves makes it relevant for
the study of wave propagation. It allows us to verify wave properties over a long time
while keeping the simulation domain small.

Velocity profile in free-surface model
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the shape of the velocity profile requires an ad-hoc choice to
be made, given that the data from the shallow water lattice is one-dimensional. Fig. 4.20
shows the difference of water elevation at different time steps for the Gaussian drop,
for results obtained from constant, quadratic and logarithmic velocity profiles. In the
Gaussian drop test case as well as in the canal test, the mean relative difference between
the results for different profiles is less than 2.5%. Apart from the observation that, in
this benchmark, the actual velocity profile appears to be much less important than the
total flow, another possible reason for this small difference is that, even starting from a
constant velocity profile along depth, the profile adapts after on the x-axis, as shown in
Fig. 4.21. Thus, a constant profile has a small impact on the mean relative error for a
steady flow; however, it has an influence on the capacity of the coupling scheme to react
to quick flow changes, as in the canal benchmark test. For this reason, the quadratic
profile was preferred.

Comparison between models
Fig. 4.22 compares the solutions obtained with the shallow water model, the free-surface
model, and the coupled system respectively for the Gaussian drop.
Fig. 4.23 shows the mean relative deviation of the shallow water solution, as compared
to the coupled and the pure free-surface solutions. It can be observed that the difference
between coupled system and pure shallow water method is essentially equal to the
difference between coupled system and pure free-surface. Regardless if one chooses
free-surface or shallow water as reference solutions, the mean relative error remains
smaller than approximately 3% throughout the simulation, which is consistent with the
mean relative error found in the previous benchmark.
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Figure 4.20.: Comparison of the solution obtained for the Gaussian drop test with constant,
quadratic and logarithmic velocity profiles at different time steps.
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Figure 4.21.: Example of velocity profile along y-axis at different locations on the x-axis,
after 0.5 s of simulation (5 · 103 iterations). In this test a constant velocity
(continuous line) is imposed at x = 0 in the free-surface lattice, and there is
no shallow water lattice. A parabolic distribution is recovered for the velocity
after a short distance.
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Figure 4.22.: Solutions obtained from shallow water model only, free-surface model only, and
coupled model for the Gaussian drop. The physical time T is indicated in each
case. Vertical dashed lines delimit overlap areas between lattices.
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Figure 4.23.: Mean relative deviation of the coupled (SW-FS) and free-surface model compared to the shallow water solution, in the case of the Gaussian drop test.
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Figure 4.24.: (left) Total mass of fluid during a simulation for the Gaussian drop test. Continuous line shows the total (SW + FS) fluid mass M divided by the initial
mass M0 . The dotted and dashed lines show the repartition of fluid mass into
shallow-water and free-surface parts respectively. (right) Total mass of fluid
contained inside the overlap zone for three distinct simulations: pure SW, pure
FS and SW-FS systems.

Mass conservation
As discussed above, information has to be reduced/augmented when passing from one
lattice to the other, because the two involved models are 1D or 2D respectively. This
transformed information impacts the macroscopic variables on the two lattices through
the boundary conditions on the coupling interfaces (see Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.2 above).
For this reason, one can expect mass conservation to be affected by the coupling scheme.
The left plot of figure 4.24 shows the fluid mass in the Gaussian drop simulation.
Small variations of mass can be seen locally (less than 1% of the total fluid mass), but
no systematic loss of mass occurs. One therefore concludes that spurious mass gain or
loss introduced by the coupling scheme is negligible. Simulations of pure shallow water,
pure free-surface and coupled SW-FS systems have been performed in order to compare
the evolution of the mass of fluid contained inside the overlap area (even though for pure
systems no special treatment is applied in this area). This way, mass evolution at the
SW-FS transition zone can be compared to pure systems. The right plot figure 4.24
shows that this difference is comparable to the error previously found for the water level
in the same problem.
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4.3.4. Performance
The free-surface model is computationally much more expensive than the shallow water
model, mainly because of the representation of a 2D domain, as opposed to 1D in the
shallow water case. Fig. 4.25 illustrates the dependence of the total execution time on
the relative length of the free-surface domain, as a fraction of the total domain. Note
that the code used has not been optimized and simply follows the description of the
coupling model given here. Thus, the performance results depicted below constitute
an initial investigation, as the coupling overhead may reveal sensitive to the specific
implementation used. Consistently with our expectations for the coupled model, the
execution time is substantially reduced when a larger part of the domain is represented by
the shallow water system. It is important to stress here that for sake of implementation
simplicity, the shallow water lattice is in fact used over the whole domain, although its
values outside the domain defined for shallow water simulations are ignored and never
involved in computations of physical quantities. As one can deduce from this figure,
it is not worthwhile using the coupled system if the domain fraction represented by
the free-surface model is larger than about 75 %, as in this case the overhead due to
the coupling algorithm weighs out the reduction of computational cost obtained by the
shallow water scheme. This condition is not expected to cause any problems in practice,
since the free-surface simulation is intended to be concentrated on areas of restricted
size, with highly resolved local flow structures, while the shallow water model should be
applied to areas of extended lengths (LSW >> λ), where wave or current propagation is
the central investigated phenomenon.

4.3.5. Conclusion
The proposed coupling scheme allows us to significantly reduce the computational time
compared to a pure free-surface approach. Its accuracy is found to be satisfying both in
the case of flows dominated by current transmission, as well as for flows dominated by
wave transmission, as long as the flow conditions at the coupling interface satisfy the
assumptions of the shallow water model.
Time interpolation should be considered in the future as a possible improvement
of the current model, as well as an implicit scheme to solve the coupling interface and
reduce the length of the overlap zone. Also, for the use in large scale simulations, a
parallel implementation of the coupling scheme and its software implementation should
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Figure 4.25.: Ratio of execution time between coupled model pure free-surface, for different
values of the fraction LF S of the domain simulated by the free-surface model.
As a rough observation, when less than 75 % of the domain is simulated by
free-surface, the coupling scheme becomes worthwile in terms of performance.
Note that in our software implementation, for simplicity, the shallow-water
lattice covers the whole domain, though its values are ignored at locations where
free-surface domain is defined.
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be investigated. While both shallow water and free-surface models are proven to be
efficiently parallelizable, the overhead of the coupling scheme could have a negative
impact on the overall performance, or ability to achieve efficient load balancing.
A limitation of the model is that one should carefully ensure that the shallow water
lattice always simulates flows with Froude number less than unity, since it yields spurious
viscous terms in regimes with F r close to 1 (see Section 4.3.1). Thus, regions with large
Froude number, including transitions to these regions, must be simulated within the
free-surface part of the domain.
Finally, a natural generalization of this numerical scheme will include its adaptation
to a coupling between 1D or 2D shallow water and 3D free-surface. In this case, a proper
velocity profile will need to be formulated, not only along the fluid height, but also in
the transversal axis. The main ideas as developed here will apply.
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Chapter 5.
Automatic grid refinement
5.1. Introduction
In order to overcome the limitations of the LBM which, in its original formulation, is
restricted to uniform grids, the community has proposed several approaches to block-wise
grid refinement (see [168–170]). The goal when using such methods is to increase the
precision of the results through a local adaptation of the mesh resolution, with an
acceptable computational effort.
In all kinds of engineering problems, and in particular in methods for computational
fluid dynamics based on regular grids, local grid refinement is of particular importance;
indeed, to save on computational expense, many applications require to resolve a wide
range of scales (see [19, 171, 172] for instance). Such as system benefits substantially from
a local increase of spatial resolution in critical regions. However, the ideal local value of
the resolution is in general not known a priori. It is consequently not obvious to locate,
on a physically sound basis, areas for which local grid refinement is required.
In this chapter, the question of how the mesh structure is to be constructed most
accurately is treated independently of the underlying grid refinement algorithm, which is
not discussed here. It should be pointed out that, although the question of determining
the optimal mesh resolution is of crucial importance to run simulations with good
efficiency, this topic has so far been treated rather superficially only by the community.
In traditional numerical methods such as the finite differences, there exist frameworks
for a posteriori error estimation, which allow to locally mark areas where the biggest
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local errors are found. The interested reader is invited to read [173] for a list of error
estimation techniques.
In the case of the LBM, this kind of error estimation has not been studied in depth.
One can however cite [174] where the authors adapt the Richardson extrapolation method
(commonly used in finite difference) to the LBM. They find that the error for two grids
with different resolutions is proportional to the off-equilibrium part of the distribution
function.
Another approach is proposed in [175]. The authors use the so-called sensors φs to
provide local error estimates. In particular, in a grid with spatial discretization δx, they
work with the divergence sensor defined as
φs = δx3/2 |∇ · u|,

(5.1)

which is compared to an empirical value in order to generate a non-uniform grid for their
simulation. Finally, in studies concerned by the resolution of vortices, the vorticity norm
is also commonly used, as in [176, 177].
In the present work, a novel method is proposed to find zones that might require a local,
finer resolution, based on an expectation of how the ratio between off-equilibrium and
equilibrium parts of the velocity distribution functions converges towards the Knudsen
number (Kn). In the convective rescaling, the Knudsen number is simply a constant,
independent of the level of grid refinement. As discussed in Section 5.3, the criterion
used has a clear physical interpretation: deviations of the local value of the computed
Knudsen number from its theoretical value are compensated by a finer resolution.
First, the LBM is briefly introduced in Section 5.2 in order to define the theoretical
concepts and notations used in this study. Then, in Section 5.3, the generic concepts
of the proposed criterion for automatic refinement are developed. Finally, numerical
validations are provided in Section 5.4.

5.2. The lattice Boltzmann method
LBM is by now a well-known numerical method for computational fluid dynamics. In
this section, only the basic concepts are discussed. For further details, the reader is
referred to [44, 178–180].
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The Boltzmann equation (BE) describes the time evolution of large numbers of
particles in a region of the space x ∈ R3 with a given velocity ξ ∈ R3 , which are
represented by the particle mass distribution function f (x, ξ, t). The Boltzmann equation
for a gas without external force reads
∂t f + ξ · ∇x f = −Ω(f, f eq ),

(5.2)

with the collision operator Ω and where f eq is the equilibrium distribution function, given
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
Following the ideas presented in [181], one can discretize the velocity space to a set of
q velocities. In this work, a D2Q9 and a D3Q27 models have been used. Finally, the
LBM equation is obtained:
fi (x + δtξi , t + δt) − fi (x, t) = −Ωi (fi , fieq ),

(5.3)

where fi (x, t) = f (x, ξi , t). Note that Eq. (5.3) is the kinetic equation that is actually
solved by the LBM. From now on, the bars are omitted for simplicity unless explicitly
stated otherwise. Without loss of generality one also set δt = 1.
The discrete equilibrium distribution function is expressed by the truncated Maxwellian
equilibrium
!

fieq

1
ξi · u
= wi ρ 1 + 2 + 4 Qi : uu ,
cs
2cs

(5.4)

where ρ is the density, u is the macroscopic velocity field, Qi = ξi ξi − c2s I, cs and wi the
lattice speed of sound and the lattice weights respectively. The density and the velocity
fields are computed by the distribution function through the relations
ρ=
ρu =

q−1
X
i=0
q−1
X
i=0

fi =

q−1
X

fieq ,

i=0
q−1
X

ξi f i =

ξi fieq .

(5.5)
(5.6)

i=0

For implementation purposes, a time-step is decomposed into two parts that are applied
successively on the whole computational domain. The two-steps are called the “collideand-stream” operation.
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1. The collision, which modifies locally the value of the populations according to
fiout (x, t) = fi (x, t) − Ωi (fi , fieq ).

(5.7)

2. The streaming, which moves the populations to their neighbors according to their
microscopic velocity
fi (x + ξi , t + 1) = fiout (x, t).

(5.8)

Performing a multi-scale Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion (see [178, 182] for more
details), one can show that the LBM BGK scheme is asymptotically equivalent to the
weakly compressible Navier-Stokes equations
∂t ρ + ∇ · (ρu) = 0,

(5.9)

1
∂t u + (u · ∇)u = − ∇p + 2ν∇ · (S),
ρ

(5.10)

with p being the pressure, S the strain tensor and ν the kinematic viscosity defined by
p = c2s ρ

1
S=
∇u + (∇u)T ,
2
ν = c2s (τ − 1/2).

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

The CE expansion is done under the assumption that fi is given by a small perturbation
of the equilibrium distribution
(1)

fi = fieq + εfi

+ O(ε2 ),

(5.14)

where ε  1 can be identified with the Knudsen number (see [183]). This can be seen by
replacing the CE Ansatz (Eq. (5.14)) in the velocity-discretized version of Eq. (5.2) with
BGK approximation:
1
∂t fi (x, t) + ξi · ∇x fi (x, t) = − (fi (x, t) − fieq (x, t)) .
τ

(5.15)
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Neglecting the time dependence of fi and keeping only the lowest orders on both sides of
the equation yields
(0)

ξi · ∇fi

∼

1 (1)
f ,
τ i

cs (0) 1 (1)
f ∼ fi ,
L i
τ
(1)
fi
λ
τ cs
= = Kn,
∼
(0)
L
L
fi

(5.16)

with Kn the Knudsen number, λ = cs τ the mean free path and L the characteristic
length of the system. In the second line is used the fact that the characteristic value of
the microscopic velocity is given by the speed of sound, and since one is interested only
in the variation of macroscopic quantities, the gradient must scale like the characteristic
size of the domain. The fi can also be formally decomposed into
fi = fieq + fineq ,

(5.17)

where f neq is the off-equilibrium part of the particle distribution function. According to
the assumptions of the CE expansion fineq can be approximated to f (1) when one neglects
O(ε2 ) terms
f neq ' εf (1) .
(1)

During the CE expansion, one finds that fi
(1)

εfi

= δt

(5.18)

is given by

wi
Qi : (ρτ S),
c2s

(5.19)

where τ is the non-dimensional relaxation time. This latter relationship is a general
condition required to ensure that the correct momentum Navier-Stokes equation is
recovered; hence, this equation must be valid for any LB scheme that can be shown to
asymptotically correspond to Navier-Stokes equations. In this study, a BGK collision
operator is used in Sect. 5.4.1, whereas a recursive regularized scheme [184, 185] is used
in Sect. 5.4.2.
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5.3. Grid refinement criterion algorithm
5.3.1. Principles
In this section, the grid refinement criterion is proposed independently of the actual
algorithm used for the grid refinement itself. All relevant details about the grid refinement
approach used in the validation section of this chapter can be found in [186].
The proposed grid refinement criterion is based on the fact that the off-equilibrium
and equilibrium parts of the distribution function are linked to each other through the
Knudsen number:
f neq ∼ f eq Kn,

(5.20)

as shown in Eq. (5.16).
Consider now a grid Gc with mesh spacing δxc , and a finer grid Gf with mesh spacing
δxf defined by the relationship δxc = δxf /n, where n is a positive integer. It is assumed
that the same simulation is executed on both grids, and that the Reynolds number Re is
the same in both cases. Recall that Re = ulb N/νlb , where ulb , νlb , and N are respectively
the characteristic velocity, viscosity and length scale of the system in lattice units. Also,
ulb is set to be constant in Gc and Gf (convective scaling), which can be expressed
through the relationship δtc /δtf = δxc /δxf . This also implies that both simulations have
the same Mach number
Ma = ulb /cs .

(5.21)

Finally, note that the Knudsen number, which is defined as
Kn = λ/L, = cs τ /L
=

ulb c2s τ
ulb ν
=
= Ma/Re,
cs Lulb
cs Lulb

(5.22)

is independent of the resolution. As a side remark, this statement would not hold in case
of diffusive scaling, i.e. when the parameters between the two grids scale like δt ∼ δx2 .
Note that the computed Knudsen number in the coarse grid, noted Knc , does not
correspond to the actual, physical Kn. Rather, the computed Knudsen number Knf
in the refined grid corresponds (by construction) to the physical Knudsen number Kn,
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hence a term Kn/Knc is expected to be included in the conversion factor between the
grids.
The off-equilibrium population in the refined grid reads
ffneq = δtf τf ∂x u,

(5.23)

and using the relationship
ν=

δtf c2s



1
,
τf −
2


(5.24)

the time step that makes the Knudsen number equal to the desired one can be expressed
as
ffneq
ν
δtf = 2
− 2 .
∂x u
cs
!

(5.25)

Since fceq ≈ ffeq , and using the equivalent of Eq. (5.23) for the coarse grid, Eq. (5.25)
can be rewritten as
Kn
ν
δtf = δtc
+2 2
Knc
cs

!

Kn
−1 ,
Knc

(5.26)

where the second term is negligible for large values of Re. Indeed, the condition δt  ν/c2s
can be reformulated, using the definition of Re, as δt  Lu/(c2s Re). In the sequel, the
last term of Eq. (5.26) will be neglected.

5.3.2. Implementation
The general idea of the proposed refinement criterion is that the quality of a result
is given by the measured Knudsen number (see Eq. (5.16)) when compared with the
“theoretical” Knudsen number of Eq. (5.22). To formalize the automatic grid refinement
process, the following algorithm is proposed:
1. Choose a unique spatial resolution δx for the computational domain R.
2. Divide the simulation domain R in m–by–n sub-domains Ri,j .
3. Perform the simulation over R.
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4. Compute the Kn number from the relation Kn = Ma/Re.
5. For each sub-domain Ri,j of R compute the mean value of the quantity
Ci,j =

X q−1
X fineq
1 1
,
q |Ri,j | x∈Ri,j i=0 fieq

(5.27)

where |Ri,j | is the number of grid points inside the Ri,j region.
It can be noted that the idea of using the ratio between off-equilibrium and equilibrium
populations as a criterion is also used, in a different context, in [187]. In this case, the
criterion is used to compute a dynamic relaxation time for LES simulations of high
Reynolds number flows.
At this point, the goal is to determine if any given region Ri,j of the grid has a
sufficient resolution. Note that the size of the region can be as small as one lattice cell,
as done in Section 5.4.2. The lattice spacing δxf , in such a region, is linked to the coarse
lattice spacing δxc as

δxc =

Ci,j
δxf ,
Kn

(5.28)

where Kn denotes the global Knudsen number as discussed above, which is computed
a priori. Since Ci,j can be viewed as the computed, local Knudsen number, Eq. (5.28)
reflects the assumption that the refinement needed in a given area area of the domain
depends on the correlation between the numerical and the physical values of Kn.
For sake of implementation, the different degrees of refinement correspond to powers
of 2. It is therefore convenient to define a refinement parameter φi,j such as the refinement
can be expressed as
δxc = 2φi,j δxf .

(5.29)

In practice, φi,j = round(log2 (Ci,j /Kn)) has been used in this study, where the term
round() indicates that the result of the logarithm is rounded to the closest integer.
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5.4. Numerical results
The proposed grid refinement strategy has been implemented in the parallel open-source
library Palabos, and has been tested on two benchmarks. For the sake of illustration, we
restrict to the case of a grid that is time-independent, as the aim of this chapter is to
present and test a refinement criterion rather than to apply it to a time-adaptive grid.

5.4.1. 2D lid-driven cavity
As a first benchmark, the proposed algorithm is tested on the 2D lid-driven cavity, for
which reference benchmark values are provided in [188]. Whereas the refinement criterion
will be applied on each lattice cell in Section 5.4.2, larger regions Ri,j are considered here.
The numerical setup and structure of the solution are depicted in Fig. 5.1. The system
is enclosed in a square bounded domain with no-slip walls, except for the top lid, which is
subject to a constant right-directed velocity. The Reynolds number is fixed to Re = 100.
The discrete time step of the simulation is pinned down by setting the velocity of the
top lid in lattice units to ulb = 0.01. In this numerical example, the Knudsen number is
Kn = ulb /(cs Re) = 1.7 · 10−4 (see Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22)).
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Figure 5.1.: Set-up for the cavity 2D example and norm of the non-dimensional velocity at
steady state.
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The domain is divided in several regions Ri,j (the example used here with five lines
and five columns can be found in Fig. 5.2). The measure of the quantity Ci,j is done for
a uniform resolution with N ∈ {15, 30, 60, 120, 240}, N being the number of grid points
along one side of the domain. The values of Ci,j /Kn for N = 30 are depicted in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.2.: Division of the simulation domain in several regions.

Figure 5.3.: Values of Ri,j in the different regions, with a fixed value N = 30.

Fig. 5.4 compares the value of the Ci,j coefficient to the Knudsen number at different
levels of resolution. A white color means that the region Ri,j must be refined (Ci,j > Kn),
and gray means that the resolution is sufficient. It can be seen that at N = 15, the
resolution is insufficient in the whole domain. At larger values of N , the number of
white regions decreases until only the corners are left. It should be pointed out that
the predictions of the algorithm seem reasonable, as the velocity gradients are obviously
largest close to the top lid. Furthermore, it makes sense to require a higher grid resolution
in the corners, in which the velocity imposed by the boundary condition is discontinuous.

Using the results presented in Fig. 5.3, a non-uniform mesh was generated, depicted
in Fig. 5.5 The level zero is corresponding to N0 = 30, level one to N1 = 60, and the level
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Figure 5.4.: Areas in a 5–by–5 grid that require grid refinement, depending on the level of grid
resolution N . White color means that further refinement is need (i.e. Ci,j > Kn),
while gray stands for the fact that the resolution is sufficient.

Figure 5.5.: Level of refinement of each block on the non-uniform grid.

two to N2 = 120. In order to assess the quality of the automatic refinement technique, a
simplistic refined mesh has been built for comparison (see Fig. 5.6). The results obtained
with the two non-uniform grids can then be compared with the results of a uniform grid
with N = 120, and with the reference results of [188]. In total, the number of points used
in the automatically generated grid is 5436, while there are 6400 points in the naively
generated one depicted in Fig. 5.6, and 14400 points in the uniform one. The economy
in grid points of the naive mesh if of 44.4% as compared to the uniform case, and the
economy of the automatic approach is of 15% as compared to the naive one.
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The root mean square (RMS) has been computed for the centerline x-component of
the velocity with the results of [188] at a Reynolds of Re = 100. The three results for
the centerline velocity are depicted in Fig. 5.7. The RMS values found are the same as
the RMS value obtained with a uniform grid at N = 120, which is given by
RMS120 = 0.00208,

RMSgr = 0.00213,

RMSnaive = 0.00219,

(5.30)

Here, RMS120 , RMSgr , RMSnaive are the RMS values of the uniform grid, the automatic,
and the naive grid refinement strategy respectively. This indicates that criterion allows
for results of good quality while requiring less computational power than the naive or
uniform grids.

Figure 5.6.: Three-level refinement, obtained by approximation, to achieve a good value of
RMS as compared to [188].
1
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Figure 5.7.: Vertical centerline ux velocity for reference solution, uniform (14400 points) and
non-uniform (5436 points) grids.

Finally, it seems important to mention that the generation of the grid of Fig. 5.5
from Fig. 5.3 is not completely straightforward at first glance, since the resolution levels
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do not match between the two figures. Nevertheless one must keep in mind that for the
grid-refinement algorithm to be valid, on adjacent subdomains only a factor two is allowed
f
f
for the ratio of resolutions. For instance if R0,0
= N , then R0,0
= N ± 1 can actually be
implemented. The difference appearing between Figs. 5.5 and 5.3 originates from this
consistency constrain of resolution level ratio between regions of different resolution.

5.4.2. 3D lid-driven cavity at Re = 12000
The results from the work of [189] have been chosen as the reference solution used for the
3D lid-driven cavity problem at high Reynolds number. In the reference work, the results
are obtained using a Chebyshev spectral method. The configuration of the problem
consists in a cubic domain with imposed velocity on the lid, as displayed in Fig. 5.8.
-h

h
y

U0
h

x
z

-h
-h

h

Figure 5.8.: Configuration of the 3D lid-driven cavity problem.

A no-slip condition was imposed on each wall, except on the lid (x − z plane at y = h)
where an x-velocity was imposed as prescribed by [190]:

u(x, y = h, z) = U0

18 !2

x
1−
−1
h


18 !2

z
1−
−1
h


,

(5.31)

where U0 is the maximum lid velocity. Here, h = 1 and U0 and the lattice relaxation
parameter is chosen in order to match the Reynolds number For Re = 12000, Ma ≈ 0.14
and Kn ≈ 1.15 · 10−5 .
In a first step, simulations on an homogeneous grid at Re = 100 have been performed
in order to assess the convergence of the criterion. In Fig. 5.9 is shown the average
refinement factor as a function of the time step chosen, using a convective scaling
(∆x/∆t = 100).
A simulation with N = 200 lattice sites along domain side has been performed in
order to determine the resolution factor to be used for the refined grid, as provided by
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Figure 5.9.: Average refinement factor as a function of the time step on an homogeneous grid
at Re = 100, using a convective scaling (∆x/∆t = 100)

Eq. (5.28). An average of the refinement criterion has been computed on a duration of 1
physical second after the flow has converged. Fig. 5.10 shows the value of the resolution
factor in the x − y plane of the domain for z = 0. One can observe that the structure of
the refinement field is the same whether the vorticity (as in [176, 177] for instance) or
Eq. 5.27 is used as a basis for the refinement factor, except for the recirculation pattern
seen in the bottom right of the cavity, better captured by the proposed criterion. More
generally, the similarity between the structures indicates that the proposed criterion,
which has a clear physical motivation, is as valid as a heuristical approach used so far in
the literature.
It is worth mentioning that, in order to keep the boundary condition simple, the
resolution of the grid along each wall has been fixed to the value of the highest resolution
along the wall in question. The resulting grid resolutions spread from N = 64 to N = 512
lattice sites per domain length size. A representation of the generated grid is shown
in Fig. 5.11, in which the resolution is indicated by the size of the cells, though not
respecting the exact size for sake of visualization. The total number of cells in the refined
grid is approximately 11 millions, as compared to 134 millions for a uniform grid with
the same resolution as the maximum resolution of the refined one.
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Figure 5.10.: Normalized values of Rf obtained from a simulation with homogeneous grid,
averaged over 1 physical second. In the left figure, the vorticity norm is displayed,
whereas the criterion of Eq. (5.27) is shown in the right figure. The latter was
used to determine the local resolutions in the final, refined grid.

Figure 5.11.: Schematic representation of the generated grid, in which the resolution is
indicated by the size of the cells, though not respecting the exact size for sake
of visualization. The number of cells is approximately 10% of that of a uniform
grid with a resolution equal to the maximum resolution of the refined grid.

Fig. 5.12 shows a comparison of the mean ux and uy velocities between the reference
solution and the simulation with the auto-refined grid. Velocity values have been averaged
from t = 300 s to t = 450 s.
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Figure 5.12.: Comparison of the averaged centerline ux and uy velocity, for the cases of the
reference solution and our auto-refined simulation.

5.5. Conclusions and future work
The proposed algorithm based on physical arguments, allows for the detection of regions
where local grid refinement is needed. The detection is based on the evaluation of the local
Knudsen number, which is directly computed from the LB populations. This method
has the advantage to rely only on local information (i.e the populations) and is therefore
very efficient in terms of parallelism, as compared to criteria using macroscopic quantities
such like the vorticity norm. The proposed method is validated on the two dimensional
lid driven cavity at Re=100, and the the three dimensional cavity at Re=12000; it shows
that, without any a priori knowledge of the flow, a good mesh is generated and the
results of the simulation are matching those of meshes (homogeneous and locally refined)
with significantly more grid points. Since it requires no a priori knowledge of the system,
this method could also be used as a basis for adaptive grid refinement techniques in time
dependent problems.
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Chapter 6.
Procedural terrain generation
6.1. Introduction
Procedural terrain generation (PTG) methods have grown in number in the last decades
due to the increasing performances of computers; video games, movies and animation find
obvious use of PTG, for terrain generation as well as for texture generation. However, a
less evident use of PTG can be found in more practical domains, as for instance vehicle
dynamics [191] or military training [192, 193], where accurate methods for emulating
real terrain are of interest. More generally, one can also mention the use made of
procedural coherent noise in the field of fluid animation [35, 36], which helps to improve
performances of turbulence modeling. The main advantages of procedural noise compared
to non-procedural noise generation is both an immensely decreased memory demand and
an increased amount of content produced. The drawback usually occurs at two levels:
accuracy, which reflects terrain realism, and performance, since the generation step may
induce an additional processing effort compared to meshes which are simply loaded
from files. What makes a PTG method more appropriate than another one is therefore
dependent of the needed levels of performance and realism. For instance, PTG for video
game usually targets performance rather than accuracy [194, 195] in order to run on
home computers, as long as the produced terrain resemble – at least superficially – real
ones. In the other hand, PTG used for vehicle simulation is highly demanding in terms
of accuracy and less in terms of performance. Whatever the application, the capability
of the method to describe a self-similar pattern is a crucial point; a central issue in PTG
is the apparent fractal behaviour of many natural patterns that numerical models should
mimic in order to produce realistic shapes [196–198]. It has to be noticed that, though
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not investigated in this study, some other approaches like stochastic subdivision [199]
allow to produce realistic, non-fractal results.
Although the focus is put on terrain generation in this study, it is worth mentioning
that the methods described in this paper directly apply to texture generation, as shown
in Section 6.5.

6.1.1. Related works
Most popular approaches for low-dimensional PTG include methods from the family of
random midpoint displacement such as diamond-square algorithm [200,201] and methods
from the family of gradient noise, such as Perlin noise [202] and simplex noise [203].
As a result of the number of parameters influencing the generated terrain, noises from
this family can be easily improved in terms of quality, as done for instance in [204].
While simplex noise is found to be clearly more efficient than Perlin noise for dimensions
higher than 3, the difference in terms of performances is slighter for low dimensions
(see Section 6.5.2). Many recent efforts have been done to develop alternative methods
that are reviewed here. The use of cellular automata [195] and tile-based procedural
generation [205] has shown to allow either fast, non-realistic terrain generation, either to
be too slow for realistic-shaped height map generation. Evolutionary algorithms have
been investigated to assist fractal terrain generation for video games, although not giving
satisfactory results [206]. While tectonic-uplift [207], hydrology-based [208, 209] and
example-based [210] approaches can reach a high level of realism, they are significantly
slower than Perlin-like methods. In particular, the latter has serious limitations in
terms of autonomous procedural generation, since it involves the synthesis of a template
heightmap given by the user, whose features are transcribed in the generated map.
Another promising approach based on terrain features examples can be found in [211],
although no direct performance comparison with other methods can be found so far
in the literature. Many other recent approaches, aiming at improving controllability
and expressiveness of the noise, can be mentioned, as Gabor noise methods [212, 213],
random-phase noise [214] and wavelet noise [215], although not providing quantitative
performance nor quality comparison between different existing models.
Midpoint displacement methods are usually more interesting than gradient noise
methods in terms of pure performance, thanks to the fact that they do not need multiple
passes corresponding to the different octaves. However, they suffer two serious drawbacks,
namely their non-locality (the h value at a given coordinate depend on its neighboring
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points) and the quality of the generated terrain, as pointed out by [201]. Although
most of the visual artifacts can be corrected by the more complex scheme presented
in [199], wich largely differs from the initial and simple idea of midpoint displacement,
the fully local nature of algorithms such as Perlin noise allows to save a large amount of
memory compared to non-local schemes and, moreover, is embarrassingly parallel. In
addition, the nature of the midpoint displacement algorithms is such as it provides less
control parameters than Perlin or simplex method. Finally, as for cellular automata,
the non-locality of midpoint displacement causes additional difficulties for assembling
different chunks of terrain, as commonly done in video games.
As a result of the specificities of the models discussed above, Perlin-like and simplexlike approaches clearly appear to be the most appropriate choice for fast generation of
realistic terrains, thanks to the good compromise they provides between performance
and quality. As pointed out by [214] and [215], Perlin noise method is still by far the
most popular method due to combined effects of simplicity, performance, quality and
historical inertia. To illustrate this fact, one can observe that most of the recent video
games using massive procedural content generation make use of Perlin noise or variant;
Minecraft (24 millions units sold between october 2011 and october 2016 [216]) or No
Man’s Sky (1.5 million units sold in the first three months [217]) to name but two (as a
way of comparison, Tetris has been sold 30 million times since 1989 [218]).
For all the reasons mentioned, this article focuses on comparisons of the presented
model with Perlin and simplex noise in two dimensions, mapping two spatial quantities
(x, y) to a scalar value h. Note that OpenSimplex algorithm is used in this study to
compare to the presented method, as it provides noise that is very similar to simplex
noise and that it is not patented, unlike original simplex noise.
To conclude this review of existing methods, note that many algorithms as for instance
cell noise [219] or erosion modeling [194, 220, 221] are normally not used on their own
but rather applied to results obtained by previously cited methods in order to increase
accuracy. In addition, one can mention procedural generation of human structures like
cities [222, 223], which can be associated with terrain generation for human-impacted
landscapes. Although these additional methods are not discussed here, it should be noted
that the models described in this article are suitable for their use.
The aim of this study is to build a novel, general method based on boundaryconstrained polynomials, which enclose Perlin noise, and to derive an optimized model
for producing 2D heightmap using a minimum number of operations per pixel.
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6.2. Polynomial terrain generation model
6.2.1. Generalized boundary condition
Consider a D-dimensional domain called cell, and restricted from 0 to 1 on each axis of
the space: xa ∈ [0, 1], ∀a ∈ [1, D]. The position of a point in this cell is then characterized
~ = (x1 , x2 , .., xD )T . The set of points S for which all coordinates
by a set of D values X
values are either 0 or 1 constitute the corner points of the cell. The cardinal number of
S in D dimensions is equal to 2D .
~ to each point of
Let h be a function allowing to associate a scalar height value h(X)
the domain. Here one wants to impose a height value h(~si ) to each corner point ~si ∈ S.
Similarly, values for spatial derivatives of h can be imposed, defining the partial mixed
~
derivatives hd as
~

hd =

∂ d1 +d2 +..+dD
h.
∂ d1 x1 ∂ d2 x2 .. ∂ dD xD

(6.1)

Note that if the mixed derivative of order n is continuous, then the mixed partial
derivative is unaffected by the ordering of the derivatives.
~ to depend only on h(~si ) and h(~sj ) if X
~ is
As a last requirement, one wants h(X)
located on the edge connecting the two corners ~si and ~sj , so that if this edge is shared
with another cell, the interface between cells is smooth. In the sequel, this condition is
~ ij = s~j − s~i , it reads:
referred to as the edge boundary condition. Defining ∆




~ ij = f (~
~ ij = 1,
h s~i + k · ∆
si , s~j ) ∀k ∈ [0, 1] ⇔ ∆

(6.2)

where f (~
si , s~j ) must be a differentiable function of s~i , s~j only.

6.2.2. Polynomial definition
Multiple choices are possible at this point for the form of h to satisfy the constraints.
The choice made in this study is to assume h as a multivariate polynomial of degree n:
~ =
h(X)

X
~a∈I

c~a

D
Y
k=1

!

xakk

,

(6.3)
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where I is the set of all vectors on the form (a1 , a2 .., aD )T such that 0 ≤ ak ≤ n ∀k, with
integers ak .
A specific nomenclature may be defined for sake of clarity. Noting m the order of the
highest constrained derivative, one can refer to a given cell configuration by DdMmNn.
For instance, D2M1N4 stands for a cell of dimension 2, constrained on value (zeroth
derivative) and on first derivative, and whose h value is given by a polynomial of degree
4. Note that not all configurations make sense, as for instance D1M8N1, a polynomial
for which the number of constraints is obviously higher than the number of coefficients.
Together with the value constraints and derivative constraints defined above, as well
as the edge boundary condition Equation (6.2), Equation (6.3) leads to a system of linear
equations which can be solved in order to determine polynomial coefficients, as long as
the number of constraints does not exceed the number of coefficients, whose value is
(n + 1)D . The number of constraints can be viewed as the number of corners times the
number of constraints per corner. Since the number of different derivatives of degree
m is the combinations with replacements of D elements on m length sequence, one can
express the total number of constraints as
2D ·

m
X

(D + i − 1)!
≤ (n + 1)D .
i!(D
−
1)!
i=0

(6.4)

A cell whose polynomial and constraints configuration obey this inequality is then
guaranteed to obey the specified constraints on corners points.

6.3. Special cases in two dimensions
Three special cases of 2D polynomials are discussed in this section. First, the minimum
polynomial that can generate 2D terrain with both height and gradient imposed is shown,
the D2M1N3 polynomial. It is then briefly described how usual Perlin noise correspond
to an order 5 polynomial, and it is finally show how to simplify D2M1N3 by assuming
zero gradient on corners.
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6.3.1. D2M1N3 polynomial
Restrict now to the case where D = 2 and where the derivative are constrained up to
order 1. In this case, the number of constraints provided by Equation (6.4) is equal to
12, and the smallest degree n which allows the polynomial to respect the constraints is 3.
In this configuration, Equation (6.3) simplifies to
h(x, y) =

X

cij xi y j ,

(6.5)

i,j

where i and j are integers comprised between 0 and 3, usual axes names x and y now
stands for x1 and x2 , and cij denotes polynomial coefficients ci1 ,i2 . Defining f (x, y) and
g(x, y) as the x-component, respectively y-component of the gradient at position (x, y),
one obtains
f (x, y) =

X

icij xi−1 y j ,

(6.6)

jcij xi y j−1 .

(6.7)

i>0

and
g(x, y) =

X
j>0

One can define hij to be the requested height on corner at coordinates (i, j), so the
height constraint reads h(0, 0) = h00 , h(1, 0) = h10 , and so on. Similarly, four conditions
arise from the x-gradient conditions fij and four from the y-gradient conditions gij ,
defining a system of twelve linear equations.
A possible solution for this system of equations is:
c00 = h00 ,

(6.8)

c10 = f00 ,

(6.9)

c22 = c33 = c32 = c23 = 0,

(6.10)

c20 = 3(h10 − h00 ) − 2f00 − f10 ,

(6.11)
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c30 = f10 + f00 − 2(h10 − h00 ),

(6.12)

c21 = 3(h11 − h01 ) − 2f01 − f11 − c20 ,

(6.13)

c31 = f11 + f01 − 2(h11 − h01 ) − c30 ,

(6.14)

c11 = h01 + h10 − h00 − h11 + f01 + g10 − g00 − f00 .

(6.15)

Note that for symmetry reasons, non-diagonal terms cji can all be deduced from cij
by inverting all indices and replacing f by g. For instance, c02 = 3(h01 − h00 ) − 2g00 − g01 .
With these coefficients, it is easy to check that edge boundary condition is verified.

6.3.2. Perlin’s polynomial
In Perlin’s method, a grid of gradient values is generated and the height value of a
subdomain is obtained by interpolating the height contribution of each corner’s gradient.
The smooth interpolation function S can be of any form as long as S(0) = 0 and S(1) = 1.
It is most common to use polynomial of order 3 (smoothstep) or 5 (smootherstep) [224].
Smoothstep reads S3 (x) = 3x2 − 2x3 and is the lowest order polynomial to provide
zero-derivative at x = 0 and x = 1 along with the aforesaid condition. The height value
of a point in the domain reads:
h(x, y) = h0 (x, y) + S(y) (h1 (x, y) − h0 (x, y)) ,

(6.16)

h0 (x, y) = v00 (x, y) + S(x) (v10 (x, y) − v00 (x, y))

(6.17)

h1 (x, y) = v01 (x, y) + S(x) (v11 (x, y) − v01 (x, y)) ,

(6.18)

with

and

where vij (x, y) = fij (x − i) + gij (y − j).
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With the used definition of multivariate polynomial degree, it appears that this
scheme makes use of a polynomial of degree 2 + s, where s is the degree of the chosen
smoothstep polynomial. As a consequence, the total order is at least 5, a value higher
than for D2M1N3 polynomial presented above, which is of degree 3. However, due to
the factorized form it offers, Perlin noise allows to gain computation steps compared to
D2M1N3, resulting in better performances; Zero-gradient D2M1N3 presented below, in
the other hand, will need less operations than Perlin’s polynomial.

6.3.3. Zero-gradient D2M1N3 polynomial
Forsaking the generality of D2M1N3 polynomial derived above, one can impose special
gradient conditions in order to increase performances of the implementation of the
polynomial. The condition reads fij = gij = 0 ∀i, j and Equations (6.8-6.15) simplify,
yielding the following expression for h(x, y):
h(x, y)

=

h00 + S3 (x)∆x + S3 (y)∆y + A [S3 (x)y + S3 (y)x + xy] , (6.19)

with ∆x = h10 − h00 , ∆y = h01 − h00 and A = h11 + h00 − h10 − h01 , and as before S3 is the
third order smoothstep function. It is worth noting that the only cell-dependent terms in
this expression are h00 , ∆x, ∆y and A; this allows for important performance gain when
using lookup tables for evaluating space-dependant terms (i.e terms involving x or y),
since only cell-dependant terms have to be evaluated, as a result of their dependancy to
boundary constraints, that are not known before terrain generation. The quality of the
generated terrain is not affected in comparison with the generic version of the polynomial
(see Section 6.5.1). Note that S3 could be replaced by any higher order smoothstep
function Si , in a very similar way as in Perlin noise.
Zero-gradient D2M1N3 polynomial is the minimum configuration (i.e the configuration
that has the lowest number of coefficients) for smooth two-dimensional heightmaps.
Indeed, N = 3 cannot be reduced since no polynomial of degree lower than 3 can take
arbitrary height and derivative values at boundaries. In addition, M = 1 cannot be
reduced by definition as one is seeking for smooth heightmaps, that are necessarily
constrained on first derivative. Thus, the only way to reduce the number of coefficients
is to impose special values at the constrained locations. Examining Eqs (6.8-6.15), it
appears that setting fij = gij = 0 allows to cancel two coefficients and reduce the
expression of the other ones.
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6.3.4. Other polynomials of interest
The systematic approach described in Section 6.2 is general and can be applied for
dimension 2 as well as any dimension D, although simplex-like algorithms have shown
to be more efficient for high dimensions (see Section 6.1). Unidimensional equivalent to
D2M1N3 is D1M1N3, which leads to smoothstep function S3 (x) = 3x2 − 2x3 if specific
conditions h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1 and zero gradients at boundaries are required. A 3D
equivalent to D2M1N3 configuration would be D3M1N3. In addition to the generality of
dimension, constraints determine the quality of the generated terrain. If the accuracy
of the terrain is a priority, one may consider to impose gradients constraints for higher
orders. In particular, with a view to improve isotropy, one may consider to use M = 2
and impose second order, mixed derivative gradients ∂ 2 h/∂x2 , ∂ 2 h/∂y2 , ∂ 2 h/(∂x ∂y ) in
addition to first order gradients. This would lead to D2M2N4 and D3M2N4 models.

6.4. Fractal noise
In order to produce convincing results, it is of crucial importance to observe and reproduce
the apparent fractal nature of real terrains. This is achieved by adding together multiple
layers of height maps commonly called octaves, generated by the same method but which
lower in amplitude ai as they grow in frequency fi , with i the number of the octave. More
specifically, ai ∝ a−i and fi ∝ f i . When a ≈ f ≈ 2, the amplitude of the deformation
is always proportional to the scale at which it is applied; this is how self-similarity
arise from the generated terrain. It is worth noticing that most authors refer to 1/f
as the lacunarity and is then seen as the multipler of frequency between two successive
octaves. Finally, a is often called persistence. Note that in this study these parameters
are chosen once and for all before data is produced and do not influe the performance of
an implementation. For all the results presented in this article, base frequency is equal
to 2 and lacunarity is equal to 0.5, unless otherwise specified.
A property of D2M1N3 makes it a particular model compared to Perlin polynomial
and zero-gradient D2M1N3 presented below; while both of these have, by construction,
either zero gradient or zero height on the corners of the domain, generic D2M1N3 can
take any arbitrary value on these locations. For this reason, one may define an additional
parameter w which weights the value of gradient in order to tune the predominance of
either height or gradient at the corners. For terrain generation, w is typically a constant,
since the scale (i.e the octave) seems to have no influence on the slope of the added
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values, in first approximation. In the sequels w = h0 /100, where h0 is the amplitude of
polynomial at octave zero.

6.4.1. Time cost
The computational time T for generating a height map using the method presented in
this study is discussed here. Consider first the case of a single octave. For a domain
of size R, the computational time of the evaluation of a polynomial over the domain
is equal to the number of evaluation points times the cost of the evaluation of a single
point. In d dimensions it reads Teval = Ceval · Rd , with Ceval the cost of a single point
evaluation, whose value depends on the specific type of polynomial used. In addition, each
polynomial coefficient needs to be computed once and for all before spatial evaluation.
At a given octave level i, there are 2i·d different polynomials to initialize, leading to
a creation cost equal to Tinit = Cinit 2i·d , where Cinit is the time needed for deducing
polynomial coefficients from boundary conditions, which again depends on the specific
type of polynomial used. Note that Ceval and Cinit are typically of the same order of
magnitude.
The total cost T = Teval + Tinit , including the N octaves, is simply the sum of the
cost for each octave from 0 to N . One obtains T ≈ Ceval N Rd + Cinit 2N d . Let us now
consider the two-dimensional case. The previous expression may be misleading, as the
second term usually becomes negligible compared to the first one, despite the exponential
behaviour of the latter, since dimension d = 2, resolution R ≈ 103 and N ≈ 7 or smaller
in most cases; in this configuration, non-exponential term is of the order of 107 while the
exponential one is of the order of 28 ≈ 103 . Thus for usual, low number of octaves, the
evaluation dominates the total cost of terrain generation, while polynomial initialization
dominates the cost for high number of octaves. Performance test depicts this effect in
Section 6.5.2. This behaviour is related to the fact that the contribution of each octave
exponentially decays. As a result, the global change of shape of the generated terrain,
from the point of view of a given scale, is exponentially smaller. This can be observed in
Fig. 6.1 and is the reason why the exponential component of the time complexity can
be neglected in most cases, since the typical resolution used is large enough to make it
much smaller than the linear component up to approximately 7 octaves.
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Figure 6.1.: Example of map generated with 1 to 8 octaves, from left to right. Zero-gradient
D2M1N3 model was used. As a result of the exponentially decaying height
contribution, the global change of shape of the generated terrain, from the point
of view of a given scale, is exponentially smaller.

6.5. Results
6.5.1. Visual comparison with other methods
An example of terrain produced with different methods is shown in Fig. 6.2, along
with its first and second order gradients. In addition to the three methods previously
described, Perlin’s model has also been used with a fifth order interpolation polynomial
S5 (x) = 6x5 − 15x4 + 10x3 , as well as OpenSimplex method as a way of comparison. No
quality difference can be visually noted between models; acceptable isotropy (i.e not
visible for human eye) at all orders can be observed, although it can be pointed out that
simplex model provides values that are distributed slightly more evenly, as it can be seen
from the first order gradient norm.
Fig. 6.3 depicts different ways to visualize coherent noise produced by zero-gradient
D2M1N3 model, and in particular how 2D height map data is used to generate a 3D
rendered mesh. Fig. 6.3 provides different types of landscapes that can be obtained
with coherent noise, for each method. Again, no quality difference can visually be noted
between models. Finally, Fig. 6.7 shows typical examples of coherent noise used to add
turbulence to sine signal, in order to procedurally generate textures of marble, wood or
stone, as first indicated in [202], as well as a cloud-like texture directly obtained from the
raw noise. Finally, Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 display two rendering of the terrain generated
with zero-gradient D2M1N3 method, for raw noise and ridged noise [225] respectively.
The visual similarity between Perlin and D2M1N3 models is consistent with a zeroth
and first-order gradient frequency analysis. Fig. 6.6 shows a comparison between the
two models, where the mean frequency of both height and slope norm has been obtained
from 1000 random terrains with S = 512. The height frequency distributions are very
similar in both cases, while the gradient frequency distribution only slightly differ.
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Figure 6.2.: Example of terrain generated with generic D2M1N3, zero-gradient D2M1N3,
third order smoothstep, fifth order smoothstep Perlin’s model and OpenSimplex
scheme on each column respectively. Height, height gradient norm and height
second order gradient norm are represented on each line, for each corresponding
column model. Specific color map was used to visualize terrain. Gray scale was
used to visualize gradients, where white means zero and black means maximum
value.

Figure 6.3.: Process leading to 3D mesh, from raw noise to rendered mesh.
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Figure 6.4.: Raw data from zero-gradient D2M1N3 interpreted as islands.

Figure 6.5.: Ridged noise from zero-gradient D2M1N3 interpreted as mountains.
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Figure 6.6.: Comparison of the frequency distribution of the height and first gradient norm
between Perlin noise and zero-gradient D2M1N3 model, for 1000 random terrains
with S = 512 pixels.

Figure 6.7.: Examples of Wood, marble and cloud textures obtained with zero-gradient
D2M1N3 model.
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6.5.2. Performance comparison with other methods
As seen in Section 6.4, D2M1N3 methods and Perlin noise have the same complexity
in time, which is O(N R2 + 22N ) ≈ O(N R2 ) up to N ≈ 8 in two dimensions. However,
their performances may substantially differ, since constants Ceval and Cinit are different
for each method. An estimation of these values is provided here. First, examine Eqs.
(6.8-6.15) first. For convenience, purely space-dependant terms are considered as having
null cost, since they can be pre-computed and then accessed in constant time (this is
equivalent to assume that the zoom cannot be adjusted once the execution starts). If
this is not the case, they globally represent the same amount of effort in all polynomials
whose order are similar, thus they can be ignored with reasonable accuracy. With these
assumptions, one counts ag = 11 additions and mg = 12 multiplications for D2M1N3
polynomial. Equation (6.19) yields az = 3 additions and mz = 3 multiplications for
zero-gradient D2M1N3 polynomial. Finally, Perlin’s scheme is found to include ap = 6
additions and mp = 7 multiplications. By way of comparison, examination of an efficient
implementation of 2D simplex noise yields 6 additions and 10 multiplications [203].
Observing that ag ≈ 4az , mg ≈ 4mz , ap ≈ 2az , mp ≈ 2mz , one obtains that the ratios
Ceval,z /Ceval,g ≈ 4 and Ceval,z /Ceval,p ≈ 2 are independant of the specific cost of addition
and multiplication on the machine used. For this reason, zero-gradient D2M1N3 model is
expected to run approximately twice faster than Perlin’s model and four time faster than
generic D2M1N3 model. This estimation tends to be weaker as the number of octaves
becomes larger, as contribution of Cinit tends to be significant.
Performances measurements have been done on four different home computers: Intel
Core 2 Duo E6550 @ 2.33GHz (denoted Core2 Duo in the figures), Intel Core i5-5200U
@ 2.20GHz, Intel Core i7-4500U @ 1.8GHZ, and Intel Core i7-4770 @ 3.40GHz. For
each method, a C code and a Python code have been used (these codes are available
as supplementary material). Execution time Tm (N, R) for a given number of octaves
N and resolution R have been obtained, for each method m and with each machine,
by averaging the total execution time for 1000 terrain generations. Fig. 6.8 shows the
normalized execution time for zero-gradient D2M1N3, Perlin and OpenSimplex models
as a function of the number of octaves N . The normalized execution time is obtained by
dividing the execution time T by the execution time TZ0 for N = 1 with zero-gradient
D2M1N3 method. The linear behavior of the execution time clearly indicates that the
computational effort is dominated by Ceval up to N = 9. Fig. 6.9 displays an example of
the square root of the normalized execution time, this time as a function of the resolution
R, with a fixed number of octaves N = 3. Again, it is evident that the cost is dominated
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Figure 6.8.: Measured normalized execution time as a function of the number of octaves N ,
for resolution R = 1024 pixels. Data is presented for all methods and for all
machines tested. T is the measured execution time and TZ0 is the measured
execution time for zero-gradient D2M1N3 method with N = 1 octaves. The linear
behaviour show that the computational cost is dominated by pixel evaluation
and that coefficients calculation is negligible for N < 9.

by pixel evaluation at all tested resolutions. Finally, the time advantage of zero-gradient
D2M1N3 method can be quantified by defining the speedup Sm = Tm /TZ , where subscript
Tm is the execution time for any method m and Z denotes D2M1N3 method. Fig. 6.10
shows the different speedups obtained, taking into account all the acquired data for all
machines and methods. It appears that C version of zero-gradient D2M1N3 method is
on average 33 % faster than Perlin method, while Python version is more than twice
faster. OpenSimplex implementations are approximately four times slower.
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Figure 6.9.: Example on two different machines of the square root of the measured execution
time as a function of the resolution R, for N = 3 octaves. The expected
quadratic behaviour in R shows that the computational cost is dominated by
pixel evaluation Ceval and that coefficients calculation is negligible for common
resolutions.
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Figure 6.10.: Speedup values of zero-gradient D2M1N3 over Perlin and OpenSimplex methods.
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6.5.3. Fractal analysis as a measure of realism
The evaluation of how much a generated terrain is realistic undoubtedly depends on
arbitrary choices; a person who never saw an island in his life would judge a real island
as ’unrealistic’ compared to all landscapes previously seen. In the other hand, it seems
reasonable and intuitive to base the evaluation on quantities that can be measured both
in real and numerical terrains, and which reflect in a simple fashion the complexity of a
given topographical configuration. For this reason, fractal dimension is a common choice
to characterize landscapes and coastlines in particular [196, 226]. It is proposed here to
study the fractal dimension corresponding to the coastlines of the terrains generated
with our model, and to compare it with the fractal dimension of real, natural terrains.
Let L be the total length of a given coastline; it is clear that its value depends on the
length  of the measuring tape: as it becomes smaller, more details can be measured and
L therefore increases. This effect is known as Richardson effect and is reported in [196].
Fractal dimension D is defined as the quantity allowing to link  to L by a power law:
L() = k · 1−D , with k a constant. It follows that log(L) = (1 − D) log() + C with C
a constant, thus the fractal dimension can be deduced from the slope of the function
log(L), whose value is 1 − D. A formal study of fractal dimension can be found in [227].
Before proceeding to a numerical measurement of D for a given data set, we shall
convince ourselves that a superimposition of an infinity of 1D sinusoids with exponentially
decreasing amplitudes and exponentially increasing frequencies leads to a theoretical
value 1 ≤ D ≤ 2. Sinus functions are considered in order to easily handle periodicity.The
height function at octave i is defined as hi (x) = a−i sin(f i x), with real constants a and
f . The crest resulting from the superimposition of all N octaves is
H(x) =

N
X

hi (x),

(6.20)

i=0

for x ∈ [0, 2π]. An example of the obtained crest is shown in Fig. 6.11, for different
number of octaves. Using that ∂hi (x)/∂x = (f /a)i cos(f i x) The total length of the crest
can be expressed as

L(N ) =

v
u
Z 2π u
u
t1 +
0

N
X
i=0

!2

(f /a)i

cos(f i x)

dx,

(6.21)
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Figure 6.11.: Superimposition H(x) of sinusoids with increasing frequencies and decreasing
amplitudes. Here a = f = 2.

From the mathematical point of view, the actual length L of the crest is the length
obtained with an infinite number of octaves. In the other hand, as previously said, one
seeks a relationship on the form L(N ) = k1−D . Consequently, one obtains
D=

− log L(N )
+ 1.
(N,)→(∞,0)
log 
lim

(6.22)

Because of the difficulty to solve the integral in Equation (6.21), a numerical evidence
of the convergence value of D for different choices of parameters a and f is provided in
Fig. 6.12.
In order to measure D for a given numerical landscape, each terrain is generated
once and for all with a given number of octaves N and a resolution R = 1024. Several
exponentially decreasing values for  are then chosen, to which are associated squares
of side length . By counting, for each given , how many squares are needed to cover
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Figure 6.12.: Fractal dimension D as a function of frequency f and amplitude a. As expected
D is close to 2 when a is small, in other words when low octaves do not
predominate much over high octaves. Reversely, D is close to 1 when low
octaves almost entirely determines the shape of the crest.
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Figure 6.13.: Example of box counting process used for computing fractal dimension of a
generated map. Box size varies from 2 to 64 pixel and is indicated on each
image. In this example, the terrain size is 512 × 512 pixels large.

all the coastline of the height map, one is able to deduce D from a linear regression of
log(L) plot, as explained above. Fig. 6.13 depicts the process, for an example map of
512 × 512 pixels. In Fig. 6.14 are displayed fractal dimension reported in [196] from
Lewis Richardson’s empirical work for South Africa, Germany land frontier and West
coast of Britain; these experimentally found quantities are compared to data generated
with zero-gradient D2M1N3 method for different values of persistence. Fig. 6.15 shows
how D evolves as the number of octaves used for generating the height map grows, again
for different values of persistence, as expected after studying the behaviour of fractal
sinusoids. One can note that the results are essentially similar between zero-gradient
D2M1N3, Perlin and OpenSimplex algorithms. It should be noted that even though D
may continue to grow significantly, the human, visual appreciation of the result is limited
at approximately 8 octaves for common model parameters, as argued below.
It is worth noting that fractal dimension of coastlines is not by itself a complete measure
of terrain realism; Koch snowflake has very little resemblance with real terrain, while its
fractal dimension is 1.26 [226]. Therefore, it seems judicious to associate D with another
criterium whose role is to quantify how much terrain is uneven. Although this point is
not investigated, it is worth noting that the Kullback-Leibler [228] divergence could be a
suitable choice for measuring the similarity between height maps as a complement to
fractal analysis.

6.6. Conclusion
Two main uses can be made of the model, either by using zero-gradient D2M1N3 model
to increase performance compared to standard Perlin noise, or by using a higher-order
scheme (and in particular constrained mixed derivatives) with the aim to arbitrarily
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Figure 6.14.: Example of computed fractal dimension for different values of persistence p and
comparison with values for South Africa, Germany and Great-Britain coastline
obtained by Richardson and reported in [196]. The plot display the logarithmic
value of coastline length L as a function of the logarithmic value of the box size
, and the fractal dimension is the corresponding gradient. Note that ordinate
of the curves has been arbitrary chosen for convenience, as their slopes is the
only quantity of interest here.
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Figure 6.15.: Computed fractal dimension D as a function of the number of octaves N used
to generate the height map, for different values of persistence p. The results
of zero-gradient D2M1N3 method are compared to Perlin and OpenSimplex
models.
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constrain gradient. While the former correspond to typical video-games demand, the
latter may find use in scientific and industrial research, as discussed in the introduction.

Strengths
The new method described allows to significantly improve performances of realistic
terrain generation based of fractal brownian motion. In addition, the general model
proposed allows to reach an arbitrary level of gradient smoothness. The scheme for
noise generation consists in solving, once and for all at the theoretical level, a linear set
of equations whose order depends on the number of desired constraints on gradients.
It has been shown that zero-gradient D2M1N3 model is the minimal configuration for
smooth 3D polynomial terrain generation. Another benefit of the presented method is
that, unlike simplex models, it is very similar to Perlin noise, which means that quality
and performance improvements developed for Perlin noise such as [204, 229] can be
straightforwardly applied to it.

Limitations
The performance gain of the model is paid by the loss of intuition compared to Perlin
polynomial, who can be seen as a simple interpolation of height values generated from
corner gradients on a grid. Moreover, for dimensions higher than 4, simplex noise has
proven to give better performances than Perlin model [203]. Finally, for generation
of terrain including caves, a common approach is to use a 3D height map for which
some values are interpreted as void or air; in that case, a performance study comparing
zero-gradient D3M1N3 model to Perlin and simplex methods should be performed in order
to determinate how the performance advantage of zero-gradient method is diminished.
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Conclusion
Problems of various natures have been treated throughout this work, one of their common
points being their description by the LB approach and its extensions. Whereas a detailed
summary of the different results can be found in the corresponding chapters, a brief
overview is given here along with global remarks.
The first aim pursued in this thesis was to build a numerical tool suited for the
study of highly concentrated suspensions at the scale of their components. In contrast to
phenomenological models, this tool enables the assessment of the internal mechanisms of
suspensions, from which emerge their complex macroscopic behaviour. In this regard,
the model presented in this work goes beyond the state-of-the art methods in terms of
the particles concentration that can be reached. Simulations with concentration equal to
the critical (jamming) volume fraction of particles can be performed with a simple and
robust scheme. An extension of this latter model to three-phase suspensions including
bubbles has been proposed, using a free-surface VOF model, though no quantitative
results have been produced in this latter case.
The same free-surface model was used for the study of a wave energy converter,
giving accurate predictions as compared to experiments conducted in a flume. Another
investigation involving the LB free-surface model was proposed throughout its coupling
with a LB shallow water model, allowing for an efficient treatment of hydraulic multiscale
systems.
A physically sound refinement criterion has been proposed and validated through
a comparison with spectral method results on the lid-driven cavity at high Reynolds
number.
Although the part of this work devoted to fluid suspensions yielded an accurate and
robust model, crucial challenges remain to be met in the future before a direct numerical
simulation of large systems can be performed (e.g. at the scale of a real magmatic
chamber). Such a simulation, with several hundred of thousands of particles, implies a
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large computational cost, summing up the contributions from the immersed boundary
scheme, the free-surface scheme and the particle-fluid-bubbles interactions. Beyond the
obvious attention that should be payed to the parallelization efficiency of the code, a
reflection (as conducted in [18]) on the multiscale nature of the problem is of interest here,
as the rheology of dense suspensions intrinsically results from the interaction between
phenomena occurring at different scales.
To question how this difficulty should be addressed, it is enlightening to look at the
overall picture of the other complex systems treated in this thesis. The multiscale nature
of some hydraulic problems can be solved by splitting the computational domain in
different parts, employing an expensive model (free-surface model) on small areas, and a
simpler one (shallow water model) on large areas where stronger assumptions can be made
on the flow. In other configurations such as the lid-driven cavity at high Reynolds number,
the large unevenness of the computational needs can be tackled via a direct refinement of
the grid, thanks to a systematic criterion. However, in the case of particles and bubbles
suspensions, none of the aforesaid approaches is practicable. Indeed, dense suspensions
in magmatic regime are too homogeneous to allow for the adoption of simplified models
in small portions of the global domain; for the same reason, a grid refinement approach
would not be efficient, as the grid would have to be refined dynamically everywhere in
the domain, due to the frequent, homogeneous and random-like occurrences of particles
interactions in the suspension.
At this point, concepts of complex flows and multiscale systems meet. In the introduction, three characteristics of complex flows were enumerated: 1. the nature of the
flow; 2. the boundary conditions; 3. the interdependance of phenomena occurring at
multiple scales. In this, the simulation of a free-surface flow interacting with complex
geometries (wave energy converter) at high reynolds number, such as investigated in
Sect. 4.2, entirely falls into the category of complex flows; why, then, does it constitutes
an easier task to solve than particle suspensions? It seems that the answer lies in the
degree of coupling between the different phenomena involved. Various characterizations
of multiscale systems can be found in the literature (see [17, 230] for instance); in the
Multiscale Modeling and Simulation Framework, it is proposed that a multiscale model
is a model allowing to represent a single phenomena, occurring over multiple scales, as
a coupled set of phenomena occurring on single scales. As it turns out, the inherent
nature of suspensions is such as they are difficult to split in single scale phenomena,
because the transition from micro (particles, bubbles) to macro (whole fluid sample,
“magma”) structures contains significant composite structures at intermediate scales
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(e.g. chains of particles), which is not the case in the example of the wave energy converter.
Here, a tight link appears between this separability of scales and the concept of (weak)
emergence1 ; when one states, as above, that the complex rheology of suspensions emerges
from the interaction between the different components of the system, the lexical choice is
highly significant – having in mind that emergence is precisely viewed as the fundamental
property of what is called “complex systems” [231, 232] in a general context.

1

See [231] for instance: “emergence refer to the arising of novel and coherent structures, patterns and
properties during the process of self-organization in complex systems.”
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Appendix A.
Material derivative
A small variation df of a quantity f (x1 , x2 , ..xn ) is the sum of the variations of f in terms
of all its variables:
df =

∂f
∂f
∂f
dx1 +
dx2 + ...
dxn ,
∂x1
∂x2
∂xn

(A.1)

∂f
which is known as the chain rule. The quantities on the form ∂x
can be seen as
i
∂f
the local slope of the function f along i-axis, so ∂xi dxi is the small increment of f
corresponding to a small increment dxi along the i-axis.

Using the above relation for f = f (x, y, z, t), one finds
df
∂f dt ∂f dx ∂f dy ∂f dz
=
+
+
+
,
dt
∂t dt ∂x dt
∂y dt
∂z dt

(A.2)

which is, recognizing ux = dx/dt (and likewise for the other components), equivalent to
df
∂f
~
=
+ (~u · ∇)f.
dt
∂t

(A.3)

It is common to define the operator
D
∂
~
=
+ (~u · ∇),
Dt
∂t

(A.4)

also called material derivative, which is simply a special case of the application of the
chain rule to a function of space and time. The material derivative is a nonlinear operator
whose first term represents the change over time of the considered quantity, and the
second term represents its change over space, which is called convection. Because of that,
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the material derivative is also called convective derivative. Note that the left term in the
Reynold’s transport theorem Eq. (B.2) expresses a material derivative.

Appendix B.
Reynolds’ transport theorem
The Reynolds’ transport theorem states that the total rate of change of a time-and-space
dependant property is equal to the sum of its rate of change inside a control volume Ω(t)
plus a convective transport trough the surface S(t) of this volume. Here is given the
particular case of this theorem applied to a material element φ(~x, t) and flow velocity
~u(~x, t). It establishes the link between the Lagrangian point of view and the Eulerian
one:
dZ
−
dt

φ(~x, t) dV =
Ω(t)

Z

I
∂φ(~x, t)
dV +
∂t
Ω(t)

(φ(~x, t)~u(~x, t) · ~n) dS,

(B.1)

S(t)

with ~n a unit vector normal to the boundary surface and pointing outside it. More
pragmatically, it means that one can transform the total time derivative into a partial
one inside the integral, with the cost of adding a second, surface integral which takes
into account the flow of matter trough the volume boundary. Not that if the volume is
fixed, ~u = ~0 and the derivative can simply be taken inside the integral.
Reformulated, the theorem states that the total change of a quantity into a given
volume is the sum of what is created by sources (or lost by sinks) and what is crossing
the surface boundary of this volume. Calling the source term Q(~x, t) = Q and dropping
the notation for time and space dependencies, the theorem is often written in the general
form
−

Z
dZ
φ dV =
dt Ω

I
∂φ
(φ~u · ~n) dS.
dV +
Ω ∂t
S
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Appendix C.
Gauss’s divergence theorem
The divergence theorem is used to convert a volume integral of the divergence of a
vector field ϕ
~ to a surface integral of the same field over the boundary of the volume. It
expresses the fact that what crosses out the surface of a given volume is equal to the
dispersion of the same property inside the volume:
I

~=
ϕ
~ · dS
∂Ω

Z

~ ·ϕ
(∇
~ ) dV.
Ω
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Appendix D.
Basic differential operators
Below are indicated divergence and gradient for usual tensors (0th, 1st and 2nd rank).
The dimensionnality (scalar s, vector ~v or tensor T) is also indicated. In this appendix,
∂i f = ∂∂fx .
i

Gradient of a scalar results in a vector:


~ =
∇s



∂1 s




∂2 s .





(D.1)

∂3 s

Laplacian of a scalar results in a scalar:


~ 2s =
∇

 



∂1  ∂1 s
  

  

∂2  · ∂2 s
  

  


∂3

= ∂12 s + ∂22 s + ∂32 s.

(D.2)

∂3 s

Gradient of a vector results in a second order tensor:


~v=
∇~



∂1 v1


∂1 v2



∂2 v1 ∂3 v1 
∂2 v2



.
∂3 v2 



∂1 v3 ∂2 v3 ∂3 v3
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Divergence of a vector results in a scalar:
~ · ~v = ∂x1 v1 + ∂x2 v2 + ∂x3 v3 .
∇

(D.4)

Divergence of line-vector of a tensor results in a vector:




~D·T =
∇

∂1 T11


∂1 T21



+ ∂2 T12 + ∂3 T13 



.
+ ∂2 T22 + ∂3 T23 



(D.5)

∂1 T31 + ∂2 T32 + ∂3 T33

Divergence of column-vector of a tensor results in a vector:




∂1 T11 + ∂2 T21 + ∂3 T31 











~G·T =
∇
∂1 T21 + ∂2 T22 + ∂3 T32  .

∂1 T13 + ∂2 T23 + ∂3 T33

(D.6)

Laplacian of a vector results in vector:





~ 2~v = ∂ 2~v + ∂ 2~v + ∂ 2~v =
∇
1
2
3

2
∂1 v1


 2
∂1 v2



+

∂22 v1

+

∂22 v2



+

∂32 v1 

+


.
∂32 v2 


∂12 v3 + ∂22 v3 + ∂32 v3




(D.7)

Appendix E.
Tensor contraction
Two-dimensional example with Q = ~c~c − c2s I:


2
 ux

Q : ~u~u = Q : 
uy ux





 



2
ux uy 
Qxx Qxy   ux

:
=
uy ux u2y
Qyx Qyy
u2y

ux uy 

= Qxx u2x + Qxy ux uy + Qyx uy ux + Qyy u2y
= c2x u2x + c2y u2y + 2cx cy ux uy − c2s (u2x + u2y ) . (E.1)
|

{z

}

(~c·~
u) 2

|

{z

c2s (~
u·~
u)

}

Similarly,
1 ~
~ u)T ),
u + (∇~
γ̇ = (∇~
2

(E.2)

or equivalently:




2∂x ux
∂x uy + ∂y ux 
1
γ̇ = 

.
2 ∂ u +∂ u
2∂y uy
y x
x y

(E.3)

Therefore, using the same method as above for the contraction, it follows that
Q : γ̇ = c2x ∂x ux + c2y ∂y uy + cx cy (∂x uy + ∂y ux ) − c2s (∂x ux + ∂y uy ).
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Appendix F.
Computations
~ · (ρ~
F.1. Development of ∇
uu
~)
~ · (ρ~u~u) = (∇ρ)
~ · (~u~u) + ρ~u(∇
~ · ~u) + ρ~u · (∇~
~ u).
It is shown here (in 2D) that ∇
The divergence of ρ~u~u reads








ρu2x ρux uy  ∂x (ρu2x ) + ∂y (ρux uy )
~ · (ρ~u~u) = ∇
~ ·
∇
.
=

2
2
∂x (ρuy ux ) + ∂y (ρuy )
ρuy ux ρuy

(F.1)

Developing the derivatives of the products and rearranging the terms, one obtains


2
ρ∂x (ux )

~ · (ρ~u~u) = 
∇

+

u2x ∂x (ρ)

+ ρ∂y (ux uy ) + ux uy ∂y (ρ)

ρ∂x (ux uy ) + ux uy ∂x (ρ) + ρ∂y (u2y ) + u2y ∂y (ρ)


2
ux ∂x (ρ)

=



2
ux ∂x (ρ) + ux uy ∂y (ρ)

ux uy ∂x (ρ) +



+ ux uy ∂y (ρ)

ux uy ∂x (ρ) + u2y ∂y (ρ)



=



u2y ∂y (ρ)



2
∂x (ux )

 + ρ



+ ∂y (ux uy )

∂x (ux uy ) + ∂y (u2y )





uy ∂x (ux ) + uy ∂y (uy )







+



ux ∂x (ux ) + ux ∂y (uy )

 + ρ 



ux ∂x (ux ) + uy ∂y (ux )

ux ∂x (uy ) + uy ∂y (uy )

~
~ · ~u) + ~u · (∇~
~ u)), (F.2)
= ∇(ρ)
· (~u~u) + ρ(~u(∇
and the identity is proved.
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F.2. Divergence of the stress tensor : from variable
to constant viscosity
It is shown here, for the 2D case, that
~ · µ ∇~
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T − 2 (∇
~ · ~u)I
∇
3
 



~ 2~u + 1 µ∇(
~ ∇
~ · ~u),
= µ∇
3

(F.3)

provided that µ is constant.
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T :
First, develop the value of ∇~








+



∂x ux ∂x uy 

~ u + (∇~
~ u)T = 
∇~

∂y ux ∂y uy

∂x ux ∂y ux 

∂x uy ∂y uy



2∂x ux

=
∂y ux + ∂x uy




∂x uy + ∂y ux 
2∂y uy

.

(F.4)
The divergence of the above expression is (see Eq. (D.6)):


2∂x ux

~ ·
∇

∂y ux + ∂x uy







=

∂x uy + ∂y ux 
2∂y uy



2
2
2∂x ux + ∂y ux + ∂y ∂x uy 

∂x2 uy + ∂x ∂y ux + 2∂y2 uy

,

(F.5)

which can be rewritten as (see Eq. (D.7))








=

2
2
2
∂x ux + ∂y ux + ∂x ux + ∂y ∂x uy 



∂x2 uy + ∂y2 uy + ∂y2 uy + ∂x ∂y ux







+



2
2
∂x ux + ∂y ux 

∂x2 uy + ∂y2 uy

|

{z

~ 2~u + 
=∇


∂y2 uy + ∂x ∂y ux

}

~ 2~
∇
u



2
∂x ux + ∂y ∂x uy 



∂x (∂x ux + ∂y uy )
∂y (∂x ux + ∂y uy )



{z

}

|

~ ∇·~
~ u)
∇(

~ 2~u + ∇(
~ ∇
~ · ~u). (F.6)
=∇




~ · ∇~
~ u + (∇~
~ u)T = ∇
~ 2~u + ∇(
~ ∇
~ · ~u).
It is now clear that ∇
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~ · ~u)I, is found
Likewise, the divergence of the remaining term of the stress tensor, (∇
to be:


∂x ux + ∂y uy

~ · ((∇
~ · ~u)I) = ∇
~ ·
∇

0

0
∂x ux + ∂y uy





~ ∇
~ · ~u).
= ∇(

(F.7)

Finally, applying the distributivity property of the divergence operator and the fact
that µ is constant, one can rewrite the left hand side of Eq. (F.3) as


~ · ∇~
~ u + (∇~
~ u )T − 2 ∇
~ · ((∇
~ · ~u)I)
µ ∇
3


2~ ~
2
~
~
~
~ 2~u + 1 ∇(
~ ∇
~ · ~u)). (F.8)
= µ ∇ ~u + ∇(∇ · ~u) − ∇(∇ · ~u) = µ(∇
3
3




F.3. Product of the viscosity tensor with the strain
rate tensor
~ · ~u)I.
It is shown here that τ = 2bγ̇ + a(∇
The linear relationship between τ and γ̇ is done through the fourth order tensor α.
It reads:
τij =

X

αijkl γ̇ij ,

(F.9)

∀k,l

or equivalently τij = αijkl γ̇ij , using Einstein’s summation. As stated in Section 1.2.2,
since α is isotropic it must be on the form (see [37]):
αijkl = aδij δkl + bδik δjl + cδil δjk .

(F.10)
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Moreover, if it is symmetric, then it follows that










a + 2b 0

α=














0

a



0

b
0

b





 0
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0

b



0

a


0 a + 2b






,
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for the 2D case. The development yields


τ =

a + 2b



0







 0


b










0
a



b
0





0

b 
 

0 
 

b



a


0

0 a + 2b















1
(∂ u
2 x y

+ ∂y ux )

+ ∂y ux )

2b
(∂x uy
2

(a + 2b)∂x ux + a∂y uy

2b
(∂x uy
2



+ ∂y ux )






:








1
(∂ u
2 x y

∂x ux

∂y uy

=



+ ∂y ux )

a∂x ux + (a + 2b)∂y uy








=





2b∂x ux






+ a(∂x ux + ∂y uy )

b(∂x uy + ∂y ux )

b(∂x uy + ∂y ux )




.
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2b∂y uy + a(∂x ux + ∂y uy )

Hence, one finally obtains


τ =










2b∂x ux

b(∂x uy + ∂y ux )

b(∂x uy + ∂y ux )
2b∂y uy

~ · ~u)I.
which is equivalent to τ = 2bγ̇ + a(∇



~ u)
a(∇ · ~

 
 
+
 
 

0



0



,



~ · ~u)
a(∇

(F.13)

Appendix G.
Hermite polynomials and Hermite
series
The Hermite polynomial of order n is defined as:
H (n) (~x) = (−1)n

~ (n) ω(~x)
∇
,
ω(~x)

(G.1)

whith the so-called weight function in d spatial dimensions:
2 /2

ω(~x) = (2π)−d/2 e−~x

(G.2)

.

An important property of the Hermite polynomials is their orthogonality with ω(~x):
Z

(n+m)

where δα~ β~

(m)

(n)

(m+n)

ω(~x)Hα~ Hβ~ dd x = δmn δα~ β~

d
Y

ki !,

(G.3)

i=1

~ and
is null if the indices contained in α
~ are not a permutation of those of β,
(n)

ki is the number of occurrences of xi in α
~ . Note that with this notation, Hα~ denotes
(3)
a scalar quantity, as it is the component α
~ of H (e.g. Hxxy
). Hence, Eq. (G.3) is such
that all integrals involving m different than n are null, as are the ones involving α
~ that
~
are not permutations of β.
Since the Hermite polynomials form a complete basis, a function f (~x) ∈ Rd can be
expressed as
f eq (~x) = ω(~x)

∞
X

1 (n)
a : H (n) (~x),
n!
n=0
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with
a(n) =

Z

f (~x)H (n) (~x)dd x.

(G.5)

Appendix H.
Gauss-Hermite quadrature
The basic concepts of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature in the 1D case are provided, as
the purpose here is to understand the principles behind the discretization of the particle
distribution function rather than giving a rigorous mathematical justification. The
presented properties can be generalized to an arbitrary number of dimensions.
An important property of the Hermite polynomials (see App. G) is that, for any
function f (x), the following approximation holds:
Z ∞

ω(x)f (x)dx ≈

−∞

q
X

wi f (xi ),

(H.1)

i=1

with the weights:
wi =

q!
(qH (q−1) (x

2.
i ))

(H.2)

Provided that the abscissae xi are chosen as H (q) (xi ) = 0 and that f (x) is a polynomial
of order 2q − 1, then the approximation in Eq. H.1 becomes an equality.
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Appendix I.
Bimodal suspensions and
crowding-based rheology
This appendix summarizes the model developed in [112] to compute the viscosity of a
suspension made of two types of spheres.

I.1. Stiffening factor and volume fraction
Assume two types of spheres with radii rs and rb . In this appendix, variables with
a subscript (s for small and b for large) correspond to the different types of spheres,
whereas f index correspond to the pure liquid phase (e.g. Vb is the sum of the volume of
each large particle, and Vf = Vdomain − Vs − Vb ).
In this approach, one seeks for the increase of viscosity ν resulting from an addition
of particles into the suspension. Each time spheres are added, one wants to express the
factor H of increasing viscosity (stiffening factor), such that νnew = H(ϕnew )νprevious , with
ϕnew the new total volume fraction after the spheres are added.
At the beginning, νinit = νf is the viscosity of the fluid with no spheres (ϕinit = 0).
Then, adding the small spheres only, one obtains:
ϕs =

Vs
,
Vf + Vs
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and
H(ϕs ) =

νs
= νrs ,
νf

(I.2)

where νrs is the relative viscosity of the suspension after the small spheres are added.
Now, adding the other spheres (type b) yields:
ϕb =

Vb
,
Vf + Vs + Vb

(I.3)

and
H(ϕb ) =

νb
νb νf
νrb
,
=
=
νs
νf νs
H(ϕs )

(I.4)

where νrb is the relative viscosity of the suspension after both the large spheres and small
spheres are added, which simply corresponds to the relative viscosity νr of the suspension:
νr = νrb = H(ϕs ) · H(ϕb ).
Now that the fluid contains both spheres s and b, one can observe that ϕs , as defined
in equation I.1, is not the “true” volume fraction of spheres s, since the denominator
does not take into account the volume of the spheres b, that have been added afterwards.
The true volume fractions are φs = Vs /V and φb = Vb /V , with V = Vf + Vs + Vb . One
can then write
1
V − Vb
1
Vb
1
φb
1 − φb
=
=
−
=
−
=
,
ϕs
Vs
φs Vs
φs φs
φs

(I.5)

and the true volume fractions are linked to the “by step” volume fractions as ϕs =
φs /(1 − φb ) and ϕb = φb . Note that the total volume fraction is φ = (Vs + Vb )/V = φs + φb .

I.2. Crowding effect and interfering sizes
The particle size ratio ζ is defined as
ζ=

rb
.
rs

(I.6)
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Note that if b is a large sphere falling into the fluid and ζ  1, then the large sphere just
sees a fluid which has the viscosity of the suspension made of the small spheres; this is
because the sizes are so diferent that they are not interfering.
In the previous section, it has been shown that one can write the relative viscosity as
νr = H(ϕs ) · H(ϕb ). The idea of the crowding model is to account for a crowding effect
as
νr = H(ϕs )H(ϕb ) = H(φs )H(φb ) + H12 (φs , φb ).

(I.7)

The above formula makes the link between the viscosity expressed as a function of the
corrected volume fractions and the viscosity expressed as the joint effect of the actual
volume fractions and a correction term accounting for the crowding effect. Note that
H12 → 0 as ζ → ∞, this is to say that spheres of very different sizes do not see each
other. In the case where ζ is not much greater than unity, then the particles sizes are
said to be interfering.
The difficulty here is to express the interfering term. In the sequel, the aim is to find
a way to get rid of it.

I.3. Maximum packing
Let Pζ be the maximum random packing fraction of a system of bimodal spheres with
size ratio ζ (e.g. P1 ≈ 0.64). It is shown in [112] that a good approximation is given by
(

)

1
1
Pζ = P1 · min
,
,
1 − fs ks P1 + (1 − fb kb )(1 − P1 )

(I.8)

where ki = φi /φ is the fraction of the total volume made of spheres of a given size
and fi = (1 − ζ −1 )αi is the contracting factor, with αs ≈ 2.1 and αb ≈ 1.9. Note that
ks + kb = 1. The maximum value of ks for a given value of ζ is
ksmax = 1 −

fs
,
fs + fb (1 − P1 )

(I.9)

and occurs when both sizes are jammed.
In figure I.1 is plotted Pζ against ks for several values of ζ, along with the corresponding
values of ksmax . From the figure it is clear that the value of ks at which the packing
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Figure I.1.: Maximum packing fraction Pζ as a function of the fraction ks of the total volume
occupied by small spheres, for different values of ζ exponentially spaced from 1
to ∞. The blue lines represents the maximum ks value for each value of ζ, with
some of them plotted as filled circles.

fraction is maximum is not trivial. For ζ  1, ksmax ≈ 0.26. Note that conversely, if
ζ = 1, ksmax = 1 in this model, which is somehow “wrong” since there is no longer concept
of small and large spheres for ζ = 1. Figure I.2 displays the same information with the
size ratio on the x-axis.

I.4. Crowding model
Dead fluid (i.e. fluid trapped between particle’s interstitial space) plays an important
role in the rheology of a suspension. Although the dead fluid volume, in the monomodal
case, does not depend on the size of spheres for obvious scale-invariance reasons, it
can be intuitively understood that in the bimodal case, a large size ratio implies a
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Figure I.2.: Maximum packing fraction Pζ as a function of the size ratio ζ for several values
of ks .
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small number of fluid portions where no small particle can go. Consider a volume
filled with monomodal spheres: φ ≈ 0.64 in this case. Now, one pours this suspension
inside a cubic volume of side-length 2R  r whose center is occupied by a very large
sphere of radius R (hence ζ  1). Therefore, in this limit the total volume fraction is
[ 43 πR3 + 0.64(8R3 − 43 πR3 )]/(8R3 ) ≈ 0.82. It is then clear that the amount of dead fluid
decreases as ζ increases.
Because of its dependence on ζ, the amount of dead fluid constitutes a crucial
ingredient of bimodal suspensions rheology, and Krieger-Dougherty law is not always
well adapted to these cases.

I.4.1. Self-crowding factor for monomodal suspensions
A popular crowding model for monomodal spheres is given by
H(φ) = (1 − φ∗ )−2.5 ,

(I.10)

where φ∗ = φ/V∗ is the effective volume fraction, and V∗ is the effective (free) volume as
seen by the particles: V∗ = V − Vdead − Vparticles . Assuming that the amount of trapped
fluid is proportional to the number of particles and is inversely proportional to the
maximum packing fraction P (think of cuboid particles: there is not space for trapped
fluid in that case), the free volume is expected to be equal to φ/P .
One can express the free volume as V∗ = 1 − φ/P + φ where the r.h.s. terms accounts
for the total volume, the dead fluid volume and the volume already taken by the particles
respectively (the latter one obviously cannot account for the free volume). Finally, one
can reformulate the stiffening factor of Eq. (I.10) in terms of a self-crowding constant
Ω = 1/P − 1:

φ
H(φ) = 1 −
1 − Ωφ

!−2.5

.

(I.11)

I.4.2. Crowding factor for bimodal suspensions
It is desirable that the crowding model reflects several properties of bimodal a suspension:
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1. Adding small spheres reduces the dead volume and thus increases the free volume.
Consequently, the effective volume fraction is lower, and so the viscosity. Thus, the
crowding factor must reflect the dead volume.
2. For ζ → ∞ and ks = ksmax (ζ), the dead volume is minimum.
3. The crowding effect is expected to be more crucial at high total volume fraction,
since in a dilute regime there is no dead fluid at all.
The minimum amount of dead fluid is reached for a maximum random packing fraction
Pζ∞ = limζ→∞ Pζ (ks = ksmax (ζ)). Conversely, the maximum amount of dead fluid is
reached when ζ = 1. Defining the factor of dead fluid augmentation as
f (ζ) =

Pζ∞ − Pζ
,
Pζ

(I.12)

one can express the crowding factor C(ζ) as the normalized augmentation of dead fluid
compared to the monomodal case:
P1
C = f (ζ)/f (1) =
Pζ

!

Pζ∞ − Pζ
.
Pζ∞ − P1

(I.13)

Fig. I.3 and Fig. I.4 display Eq. (I.13) for P1 = 0.64.

I.5. Decorrelation
From Eq. (I.7), one can see that the effect of two interfering sizes of spheres (l.h.s.) can
be summarized by a correlation term (r.h.s.). Conversely, one can express the viscosity of
an interfering (correlated) system with size ratio ζ and volume fractions φi as a system
of noninterfering (decorrelated) spheres with size ratio ζ 0 and volume fractions φ0i .
Conceptually, the rheology is governed by functions lying in a four-dimensionnal space
(C, ks , φ, ζ). The idea is to keep C and ks constant and to decorrelate spheres populations
by letting ζ → ∞ (transformation 1). This puts a constraint on φ = φs + φb that is
handled conserving the fraction of dead fluid in each spheres population (transformation
2).
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Figure I.3.: Crowding factor C as a function of the fraction ks of the total volume occupied
by small spheres, for different values of ζ exponentially spaced from 1 to ∞.
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I.5.1. Transformation to noninterfering sizes
The following transformation preserves the total volume fraction and the volume of dead
fluid (and thus the rheology), but not the excess volume (Vdead and Vparticles are kept
constant, but not V∗ ):
φ0b , φ0s = φb − Cφb , φs + Cφb .

(I.14)

The interpretation of the above transformation is that one removes from the large
spheres population an amount of spheres that is proportional to the dead fluid, and adds
the removed quantity on the form of small spheres. Assuming that the fraction of spheres
participating to the dead fluid is the same in both populations (which is as true as the
size are interfering), it is equivalent to say that one removed the participation of large
spheres to the dead fluid, and transfered it to the small spheres population. The only
way that makes it possible while keeping φ constant is that ζ has been changed. Indeed,
when ζ changes, both Pζ∞ and Pζ change, hence C can be kept constant. And since now
only small spheres bear the entire dead fluid, ζ must be much greater than 1.

I.5.2. Adjusting the repartition of dead fluid by adapting the
total volume fraction
Now the total volume fraction is not preserved, though the excess and dead volumes
are preseved (Vdead and V∗ are kept constant, but not Vparticles ). This is done through a
second transformation:
ϕb , ϕ s =

φ0s
φ0b
,
.
1 − Cφ0s 1 − (1 − Cφ0b )

(I.15)

Using these final corrected volume fractions, the viscosity of the suspension can be
computed according to Eq. (I.7) and Eq. (I.11). In Fig. I.5, Fig. I.6 and Fig. I.7 are
plotted the resulting viscosity as a function of ζ and ks .
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Dashed lines correspond to ks = 0.1 and plain lines correspond to ks = 0.9.
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